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Abstract
We present a new game semantics for Martin-Lo¨f type theory (MLTT); our aim is to give
a mathematical and intensional explanation of MLTT. Specifically, we propose a category with
families (a categorical model of MLTT) of a novel variant of games, which induces an injective
(when Id-types are excluded) and surjective interpretation of the intensional variant of MLTT
equipped with unit-, empty-, N-,
∏
-,
∑
-, Id-types and the cumulative hierarchy of universes
(which in particular formulates, in terms of games and strategies, the difference between
types and terms of universes) for the first time in the literature (as far as we are aware). Our
games generalize the existing notion of games, and achieve an interpretation of dependent
types and universes in an intuitive yet mathematically precise manner; our strategies can
be seen as algorithms underlying programs (or proofs) in MLTT, achieving the research aim
except that a fine-grained interpretation of Id-types (that, e.g., refutes uniqueness of identity
proofs and validates univalence axiom) is left as future work. We also hope that as in the case
of existing game semantics this framework would be applicable to a wide range of logics and
programming languages with dependent types.
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2
1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a new game semantics for Martin-Lo¨f type theory (MLTT). Our mo-
tivation is to give a game-theoretic formulation of the BHK-interpretation of the syntax for a
mathematical and intensional explanation ofMLTT.
MLTT [ML82, ML84, ML98] is an extension of the simply-typed λ-calculus that, under the
Curry-Howard isomorphism (CHI) [GTL89], corresponds to intuitionistic predicate logic, for which
such an extension is made by introducing dependent types, i.e., types that depend on terms. It
actually “internalizes” the CHI in the sense that its types and terms represent propositions and
proofs, respectively; so it is a functional programming language as well as a formal logical sys-
tem. It was proposed byMartin-Lo¨f as a foundation of constructive mathematics, but also it has
been an object of active research in computer science because it can be seen as a programming
language, and one may extract programs from its proofs in such a way that extracted programs
are “correct by construction”. In fact, MLTT and similar dependent type theories1 have been
implemented as proof assistants such as Nuprl [CAB+86], Coq [T+12] and Agda [Nor07]. More-
over, based on the homotopy-theoretic interpretation, an extension of MLTT, called homotopy
type theory (HoTT), has been recently proposed, providing new insights and having potential to
be a powerful and practical foundation of mathematics [Uni13].
However, although MLTT is conceptually based on the BHK-interpretation of intuitionistic
logic [TvD88], which interprets proofs as some informal notion of “constructions”, amathematical
(or semantic) formulation of the BHK-interpretationwith an appropriate degree of intensionality has
been missing. Note that the BHK-interpretation is informal in nature, and formulated only syn-
tactically as MLTT; also it is reasonable to think of such “constructions” as some computational
processeswhich must be an intensional concept. Thus, amathematical and intensional formulation
of the BHK-interpretation of MLTT should be considered as primal or standard, and thus de-
sired for its conceptual as well as mathematical clarity. Also, it would give new insights and/or
tools to analyze the syntax; in particular, it may provide not only a constructive justification of
the univalence axiom (UA) and higher-inductive types (HITs) of HoTT but also an explanation of
what they are and how they compute, which has been missing (though a significant step towards
this goal has been recently taken in [BCH14]) because the homotopy-theoretic interpretation is
far from (or rather orthogonal to) the BHK-interpretation. In the literature, several formulations
of the BHK-interpretation of MLTT such as realizability models [Reu99, Smi84, Bee12, AMV84]
and syntactic models [Coq98] have been proposed; they take, as realizers, e.g., (codes of) Turing
machines (TMs) or syntactic terms. However, TMs are too low-level to capture type-theoretic
constructions, and syntactic terms are still syntax, which is not very different fromMLTT2.
Game semantics [A+97, AM99, Hyl97] on the other hand refers to a particular kind of seman-
tics of logics and programming languages in which types and terms are interpreted as “games”
and “strategies”, respectively. Historically, game semantics gave the first syntax-independent
characterization of the language PCF [AJM00, HO00, Nic94]; since then, a variety of games and
strategies have been proposed to characterize various programming features [Abr14, AM99].
One of its distinguishing features is to interpret syntax as dynamic interactions between two
“participants”3 of a “game”, providing a computational and intensional explanation of proofs
and programs in an intuitive yet mathematically precise manner. Remarkably, game semantics
for MLTT was not addressed until Abramsky et al. have recently constructed such a model in
1MLTT is an instance of a dependent type theory, which refers to a type theory with dependent types.
2In particular, if one has the “semantics-first-view”, i.e., semantic (or mathematical) concepts must come first and
syntax is just a convenient formal notation, then such a syntactic model would be unsatisfactory.
3They are a “mathematician” (to prove theorems) and “rebutter” in the case of logics, and a “(human) computer”
and “environment” in the case of programming languages.
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[AJV15] based on AJM-games [AJM00] and their extension [AJ05] for generic polymorphism.
However, their model is rather involved4, and does not interpret universes at all.
In the present paper, we propose a new game semantics forMLTT as a mathematical and in-
tensional formalization of the BHK-interpretation of MLTT; the model would give an intuitive
yet mathematically precise explanation of MLTT in a syntax-independent manner. Concretely,
we propose a category with families (CwF) [Dyb96, Hof97] of a novel variant of games, called pred-
icative games, which induces a surjective and injective (when Id-types are excluded) interpretation
of the intensional variant ofMLTT equippedwith unit-, empty-,N-,
∏
-,
∑
- and Id-types as well as
the cumulative hierarchy of universes. Predicative games generalize the existing notion of games,
and achieve an interpretation of dependent types and the hierarchy of universes in an intuitive
yet mathematically precise manner. Moreover a term in MLTT is interpreted as a strategy that
can be seen as an algorithm underlying the term. Therefore, it can be seen as a mathematical and
intensional formulation of the BHK-interpretation ofMLTT, which is different from syntax and
has a more appropriate degree of intensionality than TMs as various full abstraction results of
game semantics in the literature have demonstrated.
When compared to the game semantics in [AJV15], our model is simpler and based on a
different variant of games and strategies. Also, our interpretation is bijective (when Id-types
are excluded), not only fully complete and faithful, and interprets the hierarchy of universes as
games for the first time in the literature (as far as we are aware), which in particular formulates
the difference between types and terms of universes (it is sometimes blurred, e.g., as in [Uni13]).
On the other hand, the surjectivity of our interpretation is merely by an inductive definition of
a certain class of games and strategies5, while their model establishes a full completeness result
without recourse to such an inductive definition. Also, as in their model, our interpretation of
Id-types is not faithful; a more fine-grained interpretation of Id-types is left as future work.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Fixing notation at the end of this introduction,
we review the syntax of MLTT in Section 2.1 and an existing variant of games and strategies
in Section 2.2, based on which we define our variant of games and strategies in Section 3. We
then construct a model ofMLTT by the games and strategies in Section 4, in which unit-, empty-,
N-,
∏
-,
∑
and Id-types as well as the cumulative hierarchy of universes are interpreted. Next,
we proceed to carve out a substructure of the model in Section 5 that induces an effective and
bijective interpretation of MLTT, and analyze its intensionality in Section 6. Finally, we make a
conclusion and propose some future work in Section 7.
◮ Notation. We shall use the following notations throughout the paper.
◮ We use sans-serif letters such as Γ ⊢ a : A for syntactic judgements in MLTT, and usually
write Γ, A, a for the interpretations J⊢ Γ ctxK, JΓ ⊢ A typeK, JΓ ⊢ a : AK (or JΓK, JBK, JaK for
short) of the context ⊢ Γ ctx, the type Γ ⊢ A type and the term Γ ⊢ a : A, respectively.
◮ Weuse bold letters s, t,u,v,w, etc. to denote sequences, in particular ǫ to denote the empty
sequence, and letters a, b, c, d, e,m, n, p, q, x, y, z, etc. to denote elements of sequences.
◮ A concatenation of sequences is represented by a juxtaposition of them. We usually write
as, tb, ucv for sequences (a)s, t(b), u(c)v, respectively, and s.t for the concatenation st.
◮ We write even(s) and odd(t) to mean s and t are of even-length and odd-length, respec-
tively. For a set S of sequences, Seven
df.
= {s ∈ S |even(s)} and Sodd
df.
= {t ∈ S |odd(t)}.
4This is, however, understandable: They have obtained a fully complete interpretation of a fragment of MLTT without
recourse to an inductive definition of games and strategies at the expense of the complexity of the model.
5Nevertheless, it is not completely trivial as our game-theoretic constructions do not just mimic the type-theoretic
constructions.
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◮ We write s  t if s is a prefix of t; and for a set S of sequences, pref(S) denotes the set of
prefixes of sequences in S.
◮ For a partially ordered set P and a subset S ⊆ P , we write sup(S) for the supremum of S.
◮ We write N and Z for the set of natural numbers and the set of integers, respectively. For
each n0 ∈ Z, we define Z>n0
df.
= {n ∈ Z|n > n0}, but we rather write N+ for Z>1.
◮ For a set X of elements, we define X∗
df.
= {x1x2 . . . xn |n ∈ N, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.xi ∈ X}.
◮ Given a sequence s and a set X , we write s ↾ X for the subsequence of s that consists of
elements inX . We often have s ∈ Z∗ with Z = X+Y for some set Y ; in this case we abuse
the notation: The operation deletes the “tags” for the disjoint union, so that s ↾ X ∈ X∗.
◮ Given f : A→ B, S ⊆ A, we write f ↾ S : S → B for the restriction of f to S.
◮ For a pair of sets A,B, we write BA for the set of functions from A to B.
2 Preliminaries
In this preliminary section, we briefly recall the syntax of MLTT and McCusker’s variant of
games and strategies on which our games and strategies are based.
2.1 Martin-Lo¨f Type Theory
We first review the syntax of the intensional variant of MLTT following the presentation in
[Hof97] except that universes are cumulative and judgements for types contain an additional
information: the “rank” of each type (for the introduction rule of universes). Note that here we
focus on the syntax; for a comprehensive introduction toMLTT, see, e.g., [NPS90, ML84].
2.1.1 Judgements
MLTT is a “natural deduction style” formal logical system except that propositions are replaced
by judgements, for which we usually write J possibly with subscripts. There are the following
six kinds of judgements (followed by their intended meanings):
◮ ⊢ Γ ctx (Γ is a context)
◮ Γ ⊢ A typei (A is a type of rank i ∈ N+ in the context Γ)
◮ Γ ⊢ a : A (a is a term of type A in the context Γ)
◮ ⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx (Γ and ∆ are judgmentally equal contexts)
◮ Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei (A and B are judgmentally equal types of rank i in the context Γ)
◮ Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A (a and a′ are judgmentally equal terms of type A in the context Γ)
where we often omit the subscript i in typei when the rank i is irrelevant. (N.B. we may recover
the usual syntax of MLTT if we completely ignore the ranks.) That is, MLTT consists of axioms
J and inference rules
J1 J2...Jk
J0
, which are to make a conclusion from hypotheses by constructing
a derivation (tree) exactly as natural deduction does [TS00]. Under CHI, wemay identify theword
“contexts” with “assumptions”, “types” with “propositions” and “terms” with “proofs”; thus, e.g.,
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the judgement Γ ⊢ a : A can be read as “the proposition A has the proof a under the assumption
Γ”, etc. In the following, we present each axiom and inference rule ofMLTT.
◮ Notation. Greek capital letters Γ, ∆, Θ, etc. range over contexts, capital letters A, B, C, etc.
over types, and lower-case letters a, b, c, etc. over terms. Strictly speaking, they are defined to
be equivalence classes of symbols with respect to the α-equivalence as usual.
2.1.2 Contexts
A context is a finite sequence x1 : A1, x2 : A2, . . . , xn : An of pairs of a variable xi and a type Ai
such that the variables x1, x2, . . . , xn are pair-wise distinct. We write ♦ for the empty context, i.e.,
the empty sequence; we usually omit ♦when it appears on the left-hand side of the symbol ⊢.
We have the following axiom and inference rules for contexts:
⊢ ♦ ctx
(ctx-Emp)
Γ ⊢ A typei
⊢ Γ, x : A ctx
(ctx-Ext)
⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei
⊢ Γ, x : A ≡ ∆, y : B ctx
(ctx-ExtEq)
where x (resp. y) does not occur in Γ (resp. ∆). The rule ctx-ExtEq is a congruence rule, i.e., it
states that judgmental equality is preserved under “context extension”. We will henceforth skip
writing down congruence rules with respect to the other constructions.
2.1.3 Structural Rules
Here we collect the inference rules for all types as structural rules:
⊢ x1 : A1, x2 : A2, . . . , xn : An ctx
x1 : A1, x2 : A2, . . . , xn : An ⊢ xj : Aj
(Var)
⊢ Γ ctx
⊢ Γ ≡ Γ ctx
(ctx-EqRefl)
⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx
⊢ ∆ ≡ Γ ctx
(ctx-EqSym)
⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx ⊢ ∆ ≡ Θ ctx
⊢ Γ ≡ Θ ctx
(ctx-EqTrans)
Γ ⊢ A typei
Γ ⊢ A ≡ A typei
(Ty-EqRefl)
Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei
Γ ⊢ B ≡ A typei
(Ty-EqSym)
Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei Γ ⊢ B ≡ C typei
Γ ⊢ A ≡ C typei
(Ty-EqTrans)
Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ ⊢ a ≡ a : A
(Tm-EqRefl)
Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A
Γ ⊢ a′ ≡ a : A
(Tm-EqSym)
Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A Γ ⊢ a′ ≡ a′′ : A
Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′′ : A
(Tm-EqTrans)
⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx Γ ⊢ A typei
∆ ⊢ A typei
(Ty-Conv)
Γ ⊢ a : A ⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei
∆ ⊢ a : B
(Tm-Conv)
where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The following weakening and substitution rules are admissible (or derivable) in MLTT, but it
is convenient to present them explicitly:
Γ,∆ ⊢ J Γ ⊢ A typei
Γ, x : A,∆ ⊢ J
(Weak)
Γ, x : A,∆ ⊢ J Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ,∆[a/x] ⊢ J[a/x]
(Subst)
where x does not occur in Γ or ∆ for Weak, and not in Γ for Subst, and J[a/x] (resp. ∆[a/x])
denotes the capture-free substitution of a for x in J6 (resp. ∆).
6Here, J denotes the “righthand side” of any judgement.
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2.1.4 Unit Type
⊢ Γ ctx
Γ ⊢ 1 type1
(1-Form)
⊢ Γ ctx
Γ ⊢ ⋆ : 1
(1-Intro)
Γ ⊢ a : 1
Γ ⊢ a ≡ ⋆ : 1
(1-Uniq)
Γ, x : 1 ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ c : C[⋆/x] Γ ⊢ a : 1
Γ ⊢ R1(C, c, a) : C[a/x]
(1-Elim)
Γ, x : 1 ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ c : C[⋆/x]
Γ ⊢ R1(C, c, ⋆) ≡ c : C[⋆/x]
(1-Comp)
where note that 1-Uniq implies 1-Elim and 1-Comp if we define R1(C, c, a)
df.
≡ c.
2.1.5 Empty Type
⊢ Γ ctx
Γ ⊢ 0 type1
(0-Intro)
Γ, x : 0 ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ a : 0
Γ ⊢ R0(C, a) : C[a/x]
(0-Elim)
2.1.6 Natural Number Type
⊢ Γ ctx
Γ ⊢ N type1
(N-Form)
⊢ Γ ctx
Γ ⊢ 0 : N
(N-IntroZero)
Γ ⊢ n : N
Γ ⊢ succ(n) : N
(N-IntroSucc)
Γ, x : N ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ c0 : C[0/x] Γ, x : N, y : C ⊢ cs : C[succ(x)/x] Γ ⊢ n : N
Γ ⊢ RN(C, c0, cs, n) : C[n/x]
(N-Elim)
Γ, x : N ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ c0 : C[0/x] Γ, x : N, y : C ⊢ cs : C[succ(x)/x]
Γ ⊢ RN(C, c0, cs, 0) ≡ c0 : C[0/x]
(N-CompZero)
Γ, x : N ⊢ C typei Γ ⊢ c0 : C[0/x] Γ, x : N, y : C ⊢ cs : C[succ(x)/x] Γ ⊢ n : N
Γ ⊢ RN(C, c0, cs, succ(n)) ≡ cs[n/x,RN(C, c0, cs, n)/y] : C[succ(n)/x]
(N-CompSucc)
2.1.7 Dependent Function Types
Γ ⊢ A typei Γ, x : A ⊢ B typej
Γ ⊢
∏
x:A B typemax(i,j)
(
∏
-Form)
Γ, x : A ⊢ b : B
Γ ⊢ λxA.b :
∏
x:A B
(
∏
-Intro)
Γ ⊢ f :
∏
x:A B Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ ⊢ f(a) : B[a/x]
(
∏
-Elim)
Γ, x : A ⊢ b : B Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ ⊢ (λxA.b)(a) ≡ b[a/x] : B[a/x]
(
∏
-Elim)
Γ ⊢ f :
∏
x:A B
Γ ⊢ λxA.f(x) ≡ f :
∏
x:A B
(
∏
-Uniq)
where x does not occur free in f for
∏
-Uniq.
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2.1.8 Dependent Pair Types
Γ ⊢ A typei Γ, x : A ⊢ B typej
Γ ⊢
∑
x:A B typemax(i,j)
(
∑
-Form)
Γ, x : A ⊢ B type Γ ⊢ a : A Γ ⊢ b : B[a/x]
Γ ⊢ (a, b) :
∑
x:A B
(
∑
-Intro)
Γ, z :
∑
x:A B ⊢ C typei Γ, x : A, y : B ⊢ g : C[(x, y)/z] Γ ⊢ p :
∑
x:A B
Γ ⊢ R
∑
(C, g, p) : C[p/z]
(
∑
-Elim)
Γ, z :
∑
x:A B ⊢ C typei Γ, x : A, y : B ⊢ g : C[(x, y)/z] Γ ⊢ a : A Γ ⊢ b : B[a/x]
Γ ⊢ R
∑
(C, g, (a, b)) ≡ g[a/x, b/y] : C[(a, b)/z]
(
∑
-Comp)
Γ ⊢ p :
∑
x:A B
Γ ⊢ (π1[p], π2[p]) ≡ p :
∑
x:A B
(
∑
-Uniq)
where Γ ⊢ π1[p] : A, Γ ⊢ π2[p] : B[π1[p]/x] are projections constructed by
∑
-Elim (see [Hof97] for
the details).
2.1.9 Identity Types
Γ ⊢ A typei Γ ⊢ a : A Γ ⊢ a′ : A
Γ ⊢ a =A a′ typei
(=-Form)
Γ ⊢ A typei Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ ⊢ refla : a =A a
(=-Intro)
Γ, x : A, y : A, p : x =A y ⊢ C typei Γ, z : A ⊢ c : C[z/x, z/y, reflz/p] Γ ⊢ a : A Γ ⊢ a′ : A Γ ⊢ q : a =A a′
Γ ⊢ R=(C, c, a, a′, q) : C[a/x, a′/y, q/p]
(=-Elim)
Γ, x : A, y : A, p : x =A y ⊢ C typei Γ, z : A ⊢ c : C[z/x, z/y, reflz/p] Γ ⊢ a : A
Γ ⊢ R=(C, c, a, a, refla) ≡ c[a/z] : C[a/x, a/y, refla/p]
(=-Comp)
2.1.10 Universes
We assume the existence of the cumulative hierarchy of universes U0,U1,U2, . . . The initial idea
by Martin-Lo¨f was to have a “type U of all types” to increase the proof-theoretic strength of
MLTT, e.g., it allows one to obtain a “family of types” n : N ⊢ FSN(n) : U7 such that FSN(n) is in-
tended to be the type of n-tuples of natural numbers by N-Elim (where note that it is impossible
for n : N ⊢ FSN(n) type). In fact, an early version of MLTT has such a single universe U, but it in
particular implies Γ ⊢ U : U, leading to its inconsistency known as Girard’s paradox [Gir72].
For this problem, Martin-Lo¨f later excluded the judgement Γ ⊢ U : U, and proposed the cu-
mulative hierarchy of universes [ML75] in the Tarski-style [ML84], so that every type Γ ⊢ A type has
its “code” Γ ⊢ c : Ui for some i ∈ N such that Γ ⊢ El(c) ≡ A type, where x : Ui ⊢ El(x) type is a
“decoding” operation for the universe Ui. In this way, every universe Γ ⊢ Ui type has its “code”
Γ ⊢ ui : Uj for some j > i such that Γ ⊢ El(ui) ≡ Ui type without inconsistency. We adopt this
cumulative hierarchy of Tarski-style universes. We define their basic inference rules as follows:
⊢ Γ ctx i ∈ N
Γ ⊢ Ui typei+2
(U-Form)
Γ ⊢ c : Ui ∀j < i.Γ 6⊢ c : Uj
Γ ⊢ El(c) typei+1
(U-Elim)
Γ ⊢ c : Ui
Γ ⊢ c : Ui+1
(U-Cumul)
7Originally, the judgements Γ ⊢ A type, Γ ⊢ A : U are rather identified as in [Uni13]. This variant is called the Russell-
style universes [Pal98].
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where U-Cumul is the reason why they are called cumulative. The reason for the increments +2
(U-Form),+1 (U-Elim) will be clear when we define games to interpret universes.
However, universes are not yet guaranteed to have the “code” of every type. For this,
Martin-Lo¨f’s approach is to introduce constructions on the “codes” of types that correspond to all
the constructions in “smaller types” [ML84, Hof97]. For instance, we give Γ ⊢ N : U0 such that
Γ ⊢ El(N) ≡ N type1, and Γ ⊢
∏
(A,B) : Umax(i,j), Γ ⊢ El(
∏
(A,B)) ≡
∏
(A,B) typemax(i,j)+1 for any
Γ ⊢ A : Ui, Γ ⊢ B : Uj (with i, j minimum for the respective judgements), etc. As a consequence,
the following introduction and computation rules of universes are admissible:
Γ ⊢ A typei
Γ ⊢ En(A) : Ui−1
(U-Intro)
Γ ⊢ A typei
Γ ⊢ El(En(A)) ≡ A typei
(U-Comp)
where En(A) denotes some term that is assigned to the type A. Note that we have introduced
the notion of ranks of types for U-Intro. Also, it is straightforward to see that type-checking
remains decidable in the presence of this formulation of universes.
◮ Remark. Note that the “decoding” operation El is part of the syntax (it is a dependent type),
while the “encoding” operation En is a meta-notation such that En(A) represents a specific term
of a universe assigned to each type A, since an expression of the form “A type” cannot be in a
context. Accordingly, we do not have a congruence rule forEn . In fact, we do not require reflection
of equality (RoE), i.e., Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei does not imply Γ ⊢ En(A) ≡ En(B) : Ui−1 [Pal98].8
The difference between (dependent) types Γ ⊢ A type and terms of universes ∆ ⊢ u : U is often
blurred; e.g., these two notions are simply identified in [Uni13]. In our formulation of universes,
(dependent) types and terms of universes are corresponding, but they are distinct concepts.
From the viewpoint of the usual categorical logic [Pit01, Cro93, Jac99], the latter should be
interpreted as strategies, but what about the former? Moreover, what are the game-theoretic
counterparts of the ranks of types and the “(de)coding” operations? We shall answer these
questions in Section 5, which is one of the main achievements of the present paper.
2.2 McCusker’s Games and Strategies
Our variant of games and strategies is based onMcCusker’s variant defined in [AM99,McC98]9,
which we call (MC-) games and strategies. We select this variant because it is relatively less
restrictive, which is important to interpret various constructions inMLTT (e.g., it interprets sum
types for the first time as games [McC98]). Also, this variant in some sense combines good points
of the two best-known variants, AJM-games [AJM00] and HO-games [HO00] (so that our model
may model linearity as in [AJ94] and characterize various programming features as in [AM99],
though we do not address these points in this paper and leave them as future work).
In this preliminary section, we quickly review basic definitions and properties of MC-games
and strategies, introducing some additional ones as well. For a general introduction to game
semantics, see [AM99, A+97, Hyl97].
◮ Remark. If the reader is familiar with MC-games and strategies, then he or she can safely skip
the present section, come back later and refer to the definitions only when it is necessary.
8Indeed, RoE is not always assumed; e.g., see [Pal98].
9Strictly speaking, it is the one in [AM99] because legal positions do not have to satisfy the bracketing condition.
However, the book [McC98] describes more details than the article [AM99], which are also applicable for our variant.
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2.2.1 Informal Introduction to Games and Strategies
A game, roughly speaking, is a certain kind of a forest whose branches correspond to possible
developments (or plays) in the “game in the usual sense” (such as chess or poker) it represents.
These branches are finite sequences of moves of the game; a play of the game proceeds as its
participants alternately make moves allowed by the rule of the game. Thus, a game is what
specifies possible interactions between the participants, and so in game semantics it interprets a
type in computation (resp. a proposition in logic) that defines terms (resp. proofs) of that type
(resp. proposition). For our purpose, it suffices to focus on games between just two participants,
Player who represents a “human computer” (resp. a “mathematician”) and Opponent who rep-
resents an “computational environment” (resp. a “rebutter”), in which Opponent always starts
a play. In addition, a strategy on a game is what tells Player which move she should make next
at each of her turns in the game, i.e., how she should play in the game, and so in game semantics
it interprets a term of the type (resp. a proof of the proposition) which the game models.
Let us consider a simple example. The game N of natural numbers looks like the following
tree (which is infinite in width):
q
. . .
0
✛
1
✛
2
❄
3
✲
. . .
in which a play starts with the Opponent’s question q (“What is your number?”) and ends with
the Player’s answer n ∈ N (“My number is n!”). A strategy 10 on this game, for instance, that
corresponds to the number 10, can be represented by the function q 7→ 10. As another, a bit
more elaborate example, consider the game N → N of numeric functions, in which a play is of
the form q.q.n.m, where n,m ∈ N, or diagrammatically10:
N → N
q
q
n
m
which can be read as follows:
1. Opponent’s question q for an output (“What is your output?”)
2. Player’s question q for an input (“Wait, what is your input?”)
3. Opponent’s answer, say, n to the second q (“OK, here is the input n for you.”)
4. Player’s answer, say,m to the first q (“Alright, the output is thenm.”)
A strategy succ on this game that corresponds to the successor function can be represented by
the function q 7→ q, q.q.n 7→ n+ 1, or diagrammatically:
N
succ
→ N
q
q
n
n+ 1
10Note that a play consists of a certain finite sequence of moves of the game. The diagram is depicted as above only
to clarify which component game each move belongs to; it should be read just as a finite sequence, namely q.q.n.m.
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In this manner, numbers and first-order functions (and much more) can be represented in
terms of simple interactions between Opponent and Player. Note that we have just informally
described the notion of games and strategies11; we recall the precise definition of McCusker’s
variant of games and strategies [AM99, McC98] below.
2.2.2 Arenas
Games are based on two preliminary notions: arenas and legal positions. An arena defines basic
components of a game, which in turn induces a set of legal positions that specifies basic rules
of the game. We first review these notions.
◮ Definition 2.2.1 (Arenas [AM99, McC98]). An arena is a triple G = (MG, λG,⊢G), where:
◮ MG is a set, whose elements are calledmoves.
◮ λG is a function from MG to {O,P} × {Q,A}, where O,P,Q,A are some distinguished
symbols, called the labeling function.
◮ ⊢G is a subset of the set ({⋆} + MG) × MG, where ⋆ is some fixed element, called the
enabling relation, which satisfies the following conditions:
⊲ (E1) If ⋆ ⊢G m, then λG(m) = OQ and n ⊢G m⇔ n = ⋆
⊲ (E2) Ifm ⊢G n and λ
QA
G (n) = A, then λ
QA
G (m) = Q
⊲ (E3) Ifm ⊢G n andm 6= ⋆, then λOPG (m) 6= λ
OP
G (n)
in which we define λOPG
df.
= π1 ◦ λG :MG → {O,P} and λ
QA
G
df.
= π2 ◦ λG :MG → {Q,A}.
◮ Convention. Amovem ∈MG of an arenaG is called
◮ initial if ⋆ ⊢G m
◮ anO-move if λOPG (m) = O, and a P-move if λ
OP
G (m) = P
◮ a question if λQAG (m) = Q, and an answer if λ
QA
G (m) = A.
That is, an arena G determines possible moves of a game, each of which is an Opponent’s
or Player’s question or answer, and specifies which move n can be made for a move m by the
relationm ⊢G n (and ⋆ ⊢G mmeans that Opponent can start a play withm).
◮ Example 2.2.2. We define the flat arena flat(A) on a given set A byMflat(A)
df.
= {q}∪A, where
q is any object such that q 6∈ A; λN : q 7→ OQ, (m ∈ A) 7→ PA; ⊢N
df.
= {(⋆, q)} ∪ {(q,m) |m ∈ A}.
For instance, N
df.
= flat(N) is the arena of natural numbers, and 2
df.
= flat(B), where B
df.
= {tt ,ff },
is the arena of booleans. The simplest arena is the terminal arena I
df.
= (∅, ∅, ∅).
2.2.3 Legal Positions
Given an arena, we are interested in certain finite sequences of its moves equipped with the
relation of justifiers, called its justified sequences:
11This informal description is not only about McCusker’s variant but about games and strategies in game semantics
in general.
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◮ Definition 2.2.3 (Justified sequences [HO00, AM99, McC98]). A justified (j-) sequence in an
arenaG is a finite sequence s ∈M∗G, in which each non-initial movem is associated with a move
Js(m), called the justifier of m in s, that occurs previously in s and satisfies Js(m) ⊢G m. We
also say thatm is justified by Js(m), and there is a pointer fromm to Js(m).
◮ Notation. Let JG denote the set of justified sequences in G; we often omit subscripts s in Js.
The idea is that each non-initial move in a justified sequence must be made for a specific
previous move, called its justifier.
◮ Example 2.2.4. ǫ, q, q.n0, q.n0.q, q.n0.q.n1 . . . q.nk, q.n0.q.n1 . . . q.nk.q, where the justifier of ni
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k is the q on its immediate left, are all justified sequences in the arena N . Also,
ǫ is only the justified sequence in the arena I .
Next, we define the notion of “relevant” part of previous moves for a move in a j-sequence:
◮ Definition 2.2.5 (Views [HO00, AM99]). For a j-sequence s in an arenaG, we define the Player
(P-) view ⌈s⌉G and the Opponent (O-) view ⌊s⌋G by induction on the length of s: ⌈ǫ⌉G
df.
= ǫ,
⌈sm⌉G
df.
= ⌈s⌉G.m ifm is a P-move, ⌈sm⌉G
df.
= m ifm is initial, ⌈smtn⌉G
df.
= ⌈s⌉G.mn if n is an O-
move with Jsmtn(n) = m, ⌊ǫ⌋G
df.
= ǫ, ⌊sm⌋G
df.
= ⌊s⌋G.m ifm is an O-move, ⌊smtn⌋G
df.
= ⌊s⌋G.mn
if n is a P-move with Jsmtn(n) = m, where justifiers of the remainingmoves in ⌈s⌉G (resp. ⌊s⌋G)
are unchanged if they occur in ⌈s⌉G (resp. ⌊s⌋G) and undefined otherwise.
◮ Notation. We often omit the subscriptG in ⌈ ⌉G, ⌊ ⌋G when the underlying arenaG is obvious.
Given a “position” or prefix tm of a justified sequence s in an arena G such that m is a P-
move (resp. an O-move), the P-view ⌈t⌉ (resp. the O-view ⌊t⌋) is intended to be the currently
“relevant” part of previousmoves for Player (resp. Opponent). That is, Player (resp. Opponent)
is concerned only with the last O-move (resp. P-move), its justifier and that justifier’s “concern”,
i.e., P-view (resp. O-view), which then recursively proceeds.
◮ Example 2.2.6. Recall the justified sequence s.q = q.n0.q.n1 . . . q.nk.q in the arena N defined
before. Then, ⌈s⌉ = q.nk, ⌊s⌋ = s, ⌈s.q⌉ = q and ⌊s.q⌋ = s.q. Note that these views are all
justified sequences; it is the case for every legal position defined below.
We are now ready to introduce the notion of legal positions in an arena:
◮ Definition 2.2.7 (Legal positions [AM99]). A legal position in an arenaG is a finite sequence
s ∈M∗G (equipped with justifiers) that satisfies the following conditions:
◮ Justification. s is a justified sequence in G.
◮ Alternation. If s = s1mns2, then λ
OP
G (m) 6= λ
OP
G (n).
◮ Visibility. If s = tmu withm non-initial, then Js(m) occurs in ⌈t⌉G if m is a P-move, and
it occurs in ⌊t⌋G ifm is an O-move.
◮ Notation. The set of legal positions in an arenaG is denoted by LG.
◮ Example 2.2.8. The justified sequences in Example 2.2.4 are all legal positions.
An arena specifies the basic rules of a game in terms of legal positions in the sense that
every development (or play) of the game must be its legal position (but the converse does not
necessarily hold). Now, let us explain the ideas behind the definitions introduced so far:
◮ The axiom E1 sets the convention that an initial move must be an Opponent’s question.
◮ The axiom E2 states that an answer must be made for a question.
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◮ The axiom E3mentions that an O-move must be made for a P-move, and vice versa.
◮ In a play of the game (see Definition 2.2.11 below), Opponent always makes the first move
by a question, and then Player and Opponent alternately play (by alternation), in which
every non-initial move must be made for a specific previous move (by justification)12.
◮ Finally, the justifier of each non-initial move must belong to the “relevant part” of the
previous moves (by visibility). Note that it implies that the view of a legal position in an
arena is again a legal position in the same arena.
2.2.4 Games
We proceed to define the last preliminary notion for games called threads. In a legal position,
there may be several initial moves; the legal position consists of chains of justifiers initiated by
such initial moves, and chains with the same initial move form a thread. Formally,
◮ Definition 2.2.9 (Threads [AM99, McC98]). Let G be an arena, and s ∈ LG. Assume that m
is an occurrence of a move in s. The chain of justifiers from m is a sequence m0m1 . . .mkm of
justifiers, i.e.,m0m1 . . .mkm ∈M∗G that satisfies J (m) = mk,J (mk) = mk−1, . . . ,J (m1) = m0,
wherem0 is initial. In this case, we say that m is hereditarily justified bym0. The subsequence
of s consisting of the chains of justifiers in which m0 occurs is called the thread of m0 in s. An
occurrence of an initial move is often called an initial occurrence.
◮ Notation. We introduce a convenient notation:
◮ We write s ↾ m0, where s is a legal position of an arena and m0 is an initial occurrence in
s, for the thread ofm0 in s.
◮ More generally, we write s ↾ I , where s is a legal position of an arena and I is a set of initial
occurrences in s, for the subsequence of s consisting of threads of initial occurrences in I .
◮ Example 2.2.10. Let s = q0.n0.q1.n1 . . . qk.nk be a legal position in the arena N described
previously except that the occurrences of the question q are now distinguished by the subscripts
0, 1, . . . , k. Then, qi.ni is a thread of qi for i = 0, 1, . . . , k.
We are now ready to define the notion of games.
◮ Definition 2.2.11 (Games [AM99]). A game is a quadruple G = (MG, λG,⊢G, PG), where:
◮ The triple (MG, λG,⊢G) forms an arena (also denoted by G).
◮ PG is a subset of LG whose elements are called (valid) positions in G satisfying:
⊲ (V1) PG is non-empty and prefix-closed (i.e., sm ∈ PG ⇒ s ∈ PG).
⊲ (V2) If s ∈ PG and I is a set of initial occurrences in s, then s ↾ I ∈ PG.
A play in G is a (finite or infinite) sequence ǫ,m1,m1m2, . . . of valid positions in G.
The axiom V1 talks about the natural phenomenon that each non-empty “moment” of a
play must have the previous “moment”, while the axiom V2 corresponds to the idea that a play
consists of several “subplays” that are developed in parallel.
12The structure of justifiers is essential to distinguish a certain kind of similar but different computations; see [AM99]
for the details.
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◮ Example 2.2.12. We define the flat game flat(A) on a given set A as follows: The triple
flat(A) = (Mflat(A), λflat(A),⊢flat(A)) is the flat arenaflat(A), and Pflat(A)
df.
= {ǫ, q}∪{qm|m ∈ A}.
For instance, N
df.
= flat(N) is the game of natural numbers, and 2
df.
= flat(B) is the game of
booleans. The simplest game is the terminal game I
df.
= (∅, ∅, ∅, ), where
df.
= {ǫ}.
Note that a gameGmay have amovem ∈MG that does not occur in any position, or an “en-
abling pair”m ⊢G n that is not used for a justification in a position. For technical convenience,
we shall prohibit such unused structures, i.e., we will focus on economical games:
◮ Definition 2.2.13 (Economical games). A game G is economical if every move m ∈ MG
appears in a valid position inG, and every “enabling pair”m ⊢G n occurs as a non-initial move
n and its justifier m in a valid position in G.
Without loss of any important generality, we focus on economical games in this paper; the
term “games” refers to economical games by default.13
Moreover, we shall later focus on well-opened and well-founded games:
◮ Definition 2.2.14 (Well-opened games [AJM00, AM99, McC98]). A game G is well-opened if
sm ∈ PG withm initial implies s = ǫ.
◮ Definition 2.2.15 (Well-founded games). A game G is well-founded if so is the enabling rela-
tion ⊢G, i.e., there is no infinite sequence ⋆ ⊢G m0 ⊢G m1 ⊢G m2 . . . of “enabling pairs”.
◮ Example 2.2.16. Flat games and the terminal game are clearly well-opened andwell-founded.
At the end of this section, we introduce the notion of subgames:
◮ Definition 2.2.17 (Subgames). A subgame of a gameG is a gameH that satisfies: MH ⊆MG,
λH = λG ↾MH , ⊢H ⊆ ⊢G ∩ (({⋆}+MH)×MH), and PH ⊆ PG. In this case, we write H E G.
◮ Example 2.2.18. The terminal game is a subgame of any game. As another example, consider
the flat games 2N
df.
= flat({2n |n ∈ N}), 2N + 1
df.
= flat({2n+ 1 |n ∈ N}). Clearly, they are both
subgames of the game N , but neither is a subgame of the other.
2.2.5 Constructions on Games
In this section, we quickly review the existing constructions on games, in which we treat “tags”
for disjoint union of sets of moves informally and implicitly for brevity. It is straightforward to
show that these constructions are well-defined, and so we leave the proofs to [McC98].
◮ Notation. For brevity, we usually omit the “tags” for disjoint union, e.g., we write a ∈ A+B,
b ∈ A + B if a ∈ A, b ∈ B. Also, given relations RA ⊆ A× A, RB ⊆ B × B, we write RA + RB
for the relation on A+B such that (x, y) ∈ RA + RB
df.
⇔ (x, y) ∈ RA ∨ (x, y) ∈ RB .
We begin with tensor product⊗. Conceptually, the tensor productA⊗B is the game in which
the component games A and B are played “in parallel without communication”.
◮ Definition 2.2.19 (Tensor product [AJ94, AM99, McC98]). Given games A and B, we define
their tensor product A⊗B as follows:
◮ MA⊗B
df.
= MA +MB
◮ λA⊗B
df.
= [λA, λB ]
13Of course, all the constructions on games in this paper preserve this property.
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◮ ⊢A⊗B
df.
= ⊢A + ⊢B
◮ PA⊗B
df.
= {s ∈ LA⊗B |s ↾ A ∈ PA, s ↾ B ∈ PB}.
where s ↾ A (resp. s ↾ B) denotes the subsequence of s that consists of moves of A (resp. B)
equipped with the same justifiers as those in s.
As explained in [A+97], in a play in a tensor product A ⊗ B, only Opponent can “switch”
between the component games A and B (by alternation).
◮ Example 2.2.20. Consider the tensor productN ⊗N . Its maximal position is either
N ⊗ N N ⊗ N
q q
n1 n2
q q
n2 n1
where n1, n2 ∈ N.
Next, we consider linear implication⊸, which is the “space of linear functions”.
◮ Definition 2.2.21 (Linear implication [AJ94, AM99, McC98]). Given gamesA andB, we define
their linear implication A⊸ B as follows:
◮ MA⊸B
df.
= MA +MB
◮ λA⊸B
df.
= [λA, λB]
◮ ⋆ ⊢A⊸B m
df.
⇔ ⋆ ⊢B m
◮ m ⊢A⊸B n (m 6= ⋆)
df.
⇔ (m ⊢A n) ∨ (m ⊢B n) ∨ (⋆ ⊢B m ∧ ⋆ ⊢A n)
◮ PA⊸B
df.
= {s ∈ LA⊸B |s ↾ A ∈ PA, s ↾ B ∈ PB}
where λA
df.
= 〈λOPA , λ
QA
A 〉 and λ
OP
A (m)
df.
=
{
P if λOPA (m) = O
O otherwise
, and s ↾ A denotes the same
justified sequence as above except that the pointer from an initial move in A is simply deleted.
Note that in the domainA of the linear implicationA⊸ B, the roles of Player and Opponent
are interchanged; it is only the difference between A⊸ B and the tensor product A ⊗ B. This
simple formulation captures the notion of linear function:
◮ Example 2.2.22. Amaximal position in the linear implication N ⊸ N is either
N ⊸ N N ⊸ N
q q
q m
n
m
where n,m ∈ N. It represents the space of linear function (or linear implication) since Player can
play in the domain just once in the left case. This marks a sharp contrast with the usual function
(or implication) which allows any number of accesses to inputs (or assumptions).
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The construction of product & is the categorical product in the CCC of games and strategies:
◮ Definition 2.2.23 (Product [HO00, AM99, McC98]). Given games A and B, we define their
product A&B as follows:
◮ MA&B
df.
= MA +MB
◮ λA&B
df.
= [λA, λB ]
◮ ⊢A&B
df.
= ⊢A + ⊢B
◮ PA&B
df.
= {s ∈ LA&B |s ↾ A ∈ PA, s ↾ B = ǫ} ∪ {s ∈ LA&B |s ↾ A = ǫ, s ↾ B ∈ PB}.
That is, a play in a productA&B is essentially a play in A or a play inB, in which Opponent
can choose the component game to play. Thus, product corresponds to the additive conjunction
in linear logic, while tensor product to the multiplicative conjunction [AJ94].
◮ Example 2.2.24. Amaximal position of the product 2&N is either
2 & N 2 & N
q q
b n
where b ∈ B, n ∈ N.
Like AJM- and MC-games [AJM00, McC98], the construction of exponential ! will be crucial
when we equip our category of games and strategies with a cartesian closed structure:
◮ Definition 2.2.25 (Exponential [HO00, AM99, McC98]). For any game A, we define its expo-
nential !A as follows:
◮ The arena !A is just the arena A
◮ P!A
df.
= {s ∈ L!A |∀m ∈ InitOcc(s).s ↾ m ∈ PA}
where InitOcc(s) denotes the set of initial occurrences in s.
Intuitively, the exponential !A is the infinite iteration of tensor product ⊗ on A. Note that
we could have defined well-founded games as games that has no strictly increasing infinite
sequence of positions, but then it would not be preserved under exponential; that is why we
defined well-founded games as games whose enabling relation is well-founded.
Exponential enables us, via Girard’s translation A ⇒ B
df.
= !A ⊸ B, to represent the usual
functions and implications in terms of games and strategies, as illustrated in the following:
◮ Example 2.2.26. In the linear implication 2&2⊸ 2, Player may play only in either component
of the domain:
2 & 2 ⊸ 2 2 & 2 ⊸ 2
q q
q q
b1 b1
b2 b2
where b1, b2 ∈ B. On the other hand, the space of the usual functions from 2&2 to 2 is repre-
sented by the linear implication !(2&2)⊸ 2:
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!(2 & 2) ⊸ 2 !(2 & 2) ⊸ 2
q q
q q
b1 b1
q q
b2 b2
b3 b3
where b1, b2, b3 ∈ B. (One may wonder it may work to simply use tensor product instead of
product and exponential for the usual implication, but tensor product does not give rise to a
categorical product14, and so it cannot interpret even simple computation.)
It is clear that these constructions preserve the economy, well-openness andwell-foundedness
of games except that tensor product and exponential do not preserve the well-openness. It is
also straightforward to see that they all preserve the subgame relation E.
◮ Remark. We distinguish games that differ only in the tags for disjoint union of sets of moves
thuogh they are “essentially the same” game. Thus, for instance, we have I ⊗G 6= G 6= G ⊗ I ,
I ⊸ G 6= G, etc. As we shall see, this level of identification of games matches the judgmental
equality inMLTT. The same remark is applied to strategies in the next section as well.
◮ Notation. Exponential precedes any other operation; also, tensor product and product both
precede linear implication. Tensor product and product are both left associative, while linear
implication is right associative. For instance, !A⊸ B, A⊗!B⊸ !C&D, A&B&C, A⊸ B ⊸ C
mean (!A) ⊸ B, (A ⊗ (!B)) ⊸ ((!C)&D), (A&B)&C, A ⊸ (B ⊸ C), respectively. We often
write A⇒ B or A→ B for the linear implication !A⊸ B.
2.2.6 Strategies
We proceed to define the notion of strategies:
◮ Definition 2.2.27 (Strategies [AJ94, AJM00, HO00, McC98]). A strategy σ on a game G is a
set of even-length valid positions in G satisfying the following conditions:
◮ (S1) It is non-empty and even-prefix-closed: smn ∈ σ ⇒ s ∈ σ.
◮ (S2) It is deterministic (on even-length positions): smn, smn′ ∈ σ ⇒ n = n′ ∧ Jsmn(n) =
Jsmn′(n′).
We write σ : G to indicate that σ is a strategy on a game G.
◮ Notation. We usually abbreviate the condition n = n′ ∧ Jsmn(n) = Jsmn′(n
′) as n = n′ (i.e.,
the equality of justifiers is left implicit).
Similar to counter-strategies in [AJ94], we also consider “strategies for Opponent”:
◮ Definition 2.2.28 (Anti-strategies). An anti-strategy τ on a game G is a set of odd-length
valid positions in G satisfying the following conditions:
◮ (AS1) It is odd-prefix-closed: smn ∈ τ ⇒ s ∈ τ .
◮ (AS2) It is deterministic (on odd-length positions): smn, smn′ ∈ τ ⇒ n = n′.
14For instance, we cannot have the diagonal strategy ∆N : N → N ×N if we interpretN → N ×N as N ⊸ N ⊗N
because there is at most just one thread in the domain.
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The following condition characterizes the property of “no states” in computation [AM99],
which was first introduced in [HO00]:
◮ Definition 2.2.29 (Innocent strategies [HO00, AM99, McC98]). A strategy σ : G is innocent if
smn, t ∈ σ ∧ tm ∈ PG ∧ ⌈tm⌉ = ⌈sm⌉ ⇒ tmn ∈ σ.
Personally, we prefer the following characterization:
◮ Lemma 2.2.30 (Characterization of innocence). A strategy σ : G is innocent if and only if, for any
s, t ∈ σ, sm, tm ∈ PG such that ⌈sm⌉ = ⌈tm⌉, we have smn ∈ σ ⇔ tmn ∈ σ for all n ∈MG.
Proof. Straightforward. 
From this characterization, we may say that an innocent strategy is a strategy that “sees”
only P-views (not all the previous moves). Naturally, this “locally scoping” behavior corre-
sponds to “no states” in computation; see [AM99]. In particular, the behavior of an innocent
strategy does not change whenever it is called.
Another constraint to chracterize “purely functional languages” is well-bracketing:
◮ Definition 2.2.31 (Well-bracketed strategies [AM99, McC98]). A strategy σ : G iswell-bracketed
if, whenever there is a position sqta ∈ σ, where q is a question that justifies an answer a, every
question in t′ defined by ⌈sqt⌉G = ⌈sq⌉G.t′ justifies an answer in t′.
I.e., the well-bracketing condition requires “question-answering” to be done in the “last-
question-first-answered” fashion. Then, it is not surprising that this condition prohibits us from
modeling control operators [AM99].
Now, note that MLTT is a total type theory, i.e., a type theory in which every computation
terminates in a finite period of time. In game semantics, it means that strategies are total in a
sense similar to the totality of partial functions:
◮ Definition 2.2.32 (Total strategies [A+97]). A strategy σ : G is total if s ∈ σ ∧ sm ∈ PG
implies smn ∈ σ for some n ∈MG.
However, it is well-known that totality of strategies is not preserved under composition (see
Definition 2.2.37 below) due to the “infinite chattering” [A+97, CH10]. For this problem, one
usually considers a stronger condition than totality such as winning [A+97] that is preserved
under composition. We may apply the winning condition in this paper, but it is even better to
adopt a simpler constraint that does not need any additional structure. A natural candidate for
such a constraint is to require for strategies not to contain any strictly increasing (with respect
to the prefix relation ) infinite sequence of valid positions. However, it seems that we have to
relax this constraint: For instance, the dereliction derA (see Definition 2.2.49), the identity on a
game A in our category of games, satisfies it iff so does the game A, but we cannot require it for
games as the construction !( )⊸ ( ), which is also fundamental for the category of games, does
not preserve it. Instead, we apply the same idea to P-views, arriving at:
◮ Definition 2.2.33 (Noetherian strategies [CH10]). A strategy σ : G is noetherian if it does
not contain any strictly increasing (with respect to the prefix-relation ) infinite sequence of
P-views of valid positions in G.
We shall see shortly that total and noetherian strategies are preserved under composition.
Moreover, we shall later focus on innocent, well-bracketed, total and noetherian strategies to
characterize computations inMLTT.
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2.2.7 Constructions on Strategies
Next, we review the existing constructions on strategies in [AM99, McC98] that are rather stan-
dard in game semantics. Although it is straightforward to show that they are well-defined and
preserve innocence, well-bracketing, totality and noetherianity of strategies, we present such
facts explicitly as propositions since our constructions on predicative games are based on them.
One of the most basic strategies is the so-called copy-cat strategies, which basically “copy and
paste” the last O-moves:
◮ Definition 2.2.34 (Copy-cat strategies [AJ94, AJM00, HO00, McC98]). The copy-cat strategy
cpA on a game A is defined by:
cpA
df.
= {s ∈ P evenA1⊸A2 |∀t  s. even(t)⇒ t ↾ A1 = t ↾ A2}
where the subscripts 1, 2 on A are to distinguish the two copies of A, and t ↾ A1 = t ↾ A2
indicates the equality of justifiers as well.
◮ Proposition 2.2.35 (Well-defined copy-cat strategies). For any game A, cpA is an innocent, well-
bracketed and total strategy on the gameA⊸ A. Moreover, ifA is well-founded, then cpA is noetherian.
Proof. We just show that cpA is noetherian if A is well-founded, as the other statements are
trivial. For any smm ∈ cpA, it is easy to see by induction on the length of s that the P-view
⌈sm⌉ is of the formm1m1m2m2 . . .mkmkm, and so there is a sequence of “enabling pairs”
⋆ ⊢A m1 ⊢A m2 · · · ⊢A mk ⊢A m.
Therefore if A is well-founded, then cpA must be noetherian. 
Diagrammatically, the copy-cat strategy cpA plays as follows:
A
cpA
⊸ A
a1
a1
a2
a2
a3
a3
a4
a4
...
Next, to formulate the composition of strategies, it is convenient to first define the following
intermediate concept:
◮ Definition 2.2.36 (Parallel composition [A+97]). Given strategies σ : A⊸ B, τ : B ⊸ C, we
define their parallel composition σ‖τ by:
σ‖τ
df.
= {s ∈ J((A⊸B1)⊸B2)⊸C |s ↾ A,B1 ∈ σ, s ↾ B2, C ∈ τ, s ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB}
where B1 and B2 are two copies of B, prB
df.
= {s ∈ PB1⊸B2 | ∀t  s. even(t)⇒ t ↾ B1 = t ↾ B2}.
◮ Remark. Parallel composition is just a preliminary notion for the following composition of the
category of games and strategies [A+97, AM99, McC98]; it does not preserve strategies.
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Now, we are ready to define the composition of strategies, which can be phrased as “parallel
composition plus hiding” [A+97].
◮ Definition 2.2.37 (Composition [A+97, McC98]). Given strategies σ : A⊸ B, τ : B⊸ C, we
define their composition σ; τ (also written τ ◦ σ) by σ; τ
df.
= {s ↾ A,C |s ∈ σ ‖ τ}, where s ↾ A,C
is a subsequence of s consisting of moves in A or C equipped with the pointer
m← n
df.
⇔ ∃m1,m2, . . . ,mk ∈M((A⊸B1)⊸B2)⊸C \MA⊸C .m← m1 ← m2 ← · · · ← mk ← n in s.
In the same manner, we may define the composition φ ◦α : B of strategies φ : A⊸ B, α : A.
◮ Proposition 2.2.38 (Well-defined composition [McC98]). For any games A,B,C and strategies
σ : A ⊸ B, τ : B ⊸ C, their composition σ; τ is a well-defined strategy on the game A ⊸ C.
Moreover, if σ and τ are innocent, well-bracketed, total and noetherian, then so is σ; τ .
Proof. It is a well-known fact in the literature that strategies are closed under composition, and
composition preserves innocence and well-bracketing; see [AM99, McC98] for the details. Also,
it is shown in [CH10] that total and noetherian strategies are closed under composition. 
◮ Example 2.2.39. Consider the composition double ◦ succ : N ⊸ N of the doubling strategy
double : N ⊸ N and the successor strategy succ : N ⊸ N that play in the way one expects,
respectively. First, their parallel composition looks like the following diagram:
N
succ
⊸ N N
double
⊸ N
q
q
q
q
n
n+ 1
n+ 1
2(n+ 1)
where the moves with rectangle constitute the “internal communication” between the two
strategies. Then the composition is computed from the parallel composition by deleting these
moves, resulting in the following diagram as expected:
N
succ;double
⊸ N
q
q
n
2(n+ 1)
It is also intuitively clear that copy-cat strategies are the units with respect to composition.
Next, we define tensor product of strategies:
◮ Definition 2.2.40 (Tensor product [AJ94, McC98]). Given strategies σ : A⊸ C, τ : B ⊸ D,
their tensor product σ⊗τ is defined by:
σ⊗τ
df.
= {s ∈ LA⊗B⊸C⊗D |s ↾ A,C ∈ σ, s ↾ B,D ∈ τ}.
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◮ Proposition 2.2.41 (Well-defined tensor product). For any games A,B,C,D and strategies σ :
A⊸ C, τ : B ⊸ D, their tensor product σ⊗τ is a well-defined strategy on the game A⊗B⊸ C ⊗D.
Moreover, if σ and τ are innocent (resp. well-bracketed, total, noetherian), then so is σ ⊗ τ .
Proof. Straightforward. 
Also, it is straightforward to see that any strategy on a tensor product A ⊗ B is the tensor
product σ ⊗ τ of some strategies σ : A, τ : B.
◮ Example 2.2.42. The tensor product 0⊗ 1 : N ⊗N plays as either of the following:
N ⊗ N N ⊗ N
q q
0 1
q q
1 0
depending on Opponent’s behavior.
We proceed to define the construction of pairing:
◮ Definition 2.2.43 (Pairing [AJM00, McC98]). Given strategies σ : C ⊸ A, τ : C ⊸ B, we
define their pairing 〈σ, τ〉 by:
〈σ, τ〉
df.
= {s ∈ LC⊸A&B |s ↾ C,A ∈ σ, s ↾ B = ǫ} ∪ {s ∈ L |s ↾ C,B ∈ τ, s ↾ A = ǫ}.
◮ Proposition 2.2.44 (Well-defined pairing). For any games A,B,C and strategies σ : C ⊸ A,
τ : C ⊸ B, their pairing 〈σ, τ〉 is a well-defined strategy on the game C ⊸ A&B. Moreover, if σ and
τ are innocent (resp. well-bracketed, total, noetherian), then so is 〈σ, τ〉.
Proof. Straightforward. 
When C = I , we may similarly define 〈σ, τ〉 : A&B for any σ : A, τ : B in the obvious
way. Again, it is clear that any strategy on a product C ⊸ A&B is the pairing 〈σ, τ〉 of some
strategies σ : C ⊸ A, τ : C ⊸ B.
◮ Example 2.2.45. The pairing 〈0, 1〉 : N&N plays as either of the following:
N ⊗ N N ⊗ N
q q
0 1
depending on Opponent’s behavior.
Next, we define the construction which is fundamental for the cartesian closed category of
games in [AJM00, AM99, McC98]:
◮ Definition 2.2.46 (Promotion [AJM00, McC98]). Given a strategy σ : !A ⊸ B, we define its
promotion σ† by:
σ†
df.
= {s ∈ L!A⊸!B |∀m ∈ InitOcc(s).s ↾ m ∈ σ}.
◮ Proposition 2.2.47 (Well-defined promotion). For any games A,B and strategy σ : !A⊸ B, its
promotion σ† is a well-defined strategy on !A ⊸!B. Moreover, if σ is innocent (resp. well-brackted,
total, noetherian), then so is σ†.
Proof. Straightforward. 
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Intuitively, the promotion σ† is the strategy which plays as σ for each thread. Consider
the case A = I ; we similarly have σ† : !B for all σ : B. Note that we could have defined
noetherianity in terms of valid positions, but then it would not be preserved under promotion.
◮ Example 2.2.48. Let succ : !N ⊸ N be the successor strategy (up to the tags for the disjoint
union of sets of moves for !N ). Then its promotion succ† : !N ⊸ !N plays as follows:
!N
succ†
⊸ !N
q
q
n
n+ 1
q
q
m
m+ 1
...
I.e., it consistently plays as the “successor” for each thread.
Before defining derelictions, we make a brief detour:
◮ If the exponential ! were a comonad (in the form of a co-Kleisli triple), then there would
be a strategy derA : !A⊸ Awhich should be called the dereliction on A, satisfying der
†
A =
cp!A and σ
†; derB = σ, for any games A,B and strategy σ : !A⊸ B.
◮ It appears that we may take the copy-cat strategy cpA as derA; however, it does not work
for an arbitrary game A. In fact, A has to be well-opened; see [McC98] for the details.
◮ Note that if B is well-opened, then so is the linear implication A ⊸ B for any game A;
thus, the implication A⇒ B
df.
= !A⊸ B remains well-opened.
Now we are ready to define derelictions:
◮ Definition 2.2.49 (Derelicitions [AJM00, McC98]). Let A be a well-opened game. Then we
define derA : !A⊸ A, called the dereliction on A, to be the copy-cat strategy cpA up to the tags
for the disjoint union of sets of moves in !A.
◮ Proposition 2.2.50 (Well-defined derelictions). For any well-opened game A, the dereliction derA
is a well-defined innocent, well-bracketed and total strategy on the game !A ⊸ A. Moreover, it is
noetherian if A is additionally well-founded.
Proof. Similar to the case of copy-cat strategies. 
◮ Remark. We shall later focus on noetherian strategies, and so in particular derelictions, the
identities in our category of games, have to be noetherian. This is achieved if we concentrate
on well-founded games as the proposition shows; it is in fact the motivation for defining well-
founded games.
◮ Notation. Promotion precedes any other operation, and tensor product precedes composition.
Tensor product and composition are both left associative. For instance, φ ◦ σ†, φ ⊗ ψ ◦ σ ⊗ τ†,
σ ⊗ τ ⊗ µ, ϕ ◦ ψ ◦ φmean φ ◦ (σ†), (φ⊗ ψ) ◦ (σ ⊗ (τ†)), (σ ⊗ τ)⊗ µ, (ϕ ◦ ψ) ◦ φ, respectively.
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3 Predicative Games
This section presents our variant of games, called predicative games. The basic idea is as follows.
In a game G, every play s ∈ PG belongs to some strategy σ : G; thus it makes no difference for
Player to first “declare” the “name” of a strategy in such a way that is “invisible” to Opponent
and then play by the declared strategy. In this view, a game corresponds to a set of strategies
with some constraint; by relaxing the constraint, we arrive at a more general notion of predica-
tive games that can be seen as “families of games”, and so they may interpret dependent types.
The present section is structured as follows. Section 3.1 reformulates the notion of strategies
as a particular kind of games for technical convenience. In Section 3.2, we introduce the rank of a
game15, which is to interpret universes without a paradox. Then, in Section 3.3, we characterize
games as sets of strategies satisfying some constraint, and by relaxing the constraint, we define
predicative games, the central concept of the present paper, in Section 3.4. We also define the
subgame relation on predicative games, generalizing that on games, in Section 3.5 and a certain
kind of predicative games to interpret the cumulative hierarchy of universes in Section 3.6.
3.1 Strategies as Subgames
For technical convenience, we first reformulate strategies as a particular kind of games. This in
particular enables us to talk about strategies without underlying games.
We first need the following:
◮ Definition 3.1.1 (Strategies as trees). Let σ : G be a strategy. We define the subset (σ)G ⊆ PG
by (σ)G
df.
= σ ∪ {sm ∈ PG | s ∈ σ,m ∈MG} and call it the tree-form of σ with respect to G.
◮ Notation. We often abbreviate (σ)G as σ when the underlying game G is obvious.
Clearly, we may recover σ from σ by removing all the odd-length positions. Thus σ and σ
are essentially the same (in the context of G), just in different forms. Note in particular that σ is
a non-empty and prefix-closed subset of PG. We may in fact characterize strategies as follows:
◮ Lemma 3.1.2 (Strategies in second-form). For any game G, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between strategies σ : G and subsets S ⊆ PG that are:
◮ (tree) Non-empty and prefix-closed (i.e., sm ∈ S ⇒ s ∈ S)
◮ (edet) Deterministic on even-length positions (i.e., smn, smn′ ∈ Seven ⇒ n = n′)
◮ (oinc) Inclusive on odd-length positions (i.e., s ∈ Seven ∧ sm ∈ PG ⇒ sm ∈ S).
Proof. First, it is straightforward to see that for each strategy σ : G the subset σ ⊆ PG satisfies
the three conditions of the lemma; e.g., σ is non-empty because ǫ ∈ σ, and it is prefix-closed:
For any sm ∈ σ, if s ∈ σ, then s ∈ σ; otherwise, i.e., sm ∈ σ, we may write s = tn ∈ PG for
some t ∈ σ, n ∈ MG, whence s ∈ σ. For the converse, assume that a subset S ⊆ PG satisfies the
three conditions; we then clearly have Seven : G.
Finally, we show that these constructions are mutually inverses. Clearly (σ)even = σ for
all σ : G. It remains to establish the equation Seven = S for all S ⊆ PG satisfying the three
conditions. Let S ⊆ PG be such a subset. It is immediate that s ∈ Seven iff s ∈ S for any even-
length position s ∈ P evenG . If tm ∈ S
even is of odd-length, then t ∈ Seven and tm ∈ PG, so we have
tm ∈ S as S is inclusive on odd-length positions. Conversely, if un ∈ S is of odd-length, then
u ∈ Seven and un ∈ PG, whence un ∈ Seven. 
15As expected, we shall see that it corresponds exactly to the rank of a type.
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Now we establish the main lemma of the present section:
◮ Lemma 3.1.3 (Strategies as subgames). For any strategy σ on a well-opened game G, we have
(σˆ)G
df.
= (M(σ)G , λ(σ)G ,⊢(σ)G , (σ)G) E G, for which we often omit the subscript G, where Mσ ⊆ MG
is the set of moves of G that appear in σ, λσ
df.
= λG ↾Mσ , and ⊢σ
df.
= ⊢G ∩ (({⋆}+Mσ)×Mσ)
16.
Proof. We only show that σ satisfies the axioms V1 and V2 as it is easy to verify the conditions
on the other components. We have shown V1 in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2, and V2 is trivially
satisfied because G is well-opened (it is in fact why we require for G to be well-opened). 
Next, we show that the operation (σ : G) 7→ (σ)G interacts well with the constructions on
games and strategies. For this, we first define the composition of games:
◮ Definition 3.1.4 (Composition of games). Given games A, B, C and subgames J E A⊸ B1,
K E B2 ⊸ C, where the subscripts 1, 2 are just to distinguish different copies of B, we define
the composition J ;K (also writtenK ◦ J) of J andK as follows:
◮ MJ;K
df.
= MJ ↾ A+MK ↾ C
◮ λJ;K
df.
= [λJ ↾MA, λK ↾MC ]
◮ ⋆ ⊢J;K m
df.
⇔ ⋆ ⊢K m
◮ m ⊢J;K n (m 6= ⋆)
df.
⇔ m ⊢J n ∨m ⊢K n ∨ ∃b ∈MB.m ⊢K b2 ∧ b1 ⊢J n
◮ PJ;K
df.
= {s ↾ A,C |s ∈ (MJ +MK)∗, s ↾ J ∈ PJ , s ↾ K ∈ PK , s ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB}
where b1 ∈ MB1 , b2 ∈ MB2 are essentially (b)s equipped with appropriate “tags” for B1, B2,
respectively,MJ ↾ A
df.
= {m ↾ A |m ∈ MJ ,m ↾ A 6= ǫ},MK ↾ C
df.
= {n ↾ C |n ∈ MK , n ↾ C 6= ǫ},
and the justifiers in the valid positions are defined as in the case of composition of strategies.17
◮ Proposition 3.1.5 (well-defined composition of games). For any games A, B, C and subgames
J E A⊸ B, K E B⊸ C, the composition J ;K is a well-defined game such that J ;K E A⊸ C.
Proof. First, the set of moves and the labeling function are clearly well-defined, and satisfy
MJ;K ⊆ MA⊸C and λJ;K = λA⊸C ↾ MJ;K . Also, it is straightforward to see that the enabling
relation ⊢J;K satisfies the axioms E1, E2 and E3. Next, we have PJ;K ⊆ LJ;K in the same way as
a composition of strategies contains only legal positions in an appropriate arena; see [McC98]
for the details. Now, note that PJ;K clearly satisfies the axiom V1, and also the axiom V2 because
if s ↾ A,C ∈ PJ;K , then, for any I ⊆ InitOcc(s ↾ A,C), we have (s ↾ A,C) ↾ I = (s ↾ I) ↾ A,C,
where s ↾ I ∈ (MJ +MK)∗, ∃IJ ⊆ InitOcc(s ↾ J). (s ↾ I) ↾ J = (s ↾ J) ↾ IJ , (s ↾ I) ↾ K =
(s ↾ K) ↾ I and ∃IB ⊆ InitOcc(s ↾ B1, B2). (s ↾ I) ↾ B1, B2 = (s ↾ B1, B2) ↾ IB , whence
(s ↾ A,C) ↾ I ∈ PJ;K . Finally, we clearly have ⊢J;K ⊆ ⊢A⊸C ∩ (({⋆} +MJ;K) ×MJ;K) and
PJ;K ⊆ PA⊸C , showing J ;K E A⊸ C. 
One may wonder if the following statement holds: If PJ and PK are inclusive on odd-length
positions with respect to PA⊸B and PB⊸C , respectively, then so is PJ;K with respect to PA⊸C .
We have the following positive answer to this question:
16Strictly speaking, ⊢σ is defined to be a subset of ⊢G ∩ (({⋆} +Mσ)×Mσ) such that the structure (Mσ , λσ ,⊢σ , σ)
forms an economical game.
17Strictly speaking, we take the subsets ofMJ;K and ⊢J;K in such a way that makes J ;K economical.
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◮ Lemma 3.1.6 (Covering lemma). Let A,B,C be games, and sm a justified sequence of odd-length
in the arena ((A ⊸ B1) ⊸ B2)⊸ C, where B1, B2 are just two copies of B, such that m ∈ MA⊸C ,
s ↾ A,B1 ∈ LA⊸B1 , s ↾ B2, C ∈ LB2⊸C and s ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB . Then we have:
sm ↾ A,C ∈ LA⊸C ⇔ sm ↾ A,B1 ∈ LA⊸B1 ∧ sm ↾ B2, C ∈ LB2⊸C .
Proof. The implication⇐ has beenwell-established in the literature of game semantics; see, e.g.,
[McC98] for the details. We shall show the other implication⇒; assume that sm ↾ A,C ∈ LA⊸C .
First, it is clear that sm ↾ A,B1 (resp. sm ↾ B2, C) is a justified sequence in the arena A ⊸ B1
(resp. B2 ⊸ C) that satisfies the alternation. It remains to establish the visibility. Assume that
m ∈ MA as the case m ∈ MC is simpler. Then we may write sm = ta1m with a1 ∈ MA. Note
that the O-view ⌊ta1⌋ does not have moves in B1, B2 or C after J (m) occurs because otherwise
it cannot contain J (m). Thus, it is of the form ⌊ta1⌋ = uJ (m)a2ka2k−1 . . . a4a3a2a1, where a2i
justifies a2i−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Therefore the O-view ⌊s ↾ A,B1⌋ is of the form ⌊s ↾ A,B1⌋ =
vJ (m)a2ka2k−1 . . . a4a3a2a1, and so it in particular contains J (m). Hence, sm ↾ A,B1 satisfies
the visibility (and also sm ↾ B2, C trivially satisfies it in this case). 
◮ Theorem 3.1.7 (Interactions of constructions on games and strategies). Let A, B, C, D be well-
opened games, and σ : A⊸ B, τ : C ⊸ D, µ : !A⊸ B, ψ : A⊸ C, φ : B ⊸ C strategies.
1. σ̂ ⊗ τ̂ = σ̂ ⊗ τ E A⊗ C ⊸ B ⊗D
2. !µ̂ = µ̂† E !A⊸ !B
3. σ̂&ψ̂ = 〈̂σ, ψ〉 E A⊸ B&C
4. σ̂; φ̂ = σ̂;φ E A⊸ C.
Proof. It suffices to establish the equations σ ⊗ τ = σ ⊗ τ , !µ = µ†, σ&ψ = 〈σ, ψ〉, σ;φ =
σ;φ between sets of valid positions. Let us begin with the equation 1. It is easy to see that
(σ ⊗ τ )even = σ ⊗ τ = (σ ⊗ τ)even; to show (σ ⊗ τ)odd = (σ ⊗ τ )odd, it suffices to observe:
sm ∈ (σ ⊗ τ)odd
⇔ s ∈ σ ⊗ τ ∧ sm ∈ PA⊗C⊸B⊗D
⇔ sm ∈ LA⊗C⊸B⊗D ∧ s ↾ A,B ∈ σ ∧ s ↾ C,D ∈ τ ∧ sm ↾ A,B ∈ PA⊸B ∧ sm ↾ C,D ∈ PC⊸D
⇔ sm ∈ LA⊗C⊸B⊗D ∧ s ↾ A,B ∈ σ ∧ s ↾ C,D ∈ τ ∧ ((s ↾ A,B).m ∈ PA⊸B ∨ (s ↾ C,D).m ∈ PC⊸D)
⇔ sm ∈ LA⊗C⊸B⊗D ∧ ((s ↾ A,B).m ∈ σ ∧ s ↾ C,D ∈ τ ) ∨ (s ↾ A,B ∈ σ ∧ (s ↾ C,D).m ∈ τ )
⇔ sm ∈ LA⊗C⊸B⊗D ∧ sm ↾ A,B ∈ σ ∧ sm ↾ C,D ∈ τ
⇔ sm ∈ (σ ⊗ τ)odd.
The equations 2 is verified in the samemanner, and the equation 3 is even simpler. It remains
to establish the equation 4. Again, the equation (σ;φ)even = σ;φ = (σ;φ)even is straightforward;
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it remains to show (σ;φ)odd = (σ;φ)odd. Then observe that:
sm ∈ (σ;φ)odd
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.tm ↾ A,C = sm ∧ tm ↾ A,B1 ∈ σ ∧ tm ↾ B2, C ∈ φ ∧ tm ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.tm ↾ A,C = sm ∧ t ↾ A,B1 ∈ σ ∧ t ↾ B2, C ∈ φ ∧ tm ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB
∧ ((t ↾ A,B1).m ∈ PA⊸B1 ∨ (t ↾ B2, C).m ∈ PB2⊸C)
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.tm ↾ A,C = sm ∧ t ∈ σ‖φ ∧ tm ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB ∧ tm ↾ A,B1 ∈ PA⊸B1 ∧ tm ↾ B2, C ∈ PB2⊸C
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.tm ↾ A,C = sm ∧ t ∈ σ‖φ ∧ tm ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB ∧ tm ↾ A,B1 ∈ LA⊸B1 ∧ tm ↾ B2, C ∈ LB2⊸C
∧ tm ↾ A ∈ PA ∧ tm ↾ C ∈ PC
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.tm ↾ A,C = sm ∧ t ∈ σ‖φ ∧ tm ↾ B1, B2 ∈ prB ∧ tm ↾ A,C ∈ LA⊸C ∧ tm ↾ A ∈ PA ∧ tm ↾ C ∈ PC
(by the covering lemma)
⇔ ∃tm ∈M∗.t ∈ σ‖φ ∧ sm = tm ↾ A,C ∧ tm ↾ A,C ∈ PA⊸C
⇔ s ∈ σ;φ ∧ sm ∈ PA⊸C
⇔ sm ∈ (σ;φ)odd
whereM
df.
= M((A⊸B1)⊸B2)⊸C , completing the proof. (As usual, the justifiers inM
∗ are treated
implicitly here; more precisely, we write ∃tm ∈ J((A⊸B1)⊸B2)⊸C .) 
From now on, we focus on well-opened games. In view of Lemmata 3.1.2, 3.1.3, we identify
strategies on a well-opened game G with subgames H E G such that PH satisfies tree, edet
and oinc (with respect to PG). More in general, we may characterize strategies as well-opened
games A such that PA satisfies edet, i.e., strategies are “deterministic games”. The virtue of this
reformulation is in the point that we may define a strategy without an underlying game; also, as
shown in Theorem 3.1.7, the constructions on games and strategies are then unified.
◮ Definition 3.1.8 (Strategies as well-opened deterministic games). In the rest of the paper, a
strategy refers to a well-opened game whose plays are deterministic (on even-length positions). The
composition ◦, tensor product ⊗, pairing 〈 , 〉 and promotion ( )† of strategies are defined to be
the composition ◦, tensor product ⊗, product & and exponential ! of games, respectively. The
copy-cat strategy (resp. dereliction) on a game A is defined to be the game cˆpA (resp.
ˆderA).
We shall keep using the same (traditional) notation for them. Given a strategy σ and a game G,
we say that σ is on G and write σ : G if σ E G and Pσ is oincwith respect to PG. We define σ to
be innocent (resp. well-bracketed, total, noetherian) if so is the set P evenσ (in the usual sense).
◮ Remark. Given a strategy σ, a game G that satisfies σ : Gmay not be unique, e.g., {̂ǫ, q0} is a
strategy on any of the following games:
q q q q
. . .
0
❄
0
✛
1
❄
2
✲
0
✛
1
✛
2
❄
3
✲
. . . 0
✛
1
✲
q
❄
◮ Notation. For any σ : G, s ∈ P oddG , we write σ(s) ↓ if there is a (necessarily unique) move
m ∈ MG such that sm ∈ Pσ (we also write σ(s) = m) and σ(s) ↑ otherwise. Also, for any
strategies σ, σ′ : G, we define σ(s) ≃ σ′(s)
df.
⇔ (σ(s)↑ ∧ σ′(s)↑) ∨ ∃m ∈MG.σ(s) = m = σ′(s).
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3.2 Ranked Games
As indicated above, our games may have the “names” of games as moves. Thus, a move is
either a “mere move” or the “name” of another game. Importantly, such a distinction should not
be ambiguous because conceptually each move in a game has a definite role. This naturally
leads us to the concept of the “ranks” of moves18, which also induces the “ranks” of games that
circumvent a Russell-like paradox as we shall see shortly.
We begin with defining the “rank” of a move:
◮ Definition 3.2.1 (Ranked moves). For a game, a move is ranked if it is a pair (m, k) of some
object m and a natural number k ∈ N, which is usually written [m]k. A ranked move [m]k is
more specifically called a kth-rank move, and k is said to be the rank of the move. In particular,
a 0th-rank move is called amere move.
◮ Notation. We just writem for ranked moves [m]k when the rank k is not important.
Our intention is as follows: A mere move is just a move of a game in the usual sense, and a
(k+1)st-rank move is the “name” of another game (whose moves are all ranked) such that the
supremum of the ranks of its moves is k:
◮ Definition 3.2.2 (Ranked games). A ranked game is a game whose moves are all ranked. The
rank of a ranked game G, writtenR(G), is defined by:
R(G)
df.
=
{
1 ifMG = ∅
sup({k | [m]k∈MG}) + 1 otherwise.
More specifically, G is called anR(G)th-rank game.
One may wonder if the rank of a ranked game can be transfinite; however, as we shall see,
the rank of a predicative game is always a natural number. Also, we have defined R(G)
df.
= 1 if
MG = ∅ in order to see such a game G as a trivial case of a game that has mere moves only.
We now define the “name” of a ranked game:
◮ Definition 3.2.3 (Names of ranked games). The name of a ranked game G, written G , is the
pair [G]R(G) of G (as a set) itself and its rankR(G).
The name of a ranked game can be a move of a ranked game; however, that name cannot be
a move of the game itself because of its rank, which is how we avoid a Russell-like paradox.
◮ Notation. Given a finite sequence s = m1m2 . . .mk of moves and an object , we write [s]
for the sequence [m1].[m2] . . . [mk]. This notation applies for infinite sequences as well.
3.3 Games in Terms of Strategies
This section introduces a characterization of well-opened games as sets of strategies with some
constraint. From this fact, by relaxing the constraint, we shall define a more general notion of
predicative games in the next section. Recall that a strategy σ refers to a well-opened game that
is deterministic on even-length positions, and it is on a game G and written σ : G if σ E G and
the set P evenσ is inclusive on odd-length positions with respect to PG (see Definition 3.1.8).
Then what constraint would work for such a characterization? Well, for instance, the set of
strategies on the same game must be consistent in the sense that they share the same labeling
function, enabling relation and odd-length positions. Thus we define:
18The term “types” may be rather appropriate here. However, because it is used in MLTT, we here select another
terminology, namely “ranks”.
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◮ Definition 3.3.1 (Consistent sets of strategies). A set S of strategies is consistent if, for all
σ, τ ∈ S,
1. The labeling functions are consistent, i.e., λσ(m) = λτ (m) for allm ∈Mσ ∩Mτ ;
2. The enabling relations are consistent, i.e., ⋆ ⊢σm ⇔ ⋆ ⊢τ m and m ⊢σ n ⇔ m ⊢τ n for all
m,n ∈Mσ ∩Mτ ;
3. The odd-length positions are consistent, i.e., sm ∈ σ ⇔ sm ∈ τ for all s ∈ (σ ∩ τ)even ,
m ∈Mσ ∪Mτ .
A consistent set S of strategies clearly induces the well-defined game⋃
S
df.
= (
⋃
σ∈S Mσ,
⋃
σ∈S λσ,
⋃
σ∈S ⊢σ,
⋃
σ∈S Pσ)
thanks to the first two conditions of consistency. Conversely,
⋃
S is not well-defined if S does
not satisfy the first or second condition. The third condition ensures the “consistency of Oppo-
nent’s behavior” among strategies in S. However, some strategies on the game
⋃
S may not
exist in S. For this, in view of Lemma 3.1.2, we define:
◮ Definition 3.3.2 (Complete sets of strategies). A consistent set S of strategies is complete if, for
any subset A ⊆
⋃
σ∈S Pσ satisfying A 6= ∅ ∧ ∀s ∈ A.t  s⇒ t ∈ A, ∀smn, smn
′ ∈ Aeven.n = n′
and ∀s ∈ Aeven.sm ∈
⋃
σ∈S Pσ ⇒ sm ∈ A, the strategy (Â
even)⋃ S exists in S.
Intuitively, the completeness of a consistent set S of strategies corresponds to its closure
under the “patchwork of strategies” A ⊆
⋃
σ∈S Pσ . For example, consider a consistent set
S = {σ, τ} of strategies σ = pref({ac, bc}), τ = pref({ad, bd}) (for brevity, here we specify
strategies by their positions). Then we may take a subset φ = pref({ac, bd}) ⊆ σ ∪ τ , but it does
not exist in S, showing that S is not complete. Note that there are total nine strategies on the
game σ ∪ τ , and so we need to add φ and the remaining six to S to make it complete.
Now, we have arrived at the desired characterization:
◮ Theorem 3.3.3 (Games as collections of strategies). There is a one-to-one correspondence between
well-opened games and complete sets of strategies. More specifically:
1. For any well-opened game G, the set st(G)
df.
= {σ |σ : G} of strategies on G is complete, and we
have G =
⋃
st(G).
2. For any complete set S of strategies, the strategies on the game
⋃
S are precisely the ones in S.
Proof. First, note that games are required to be well-opened in order to regard their strategies as
a particular kind of their subgames (see Lemma 3.1.3). For the clause 1, let G be a well-opened
game. For the equation G =
⋃
st(G), where st(G) is clearly consistent, it suffices to show
PG =
⋃
σ:G Pσ because then the other components clearly coincide (note that G is economical).
The inclusion
⋃
σ:G Pσ ⊆ PG is immediate. For the other inclusion, let s ∈ PG; we have to show
s ∈ Pσ for some σ : G, but wemay just take σ
df.
= ( ̂pref({s})even)G. Then, the set st(G) is complete
as every such subset A ⊆
⋃
σ:G Pσ = PG induces a strategy Â
even : G by Lemmata 3.1.2, 3.1.3.
Next, for the clause 2, let S be a complete set of strategies. For the inclusion st(
⋃
S) ⊆ S,
let φ be a strategy on the game
⋃
S; we have to show φ ∈ S. For each i ∈ N, define the subset
S(φ, i) ⊆ S by τ ∈ S(φ, i)
df.
⇔ {s ∈ Pτ ||s| 6 2i} = {t ∈ Pφ ||t| 6 2i} for all τ ∈ S. Then it suffices
to show S(φ, i) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ N. The base case (i = 0) is trivial because the completeness of S
in particular implies S 6= ∅. Consider the inductive case where we have to show S(φ, i+1) 6= ∅.
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Let us take an arbitrary τ ∈ S(φ, i) by the induction hypothesis. Because φ :
⋃
S, there is some
φs ∈ S that satisfies φs(s) ≃ φ(s) for each s ∈ Pφ with |s| = 2i + 1.19 Now, we form A
df.
=
τ ∪{s.φs(s)|s ∈ Pφ, |s| = 2i+1, φ(s)↓}∪{s.φs(s).m ∈ P odd⋃S |s ∈ Pφ, |s| = 2i+1, φ(s)↓} ⊆ P
⋃
S ;
it clearly satisfies the three conditions for “patchwork of strategies”. Thus, by the completeness
of S, we may conclude Âeven ∈ S, which in particular implies S(σ, i + 1) 6= ∅. Finally, the
opposite inclusion S ⊆ st(
⋃
S) clearly holds. 
◮ Remark. Usually, the notion of games is more primitive than that of strategies; however, Def-
inition 3.1.8 and Theorem 3.3.3 enables us to reverse the order.20 This corresponds to the phi-
losophy underlyingMLTT that defines a proposition as a set of its proofs [ML82, ML84, NPS90].
Thus, anywell-opened game is of the form
⋃
S with its strategies in S, where S is a complete
set of strategies. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
⋃
S is ranked.21 Importantly,
there is no essential difference between
⋃
S and
∑
S defined by:
◮ M∑S
df.
= {qS} ∪ { σ | σ ∈ S } ∪
∑
σ∈S Mσ, where qS is any object and
∑
σ∈S Mσ
df.
=
{(m,σ)|σ ∈ S,m ∈Mσ}
◮ λ∑S : qS 7→ OQ, σ 7→ PA, (m,σ) 7→ λσ(m)
◮ ⊢G
df.
= {(⋆, qS)} ∪ {(qS , σ )|σ ∈ S} ∪ {( σ , (m,σ))|σ ∈ S, ⋆ ⊢σ m}
∪ {((m,σ), (n, σ))|σ ∈ S,m ⊢σ n,m 6= ⋆}
◮ P∑S
df.
= pref({qS . σ .(m1, σ).(m2, σ) . . . (mk, σ) |σ ∈ S,m1.m2 . . .mk ∈ Pσ }), where σ is
justified by qS , and (m,σ) initial in (m1, σ).(m2, σ) . . . (mk, σ) is justified by σ
where we assume that Opponent cannot “see” the moves qS , σ or the tags ( , σ). Intuitively,
a play in the game
∑
S proceeds as follows: Judge of the game first asks Player about her
strategy in mind, and Player answers the name σ of a strategy σ ∈ S, where such an initial
protocol between Judge and Player is “invisible” to Opponent; and then an actual play between
Opponent and Player begins as in
⋃
S, where Player must follow σ. We may achieve the “in-
visibility” to Opponent by requiring that anti-strategies cannot “depended on the tags”, i.e., any
anti-strategy τ on
∑
S satisfies qS . σ1 .[sm]σ1 ∈ τ ⇔ qS . σ2 .[sm]σ2 ∈ τ for any σ1, σ2 ∈ S,
qS . σ1 .[s]σ1 , qS . σ2 .[s]σ2 ∈ τ
even, [m]σ1 , [m]σ2 ∈ M
∑
S . However, we can simplify it as follows:
Since anti-strategies do not have to be total (in a similar sense to the case of strategies), that con-
straint does not restrict the possible plays in
∑
S; thus, we simply do not require the constraint
on anti-strategies.22
To be fair, we also assume that Opponent has to declare the name of an anti-strategy before-
hand and plays by following it, which is “invisible” to Player. For this, however, we simply do
not embed the initial protocol between Opponent and Judge into
∑
S. That is, we have realized
the effect of “invisibility” of initial protocols by not formally incorporating anti-strategies into
games. Thus, we have reformulated (well-opened) games in the form
∑
S as defined above.
19If φ(s) ↑ but there is no τ ∈ S such that τ(s) ↑, then we may pick any ψ ∈ S with s ∈ Pψ and eliminate every
proper suffix of s from Pψ to form φs, which must lie in S by the completeness of S .
20Of course, when we consider strategies, we usually have in mind the underlying game. What we are saying here is
thatwemay form a game from strategies evenwithout such an a priori concept of underlying games, which is something
like to define any set of ordered pairs as a relation (even without an a priori concept of what the relation really is).
21We may replace movesm of a game without rank by the 0th-rank moves [m]0.
22Note that this follows the tradition of game semantics in the sense that Opponent’s behavior is not restricted at all.
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3.4 Predicative Games
Let S be a complete set of strategies. In view of Theorem 3.3.3,
∑
S is a generalization of a (well-
opened) game if we do not require the completeness of S; such S may not have all the strategies
on
⋃
S. Moreover, since we take a disjoint union of sets of moves for
∑
S, it is trivially a
well-defined game even if we drop the consistency of S; for such S,
∑
S can be thought of
as a “family of games” as its strategies may have different underlying games, in which Player
has an additional opportunity to “implicitly” declare a strategy that simultaneously specifies a
component game to play. This is the idea behind the notion of predicative games23.
◮ Notation. For a sequence [s]r = [m1]r1 .[m2]r2 . . . [mk]rk of ranked moves and an element ,
we define [s]
r
df.
= [m1]

r1
.[m2]

r2
. . . [mk]

rk
df.
= [(m1,)]r1 .[(m2,)]r2 . . . [(mk,)]rk .
◮ Definition 3.4.1 (Predicative games). For each integer k > 1, a k-predicative game is a
kth-rank game G equipped with a set st(G) of ranked strategies σ with Mσ ⊆ (N × {0}) ∪
{ H |H is an l-predicative game, l < k}, that satisfies:
◮ MG =
∑
σ∈st(G)Mσ
df.
= {[m]σr |σ ∈ st(G), [m]r ∈Mσ}
◮ λG : [m]
σ
r 7→ λσ([m]r)
◮ ⊢G = {(⋆, [m]σr )|σ ∈ st(G), ⋆ ⊢σ [m]r} ∪ {([m]
σ
r , [m
′]σr′)|σ ∈ st(G), [m]r ⊢σ [m
′]r′}
◮ PG = pref({qG. σ .[s]σr |σ ∈ st(G), [s]r ∈ Pσ}), where qG
df.
= [0]0.
A predicative game is a k-predicative game for some k > 1. A strategy on a predicative game
G is any element in st(G), and σ : G denotes σ ∈ st(G).
◮ Notation. WewritePGk (resp. PG6k) for the set of all k-predicative games (resp. i-predicative
games with 1 6 i 6 k). Similar notation ST j (resp. ST 6j), j > 1, applies for the set of jth-rank
(resp. ith-rank with 1 6 i 6 j) strategies.
Strictly speaking, a predicative game G is not a game because moves qG, σ do not have
“labels”, and its valid positions are not justified sequences. Of course, we may easily fix this
problem by defining λG : qG 7→ OQ, σ 7→ PA, etc. However, because the initial protocol qG. σ
is conceptually made between Judge and Player, which is invisible to Opponent, we have defined
G as above, so that the initial protocol does not appear in an O-view.24 Nevertheless, except the
points mentioned above, a predicative game is a particular type of a well-opened ranked game.
◮ Remark. Note that predicative games are inductively defined along with their ranks, and
labelled moves of a 1-predicative game are required to be natural numbers (with rank 0). As a
consequence, the class of moves of a predicative game will never be a proper class.
One may wonder whether or not an initial protocol qG. σ in a play of a predicative game
G is appropriate. A possible criticism is: It seems rather restrictive and disadvantageous for
Player to declare how she will play at the beginning of a play. However, since even a strategy
that determines how to play as a play proceeds can be represented by a single, fixed strategy,
it does not restrict Player’s freedom at all. Also, since such an initial protocol is invisible to
Opponent, it should not be a disadvantage for Player. Another possible criticism is: The nature
of game semantics is to gradually reveal an interaction between Player and Opponent, but the
protocol ignores this intrinsic nature of games and strategies. However, because their initial
protocols are not visible to each other, the nature of game semantics should not be lost.
23The idea is similar to the Fam construction in [AM98] and the sum construction in [McC98].
24It does not occur in a P-view either, but Player can remember her choice of a strategy by the “tags”.
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◮ Example 3.4.2. The flat game flat(A) on a set A is given byMN
df.
= {q} ∪ A, q
df.
= 0; λN : q 7→
OQ, (a ∈ A) 7→ PA; ⊢N
df.
= {(⋆, q)} ∪ {(q, a)|a ∈ A}; and PN
df.
= pref({qa |a ∈ A}).
Then the natural number gameN is defined byN
df.
= flat(N), where N is the set of all natural
numbers. For each n ∈ N, let n denote the strategy on N such that Pn = pref({qn}). A maximal
position of the corresponding 1-predicative game N1 is of the form qN1 . n0 .[q]
n0
0 .[n]
n0
0 , where
n0 is obtained from n by changing each move m to the 0
th-rank move [m]0. For readability,
we usually abbreviate the play as qN1 . n .q.n, which is essentially the play qn in N . Below, we
usually abbreviateN1 as N .
Also, there are the unit game 1
df.
= flat({X}), the terminal game I
df.
= (∅, ∅, ∅, {ǫ}), and the
empty game 0
df.
= flat(∅). We then define the obvious strategies X : 1, : I ⊥ : 0, where X
and are total, while ⊥ is not. Again, abusing notation, we write 1, I,0 for the corresponding
1-predicative games 11, I1,01, respectively.
Their typical plays may be depicted as follows:
N 1 I 0
qN q1 qI q0
n X ⊥
q q q
n X
Next, we introduce two very convenient constructions. The first one is on predicative games:
◮ Definition 3.4.3 (Parallel union). For k > 1, S ⊆ PG6k, the parallel union
∫
S is given by:
◮ st(
∫
S)
df.
=
⋃
G∈S st(G);M
∫
S
df.
=
⋃
G∈SMG
◮ λ∫ S : ([m]r ∈MG) 7→ λG([m]r)
◮ ⊢∫S
df.
= {(⋆, [m]r)|∃G ∈ S, ⋆ ⊢G [m]r} ∪ {([m]r, [m′]r′)|∃G ∈ S, [m]r ⊢G [m′]r′}
◮ P∫ S
df.
= pref({q∫S .N (σ).s |∃G ∈ S.qG.N (σ).s ∈ PG}), where q∫ S
df.
= [0]0.
That is, the construction
∫
forms a predicative game from a set of predicative games by
“unifying the first moves qG (G ∈ S)”. It is easy to see that:
◮ Lemma 3.4.4 (Well-defined parallel union). For any k > 1 and S ⊆ PG6k, the parallel union
∫
S
is a well-defined sup({R(G)|G ∈ S})-predicative game that satisfies st(
∫
S) =
⋃
G∈S st(G).
Proof. Clear from the definition. 
Another construction is similar but on generalized strategies:
◮ Definition 3.4.5 (Predicative union). Given k > 1, S ⊆ ST 6k, the predicative union
∮
S is
defined by:
◮ st(
∮
S)
df.
= S;M∮S
df.
=
∑
σ∈S Mσ
◮ λ∮ S : [m]σr 7→ λσ([m]r)
◮ ⊢∮S
df.
= {(⋆, [m]σr )|σ ∈ S, ⋆ ⊢σ [m]r} ∪ {([m]
σ
r , [m
′]σr′)|σ ∈ S, [m]r ⊢σ [m
′]r′}
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◮ P∮ S
df.
= pref({q∮S .N (σ).[s]σr |σ ∈ S. [s]r ∈ Pσ}), where q∮S
df.
= [0]0.
◮ Lemma 3.4.6 (Well-defined predicative union). For any k > 1 and S ⊆ ST 6k, the predica-
tive union
∮
S is a well-defined (sup({R(σ)|σ ∈ S}) + 1)-predicative game that satisfies st(
∮
S) = S.
Moreover, any predicative game G is the predicative union of its strategies, i.e., G =
∮
st(G).
Proof. Clear from the definition. 
◮ Example 3.4.7. Consider the 1-predicative game
∮
{100,X, ,⊥}, in which a play proceeds as
either of the following:∮
{100,X, ,⊥}
∮
{100,X, ,⊥}
∮
{100,X, ,⊥}
∮
{100,X, ,⊥}
q∮ {100,X, ,⊥} q∮ {100,X, ,⊥} q∮ {100,X, ,⊥} q∮ {100,X, ,⊥}
100 X ⊥
q q q
100 X
This game is not verymeaningful, but it illustrates the point that a predicative game can be seen
as a “family of games”.25
3.5 Subgame Relation on Predicative Games
Next, we consider the subgame relation between predicative games. In view of Theorem 3.3.3, it
is easy to see that the usual subgame relation on well-openedMC-games and the subset relation
on complete sets of strategies are logically equivalent, i.e., A E B ⇔ st(A) ⊆ st(B), where A
and B are well-opened MC-games. Thus, as a generalization, it is natural to define:
◮ Definition 3.5.1 (Subgame relation on predicative games). A subgame of a predicative gameG
is a predicative game H that satisfies st(H) ⊆ st(G).
◮ Notation. We write sub(G) for the set of subgames of G, andH E G for H ∈ sub(G).
Note that our notion of strategies on predicative games carry more structures, in particular
odd-length positions, than the usual strategies on MC-games. Accordingly, the subgame rela-
tion on predicative games is finer than that onMC-games in the sense thatA E B but HAI 6E HBI
for some MC-games A,B; for instance, take A
df.
= I and B
df.
= 1. In fact, although the terminal
game I is the least game (with respect toE on games), the 2-predicative game HII is not the least
predicative game (with respect to E on predicative games); instead, the 2-predicative game
∮
∅
is the least predicative game.
◮ Example 3.5.2. The 1-predicative games 2N
df.
=
∮
{[2n]0 |n ∈ N}, 2N+1
df.
=
∮
{[2n+ 1]0 |n ∈ N}
of even numbers and odd numbers, respectively, are both subgames of the natural number
game N , but 2N 6E (2N + 1) and (2N + 1) E 2N . Also, I 6E 0, I 6E 1, I 6E N , but 0 E 1, 0 E N .
◮ Remark. Note that for any predicative games A,B we have A = B ⇔ A E B ∧ B E A, and
so the subgame relation E is a partial order. As we have seen in the example above, the terminal
game I is not the least element with respect to E; rather, the bottom game
∮
∅ is the least.
25One may wonder how Opponent may know the component game which Player has chosen, but it is possible for
predicative games that interpret types in MLTT, as we shall see.
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3.6 Universe Games
We proceed to define a certain kind of predicative games that interpret universes inMLTT, which
should be called universe games. Note that we are interested in a predicative type theory with a
hierarchy of universes; so we shall construct the corresponding hierarchy of the universe games.
◮ Definition 3.6.1 (Universe games). For each natural number k ∈ N, we define the kth-universe
game to be the predicative game Uk
df.
=
∮
{G|G ∈ PG6k+1}, where the strategy G is defined by:
◮ MG
df.
= {q, G }, where q
df.
= [0]0
◮ λG : q 7→ OQ, G 7→ PA
◮ ⊢G
df.
= {(⋆, q), (q, G )}
◮ PG
df.
= pref({q. G }), where G is justified by q.
A universe game refers to the kth-universe game for some k ∈ N, and it is often written U .
◮ Notation. Given a strategy µ : U , we write El(µ) for the predicative game such that El(µ) = µ.
Moreover, any strategyG : U may be seen as a strategyGΓ : Γ→ U for any predicative game Γ.
◮ Corollary 3.6.2 (Predicativity of universe games). For each k ∈ N, the k th universe game Uk is a
well-defined (k + 2 )-predicative game.
Proof. Clear from the definition, where I ∈ PG1, ∀k ∈ N.Uk ∈ PGk+2 by induction on k. 
By the definition, G ∈ PG6k+1 ⇔ G : Uk for all k ∈ N. Thus, as intended, the kth-universe
game Uk is the “universe” of all i-predicative games with 1 6 i 6 k + 1. Intuitively, a play
of a universe game U starts with the Opponent’s question q “What is your game?”, and Player
answers it by the name of a predicative game such as G , meaning “It is the game G!” (here we
omit the initial protocol).
Now, interpreting the ranks of types by the ranks of games, the increments +2 (U-Form),+1
(U-Elim) in the syntax (see Section 2.1) should make sense.
As mentioned earlier, the motivation for defining the rank of a predicative game is to obtain
universe games without a Russell-like paradox. We now show that it is in fact the case:
◮ Proposition 3.6.3 (Paradox-free). The name of a predicative game is not a move of the game itself,
i.e., if G is a predicative game, then G /∈MG.
Proof. Let G be a k-predicative game with k > 1. By the definition, every move [m]l ∈ MG
satisfies l < k. Thus, since the name G has rank k, it cannot be a move inMG. 
This result is assuring since otherwise we could define a (rank-free) universe game P by
st(P)
df.
= {G |G is a game, G /∈MG}, which induces a paradox: If P ∈ MP , then P /∈ MP ;
and if P /∈ MP , then P ∈ MP . We have circumvented this problem: P is not predicative
since its rank is transfinite (as G 6∈MG for all predicative games G by Proposition 3.6.3).
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3.7 Constructions on Predicative Games
To illustrate the main problem to overcome in this section, let us sketch how the (initial) proto-
col of predicative games would work to interpret dependent function types
∏
a:A B(a). Note that∏
a:A B(a) is a generalization of the function type A⇒ B where B is a constant dependent type,
i.e., B(a) = B for all a : A. Thus, an interpretation of
∏
a:A B(a) must be a generalization of the
implication A ⇒ B = !A ⊸ B of games, where B(σ) may vary depending on a strategy σ : A
which Opponent chooses to play. At first glance, it seems that we may interpret it by the sub-
game of the implication A ⇒
∫
{B(σ) |σ : A}, where we require the “matching-condition” on
its strategies f , i.e., f ◦ σ†0 : B(σ0) for all σ0 : A. Now, the protocol becomes something like
qB.qA. σ0 . f ◦ σ
†
0 , and then a play in the implication σ0 ⇒ f ◦ σ
†
0 E σ0 → B(σ0) follows.
This nicely captures the phenomenon of dependent function types, but imposes another
challenge: A ⇒
∫
{B(σ) |σ : A} no longer has the protocol because the second move qA is not
the name of the strategy to follow. Even if we somehow enforce the protocol, then we would
lose the initial two questions and two answers to determine the component game σ0 ⇒ B(σ0).
The present and the next sections address this problem: We shall modify the constructions
on MC-games in Section 3.7 in such a way that the new ones preserve the predicativity of games,
based on which we define the categoryWPG of well-founded predicative games in Section 3.8.
As indicated above, amain challenge in this section is how to define linear implication between
predicative games. Our solutions for this problem is the following:
◮ Definition 3.7.1 (Products of PLIs). A product of point-wise linear implications (PLIs) be-
tween predicative games A,B is a strategy of the form φ = &σ:Aφσ , where (φσ)σ:A is a family
of strategies φσ : σ ⊸ πφ(σ) with πφ ∈ st(B)st(A) that is “uniform”: smn ∈ Pφσ ⇔ smn ∈ Pφσ′
for all σ, σ′ : A, sm ∈ P oddφσ ∩ P
odd
φσ′
, smn ∈ Pφσ ∪ Pφσ′ , which is defined by:
◮ M&σ:Aφσ
df.
= {[m]σr |σ : A, [m]r ∈Mφσ ∩Mσ} ∪ {[m]
piφ(σ)
r |σ : A, [m]r ∈Mφσ ∩Mpiφ(σ)}
◮ λ&σ:Aφσ : [m]
σ
r 7→ λσ([m]r), [m]
piφ(σ)
r 7→ λpiφ(σ)([m]r)
◮ ⊢&σ:Aφσ
df.
= {(⋆, [m]
piφ(σ)
r ) | σ : A, ⋆ ⊢piφ(σ) [m]r} ∪ {([m]
piφ(σ)
r , [n]
piφ(σ)
l ) | σ : A, [m]r ⊢piφ(σ)
[n]l} ∪ {([m]σr , [n]
σ
l )|σ : A, [m]r ⊢σ [n]l} ∪ {([m]
piφ(σ)
r , [n]σl )|σ : A, ⋆ ⊢piφ(σ) [m]r, ⋆ ⊢σ [n]l}
◮ P&σ:Aφσ
df.
=
⋃
σ:A{[m1]
φ(1)σ
r1 [m2]
φ(2)σ
r2 . . . [mk]
φ(k)σ
rk | [m1]r1 [m2]r2 . . . [mk]rk ∈ Pφσ}, where φ
(i)
σ
df.
=
σ if [mi]ri ∈Mσ, and φ
(i)
σ
df.
= πφ(σ) otherwise, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
◮ Notation. The set of all products of PLIs from A to B is written PLI(A,B).
P-invisible products φ of PLIs from A to B are intended to be strategies on the linear impli-
cation A⊸ B which we define below. The idea is to commission the initial two questions and
two answers of a play in A⊸ B described at the beginning of the present section to the partic-
ipants’ declarations of strategies and anti-strategies: When Opponent declares his anti-strategy
on A⊸ B, he in particular determines a strategy σ : A, which together with Player’s choice of
a strategy φ0 : A ⊸ B in turn determines her strategy πφ0(σ) on B. Note that φ0 is defined to
be a product of uniform strategies because she should not be able to see Opponent’s choice of an
anti-strategy. Note that we do not have to formulate anti-strategies since in any case he has to
select a strategy on Awhen he makes a first move in the game A⊸ B.
We are now ready to define constructions on predicative games:
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◮ Notation. We write ♠i∈IGi either for the tensor product G1 ⊗ G2, linear implication G1 ⊸ G2,
product G1&G2, exponential !G1 or composition G2 ◦G1 of predicative games Gi, i ∈ I , which we
shall define below, where I is either {1} or {1, 2}.
◮ Definition 3.7.2 (Constructions on predicative games). For a family (Gi)i∈I of predicative
games, we define ♠i∈IGi
df.
=
∮
{♠i∈Iσi | ∀i ∈ I. σi : Gi} if ♠ is tensor product ⊗, product &,
exponential ! or composition ◦, and G1 ⊸ G2
df.
=
∮
PLI(G1, G2) if ♠ is linear implication ⊸,
where the composition of products φ = &σ1:G1φσ1 : G1 ⊸ G2, ψ = &σ2:G2ψσ2 : G2 ⊸ G3 is
defined by ψ ◦ φ
df.
= &σ1:G1ψpiφ(σ1)◦ φσ1 : G1 ⊸ G3 (note that πψ◦φ = πψ ◦ πφ).
◮ Theorem 3.7.3 (Well-defined constructions on predicative games). Predicative games are closed
under all the constructions defined in Definition 3.7.2 except that tensor product and exponential do not
preserve well-openness of games.
Proof. Since these constructions are defined in terms of the corresponding ones on strategies
[AM99,McC98], and predicative union is well-defined, the theorem immediately follows, where
uniformity of strategies on linear implication is clearly preserved under composition. 
◮ Example 3.7.4. Consider the strategies 0 : N , succ, double : N ⊸ N :
N N
succ
⊸ N N
double
⊸ N
qN qN⊸N qN⊸N
10 succ double
[q]
10
0 [q]
n+1,succ
0 [q]
2m,double
0
[10]
10
0 [q]
n,succ
0 [q]
m,double
0
[n]
n,succ
0 [m]
m,double
0
[n+ 1]
n+1,succ
0 [2m]
2m,double
0
The tensor product 0⊗ 1 : N ⊗N and the composition succ; double : N ⊸ N play as follows:
N ⊗ N N
succ;double
⊸ N
qN⊗N qN⊸N
0⊗ 1 s ; d
[q]
0⊗1
0 [q]
2(n+1),s;d
0
[0]
0⊗1
0 [q]
n,s;d
0
[q]
0⊗1
0 [n]
n,s;d
0
[1]
0⊗1
0 [2(n+ 1)]
2(n+1),s;d
0
where s ; d is an abbreviation for succ; double . Note that conceptually Player can see only the
tags 0⊗ 1 , s ; d , while Opponent may recognize only the tags n.
It is not hard to see that if predicative gamesGi are essentially MC-games, i.e., the sets st(Gi)
are all complete, then the constructions defined above coincide with the usual constructions on
MC-games (in Section 2.2.5). For instance, consider the linear implication A ⊸ B between
well-opened MC-games A and B. For a strategy φ : A ⊸ B, we may define a “substrategy”
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φσ E φ for each σ : A by Pφσ
df.
= {s ∈ Pφ | s ↾ A ∈ Pσ }; then the product &σ:A[φσ ]0 clearly
forms a strategy on the predicative game HAI ⊸ HBI, which essentially coincides with φ itself.
Conversely, a strategy ψ : HAI ⊸ HBI is essentially a strategy on theMC-gameA⊸ B whenwe
take the union
⋃
σ:A P
even
ψσ
thanks to the uniformity of ψ. Also, these constructions are mutually
inverses. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3.3, we may conclude that A ⊸ B and HAI ⊸ HBI are
essentially the same. It is even simpler to check that the MC-games A ⊗ B, A&B and !A are
essentially the predicative games HAI⊗ HBI, HAI&HBI and !HAI, respectively.
◮ Example 3.7.5. Consider the linear implication HNI ⊸ HNI (for clarity, here we write HNI
rather than N ). Assume that Player declares a strategy φ for a play of this game. When a play
between the participants begins, Opponent implicitly selects a component game φn : n⊸ πφ(n)
for some n ∈ Nwhen he makes a first move. Then the play results in the sequence qqnm, where
m = πφ(n), if φσ is strict (in this case φn′ for any n
′ ∈ N is strict); otherwise it is qm (in this case
φn′ = m for any n
′ ∈ N). Thus, HNI ⊸ HNI is essentially the same as the MC-game N ⊸ N .
Next, consider the predicative games HII ⊸ HII and H0I ⊸ H0I. There is just one (total) strategy
on the former while there are a total one pref({qq}) and a non-total one pref({q}) on the latter.
At the end of the present section, we generalize the most basic strategies:
◮ Definition 3.7.6 (Generalized copy-cat strategies). The copy-cat strategy cpG : G ⊸ G on a
predicative game G is the product &σ:Gcpσ of PLIs from G to itself, where cpσ : σ ⊸ σ is the
usual copy-cat strategy on σ.
The copy-cat strategy cpG is clearly a well-defined strategy on G ⊸ G, and it essentially
coincides with the copy-cat strategy cpG′ on the MC-game G
′ if G = HG′I. Similarly, we define:
◮ Definition 3.7.7 (Generalized derelictions). The dereliction derG : !G ⊸ G on a predicative
game G is the product &σ:!Gderσ of PLIs from !G to G, where derσ : σ ⊸ σ
‡ is the usual
dereliction on σ‡ : G which is obtained from σ by deleting all the valid positions that contain
more than one initial move.
Diagrammatically, the dereliction derA on any predicative game A plays as follows:
!A
derA
⊸ A
q!A⊸A
derA
[a1]
σ,derA
k
[a1]
σ,derA
k
[a2]
σ,derA
k
[a2]
σ,derA
k
[a3]
σ,derA
k
[a3]
σ,derA
k
...
where σ : !A and a1a2a3 · · · ∈ Pσ‡ . Note that Player (resp Opponent) can see the tag derA
(resp. σ) but not σ (resp. derA ).
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3.8 The Category of Well-founded Predicative Games
Based on the constructions on predicative games defined in the previous section, we now define
the categoryWPG of well-founded predicative games:
◮ Definition 3.8.1 (The category WPG). We define the categoryWPG as follows:
◮ Objects are well-founded predicative games.
◮ A morphism A → B is an innocent, well-bracketed, total and noetherian strategy on the
game !A⊸ B. We usually write A⇒ B or A→ B for !A⊸ B.
◮ The composition of morphisms φ : A→ B, ψ : B → C is ψ • φ
df.
= ψ ◦ φ† : A→ C.
◮ The identity idA on each object A is the dereliction derA : A→ A.
Morphisms inWPG are innocent andwell-bracketed becauseMLTT is a functional program-
ming language, as well as total and noetherian becauseMLTT is a total type theory [Uni13]. Ob-
jects ofWPG are well-founded in order for the identities to be noetherian as mentioned before.
◮ Remark. Importantly, Opponent’s anti-strategies do not have to be innocent, well-bracketed,
total or noetherian at all (we have not formulated these notions precisely, but it should be clear
what it means). In particular, the strategies σ for any morphism φ = &σ:!Aφσ : A→ B inWPG
range over anymorphisms on !A. This point plays a crucial role in Section 6.
◮ Corollary 3.8.2 (Well-defined WPG). The structureWPG forms a well-defined category.
Proof. The preservation of innocence, well-bracketing, totality and noetherianity of strategies
under the usual composition of strategies is shown in Proposition 2.2.38; thus, by Theorem 3.7.3,
the composition of morphisms inWPG is well-defined. Also, its associativity is easily derived
from the associativity of the usual composition of strategies [McC98]. Finally, the identities are
clearly innocent, well-bracketed, total, and satisfying the unit law; and also they are noetherian
because objects are well-founded (see Proposition 2.2.50). 
◮ Example 3.8.3. By the constraints on morphisms in the category WPG, we can think of its
objects and morphisms as “propositions” and “proofs”, respectively. For instance, we may take
the terminal game I as the game of a true proposition and the empty game 0 as the game of a
false proposition. In fact, I has just one proof (without any extra information), so it is true, while
0 has no proof, so it is false. Next, consider the implications A → 0 and 0 → B, where A and
B are arbitrary “propositions”. It is not hard to see that A → 0 is false if A is true, and true if
A is false; thus, we may think of A → 0 as the negation of A, and so we often abbreviate it as
¬A. In contrast, 0 → B is always true regardless of what B is, i.e., it represents the logical law
that an implication A→ B is true whenever the assumption A is false. In this manner, we may
formulate certain logical laws in the category WPG, but they are constructive or intuitionistic,
rather than classical, as we shall see shortly.
◮ Convention. From now on, we often call objects and morphisms in the categoryWPG games
and strategies, respectively. Also, as in the example above, we often call objects and morphisms
inWPG propositions and (constructive) proofs, respectively as well. A proposition G ∈ WPG
is true if ∃φ ∈ WPG(I,G), where φ is called a (constructive) proof of G, and false otherwise.
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4 Game Semantics for MLTT
We are now ready to present a game semantics forMLTT. Our approach is based on a categorical
model of MLTT, called categories with families (CwFs) [Dyb96, Hof97] because it is in general
easier to show that a structure is an instance of a categorical model than to directly establish
that it is a model ofMLTT, and CwFs are closer to the syntax than the other categorical models,
so that we may directly see the semantic counterparts of syntactic phenomena.
The present section is structured as follows. We first define additional constructions on
games in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and then define our game-theoretic CwFWPG in Section 4.5,
equipping it with semantic type formers [Hof97] in Section 4.6 which interpret specific types such
as unit-, empty-, N-,
∏
-,
∑
- and Id-types. (We shall interpret universes in Section 5.)
4.1 Dependent Games
In MLTT, a dependent type over a type A is a judgement of the form Γ, x : A,∆ ⊢ B type [ML84,
ML82, ML98]. By the rules U-Intro, U-Elim and U-Comp, there is a term Γ, x : A,∆ ⊢ B : U such
that Γ, x : A,∆ ⊢ El(B) ≡ B type. For simplicity, assume Γ and∆ are both ♦.
Then how should we interpret dependent types and terms of universes? Intuitively, the
former denotes merely a family of types (B(x))x:A , while the latter represents the corresponding
“construction”: x 7→ B(x). The point is that dependent types in MLTT are not any families
of types but ones inductively generated by the rules whose computational meanings are clear,
which is why the two concepts correspond to each other (otherwise the former is more general).
From this consideration, we interpret dependent types as families of games:
◮ Definition 4.1.1 (Dependent games). A dependent game over a game A ∈ WPG is a family
B = {B(σ) ∈ WPG |σ : A} of games B(σ) ∈ WPG indexed by strategies σ on A that satisfies
R(B)
df.
= sup({R(B(σ))|σ : A}) ∈ N. B is said to be constant if B(σ) = B(σ′) for all σ, σ′ : A.
◮ Notation. IfB is constant, then we write B = {B′}A or just {B′}, where B′ = Bσ for all σ : A.
We write DG(A) for the set of dependent games over A. We often write Bσ for B(σ). Let us
define ⊎B
df.
=
∫
{Bσ |σ : A} ∈ WPG.
◮ Remark. In a dependent game B = (Bσ)σ:A ∈ DG(A), σ ranges over any strategies on A, not
only innocent, well-bracketed, total or noetherian ones.
◮ Example 4.1.2. Let us generalize the operation El : Given a morphism φ : A→ U inWPG, we
define the dependent game El(φ) ∈ DG(A) by:
El(φ)
df.
= {El(φ • σ)|σ : A}.
It is a generalization because any strategy µ : U induces an essentially the same strategy µ′ :
I → U such that El(µ′) = {El(µ)}.
◮ Example 4.1.3. Consider the dependent game FSN over N , where FSN (k) is the game of
k-tuples of natural numbers whose maximal positions are of the form q1.n1.q2.n2 . . . qk.nk with
n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N representing the k-tuple (n1, n2, . . . , nk) ∈ Nk.
◮ Example 4.1.4. As another example, there is the dependent game ENDO over U defined by
ENDO(A)
df.
= A → A for all A : U . Similarly, we may define dependent games ⊗,⊸,& ∈
DG(U&U), ! ∈ DG(U) that correspond to constructions on games ⊗,⊸, &, !, respectively.
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4.2 Dependent Function Space
We now present our game-theoretic interpretation of dependent function types (also called depen-
dent product types or
∏
-types)
∏
a:A B(a). However, the construction here is rather preliminary;
the full interpretation of
∏
-types is given in Section 4.6.1.
◮ Definition 4.2.1 (Dependent function space). The dependent function space
∏̂
(A,B) of a
dependent game B over a game A ∈ WPG is the subgame of the implication A ⇒ ⊎B whose
strategies φ satisfy ∀σ : A. φ • σ : Bσ.
The idea is is best described by a set-theoretic analogy:
∏̂
(A,B) represents the space of (set-
theoretic) functions f : A →
⋃
x∈AB(x) that satisfies f(a) ∈ B(a) for all a ∈ A. As expected,
when B is a “constant dependent game”, i.e., Bσ = B0 for all σ : A, the dependent function
space
∏̂
(A, {B0}) coincides with the implication A ⇒ B0. However, we will have to handle
the case where A is a dependent game; so this definition is not general enough. In terms of the
syntax ofMLTT, we can interpret the rule
(
∏
-Form) Γ, x : A ⊢ B(x) type⇒ Γ ⊢
∏
x:A B(x) type
only when Γ = ♦ (the empty context) at the moment. This is why we use the symbol
∏̂
here; we
shall define a more general construction
∏
of dependent function space shortly.
◮ Example 4.2.2. Consider the dependent function space
∏̂
(N,FSN ). Note that any total
strategy on this game must be strict. A typical total strategy φ :
∏̂
(N,FSN ) is defined by
φσ
df.
= pref({q1.q.k.n1.q2.n2 . . . qk.nk}) for all σ : !N , where σ‡ = k, if k > 1, and φσ
df.
= {ǫ}
otherwise, that represents the dependent function (k ∈ N) 7→ (n1, n2, . . . , nk) ∈ Nk.
◮ Example 4.2.3. As another example, let us interpret the term ⊢ λxUyEl(x).y :
∏
x:U El(x)⇒ El(x),
where U denotes Ui for some i ∈ N, as the strategy &µ:!Uder
µ
El(µ‡)
:
∏̂
(U ,ENDO), where
der
µ
El(µ‡)
: µ⊸(El (µ‡)→ El(µ‡)) denotes the dereliction on El(µ‡) up to the “tags”.
◮ Example 4.2.4. For yet another example, we introduce the construction of sum + on games
as defined in [McC98] as the interpretation of disjunction ∨. Then let us consider how we may
construct a proof of the interpretation of the type ⊢
∏
x:U El(x) ∨ ¬El(x), i.e., a strategy on the
game
∏̂
(U , LEM), where LEM ∈ DG(U) is defined by LEM(A)
df.
= A + ¬A. Then it is clear that
the proposition
∏̂
(U , LEM) is false, i.e., there is no proof for it, because in general we cannot
tell whether A is true or false. However, it is not hard to see that the proposition ¬¬
∏̂
(U , LEM)
is true because Player can “backtrack” and “restart” a play in the domain
∏̂
(U , LEM). This
illustrates the point that the logic the categoryWPG formulates is constructive (or intuitionistic).
4.3 Dependent Pair Space
In a similar way to the case of dependent function space, we define the dependent pair space that
interprets the dependent pair types (also called dependent sum types or
∑
-types)
∑
a:A B(a). Again,
the construction here is preliminary; we interpret
∑
-types in full in Section 4.6.2.
◮ Definition 4.3.1 (Dependent pair space). The dependent pair space
∑̂
(A,B) of a dependent
game B over a game A ∈ WPG is the subgame of the product A&(⊎B) whose strategies 〈σ, τ〉
satisfy τ : Bσ.
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In terms of a set-theoretic analogy,
∑̂
(A,B) represents the space of pairs (a, b), where a ∈ A,
b ∈ B(a). Again, this construction
∑̂
is not general enough; we shall define a more general
construction
∑
of dependent pair space shortly. Note that when B is a constant dependent
game {B0}, the dependent pair space
∑̂
(A, {B0}) coincides with the product A&B0.
◮ Example 4.3.2. Consider the dependent pair space
∑̂
(N,FSN ), which represents the “space”
of dependent pairs (k, (n1, n2, . . . , nk)), where k, n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N. Note that it is in general
impossible for Opponent to identify the second component which Player has chosen if he wants
to play in it, but in the game !
∑̂
(N,FSN ) which often occurs, he can first choose to play in the
first component and learn about it, and then play in the second component.
4.4 Identity Games
We proceed to define games that interpret identity types (or Id-types)=A:
◮ Definition 4.4.1 (Identity games). The identity game on a game G ∈ WPG is the subgame
ÎdG E G&G⇒ G&G with just one strategy flip(G) : ÎdG such that πflip(G) : σ ⊗ τ 7→ 〈σ
‡, τ‡〉 and
∀s ∈ P evenflip(G)σ⊗τ .s ↾ σ = s ↾ τ
‡ ∧ s ↾ τ = s ↾ σ‡ for all σ ⊗ τ : !G⊗!G = !(G&G).
◮ Notation. For any σ0, τ0 : G, we usually write ÎdG(σ0, τ0) for ÎdG • 〈σ0, τ0〉. Also, we often
write flip for flip(G) if the underlying game G is obvious.
Note that σ 6= τ ⇔ ∃s ∈ Pσ ∩ Pτ .σ(s) 6≃ σ(s)26; let us call such s a witness of the inequality
σ 6= τ . Assume that σ, τ : G, σ 6= τ , σ(s) ↓ and τ(s) ↓, where s is the least (with respect to
the prefix-relation ) witness of the inequality σ 6= τ . In the identity game Îd(σ, τ), Opponent
can choose to play in either of the first component σ ⇒ τ or the second component τ ⇒ σ by
the anti-strategy that leads to the play s both in the domain and the codomain because Player
must play by the strategy flip(G); then Player cannot make a next move at the position of length
(2 · |s|)+ 1, i.e., she does not have a proof for the identity game ÎdG(σ, τ). Moreover, if σ 6= τ but
σ(s) ↑ or τ(s) ↑, then Opponent can select the anti-strategy in a similar way for which Player
does not have a proof. Conversely, if σ = τ , then Player has the obvious proof; so the game
ÎdG(σ, τ) is true. To sum up, we have shown that σ = τ ⇔ ∃φ ∈ WPG(G&G,G&G).φ : ÎdG(σ, τ);
thus we may regard the identity game ÎdG(σ, τ) as the proposition σ = τ .
Again, the construction Îd is not general enough; we shall define its generalization Id in
Section 4.6.3.
◮ Example 4.4.2. Consider the identity game ÎdN . Ifm,n ∈ Nwithm 6= n, then Player does not
have a proof in the game ÎdN (m,n) because she is “stuck” at the position of length 3. On the
other hand, she clearly has a proof for ÎdN(m,n) ifm = n.
4.5 Game-theoretic Category with Families
We are now ready to define a CwF of well-founded predicative games and innocent, well-
bracketed, total and noetherian strategies. Note that a CwF immediately gives rise to a model:
We may straightforwardly define semantic counterparts in a CwF for all the contexts, types
and terms inMLTT, and every judgmental equality is preserved as the corresponding equation
between the interpretations; for the details, see [Hof97] and Section 5.
We first recall the definition of CwFs; our treatment is based on the presentation in [Hof97].
26Here, s is not necessarily of odd-length.
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◮ Definition 4.5.1 (CwFs [Dyb96, Hof97]). A category with families (CwF) is a structure C =
(C,Ty ,Tm, { }, T, . , p, v , 〈 , 〉 ), where:
◮ C is a category.
◮ Ty assigns, to each object Γ ∈ C, a set Ty(Γ), called the set of types in the context Γ.
◮ Tm assigns, to each pair of an object Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ), a set Tm(Γ, A), called
the set of terms of type A in the context Γ.
◮ For each morphism φ : ∆ → Γ in C, { } induces a function {φ} : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆) and a
family ( {φ}A : Tm(Γ, A)→ Tm(∆, A{φ}))A∈Ty(Γ) of functions.
◮ T ∈ C is a terminal object.
◮ . assigns, to each pair of a context Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ), a context Γ.A ∈ C, called
the comprehension of A.
◮ p associates each pair of a context Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ) with a morphism p(A) :
Γ.A→ Γ in C, called the first projection associated to A.
◮ v associates each pair of a context Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ) with a term vA ∈
Tm(Γ.A,A{p(A)}) called the second projection associated to A.
◮ 〈 , 〉 assigns, to each triple of a morphism φ : ∆ → Γ in C, a type A ∈ Ty(Γ) and a term
τ ∈ Tm(∆, A{φ}), a morphism 〈φ, τ〉A : ∆→ Γ.A in C, called the extension of φ by τ .
Moreover, it is required to satisfy the following axioms:
◮ Ty-Id. A{idΓ} = A
◮ Ty-Comp. A{φ ◦ ψ} = A{φ}{ψ}
◮ Tm-Id. ϕ{idΓ} = ϕ
◮ Tm-Comp. ϕ{φ ◦ ψ} = ϕ{φ}{ψ}
◮ Cons-L. p(A) ◦ 〈φ, τ〉A = φ
◮ Cons-R. vA{〈φ, τ〉A} = τ
◮ Cons-Nat. 〈φ, τ〉A ◦ ψ = 〈φ ◦ ψ, τ{ψ}〉A
◮ Cons-Id. 〈p(A), vA〉A = idΓ.A
for all Γ,∆,Θ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ), φ : ∆→ Γ, ψ : Θ→ ∆, ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ, A), τ ∈ Tm(∆, A{φ}).
We now define our game-theoretic CwF:
◮ Definition 4.5.2 (The CwF WPG). The CwFWPG of well-founded predicative games is the
structureWPG = (WPG,Ty,Tm , { }, I, . , p, v , 〈 , 〉 ), where:
◮ The underlying category WPG of well-founded predicative games and innocent, well-
bracketed, total and noetherian strategies has been defined in Definition 3.8.1.
◮ For each game Γ ∈ WPG, we define Ty(Γ)
df.
= DG(Γ).
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◮ For each pair of a game Γ ∈ WPG and a dependent game A ∈ DG(Γ), Tm(Γ, A) is the set
of strategies on the dependent function space
∏̂
(Γ, A) that are morphisms inWPG.
◮ For each strategy φ : ∆ → Γ in WPG, the function {φ} : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆) is defined
by A{φ}
df.
= {A(φ • δ) | δ : ∆} for all A ∈ Ty(Γ), and the functions {φ}A : Tm(Γ, A) →
Tm(∆, A{φ}) are defined by ϕ{φ}A
df.
= ϕ • φ for all A ∈ Ty(Γ), ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ, A).
◮ I is the terminal game defined in Example ??.
◮ For a game Γ ∈ WPG and a dependent game A ∈ DG(Γ), the comprehension Γ.A ∈ WPG
of A in Γ is the dependent pair space
∑̂
(Γ, A).
◮ The first projections p(A) :
∑̂
(Γ, A) → Γ, where A is a dependent game over Γ, are the
derelictions derΓ on Γ up to the tags for the disjoint union of the sets of moves.
◮ The second projections vA :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A{p(A)}) are the derelictions der⊎A on ⊎A up to
the tags for the disjoint union of the sets of moves.
◮ For a dependent game A over a game Γ ∈ WPG and strategies φ : ∆→ Γ, τ :
∏̂
(∆, A{φ})
inWPG, we define 〈φ, τ〉A
df.
= 〈φ, τ〉 : ∆→
∑̂
(Γ, A).
◮ Notation. We often write fst and snd for the “non-dependent first and second projections”,
respectively.
◮ Theorem 4.5.3 (Well-defined WPG). The structureWPG forms a category with families.
Proof. First, it is straightforward to check that each component is well-defined except for the
functions {φ}A and the extensions 〈 , 〉 . Therefore we consider just these constructs. Let
Γ ∈ WPG, A ∈ DG(Γ), and φ : ∆→ Γ, ϕ :
∏̂
(Γ, A), τ :
∏̂
(∆, A{φ})morphisms inWPG.
The composition ϕ{φ}A = ϕ • φ is a well-defined strategy on the dependent function space∏̂
(∆, A{φ}) because if δ : ∆, then ϕ{φ} • δ = (ϕ •φ) • δ = ϕ • (φ • δ) : A(φ • δ) = A{φ}(δ). Thus,
{φ}A is a well-defined function from Tm(Γ, A) to Tm(∆, A{φ}).
For the pairing 〈φ, τ〉A = 〈φ, τ〉 : ∆→ Γ&(⊎A), let δ : ∆; we have to show 〈φ, τ〉•δ :
∑̂
(Γ, A).
But it clearly holds as 〈φ, τ〉•δ = 〈φ•δ, τ•δ〉 and τ•δ is a strategy on the gameA{φ}(δ) = A(φ•δ).
Finally, we verify the required equations:
◮ Ty-Id. For any game Γ ∈ WPG and dependent game A ∈ DG(Γ),
A{idΓ} = {A(derΓ • δ)|δ : ∆} = {A(δ)|δ : ∆} = A.
◮ Ty-Comp. Given games∆,Θ ∈ WPG and morphisms ψ : Θ→ ∆, φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG,
A{φ • ψ} = {A((φ • ψ) • θ)|θ : Θ}
= {A(φ • (ψ • θ))|θ : Θ}
= {A{φ}(ψ • θ)|θ : Θ}
= {A{φ}{ψ}(θ)|θ : Θ}
= A{φ}{ψ}.
◮ Tm-Id. For any strategy ϕ :
∏̂
(Γ, A), ϕ{idΓ} = ϕ • derΓ = ϕ.
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◮ Tm-Comp. Under the same assumption,
ϕ{φ • ψ} = ϕ • (φ • ψ) = (ϕ • φ) • ψ = ϕ{φ} • ψ = ϕ{φ}{ψ}.
◮ Cons-L. For any morphism τ :
∏̂
(∆, A{φ}) inWPG, we clearly have p(A) • 〈φ, τ〉A = φ.
◮ Cons-R. Under the same assumption, clearly vA{〈φ, τ〉A} = vA • 〈φ, τ〉 = τ .
◮ Cons-Nat. 〈φ, τ〉A • ψ = 〈φ, τ〉 • ψ = 〈φ • ψ, τ • ψ〉 = 〈φ • ψ, τ{ψ}〉A.
◮ Cons-Id. 〈p(A), vA〉A = 〈derΓ, der⊎A〉 = der∑̂(Γ,A) = idΓ.A.

4.6 Game-theoretic Semantic Type Formers
Note that a CwF handles only the “core” of MLTT: It interprets just the syntax common to all
types. Thus, for a “full” interpretation of MLTT, we need to equipWPG with additional struc-
tures to interpret unit-, empty-, N-,
∏
-,
∑
- and Id-types. This is the aim of the present section;
we consider each type in order.
4.6.1 Game-theoretic Dependent Function Types
We begin with
∏
-types. First, we recall the general, categorical interpretation of
∏
-types.
◮ Definition 4.6.1 (CwFs with
∏
-types [Hof97]). A CwF C supports
∏
-types if:
◮
∏
-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ), B ∈ Ty(Γ.A), there is a type∏
(A,B) ∈ Ty(Γ).
◮
∏
-Intro. If ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B), then there is a term
λA,B(ϕ) ∈ Tm(Γ,
∏
(A,B)).
◮
∏
-Elim. If κ ∈ Tm(Γ,
∏
(A,B)), τ ∈ Tm(Γ, A), then there is a term
AppA,B(κ, τ) ∈ Tm(Γ, B{τ})
where τ
df.
= 〈idΓ, τ〉A : Γ→ Γ.A.
◮
∏
-Comp. AppA,B(λA,B(ϕ), τ) = ϕ{τ} for all ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B), τ ∈ Tm(Γ, A).
◮
∏
-Subst. For any∆ ∈ C, φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have
∏
(A,B){φ} =
∏
(A{φ}, B{φ+}), where
φ+
df.
= 〈φ ◦ p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A.
◮ λ-Subst. λA,B(ϕ){φ} = λA{φ},B{φ+}(ϕ{φ
+}) ∈ Tm(∆,
∏
(A{φ}, B{φ+})) for all ϕ ∈
Tm(Γ.A,B), where note that
∏
(A{φ}, B{φ+}) ∈ Ty(∆).
◮ App-Subst. Under the same assumption,AppA,B(κ, τ){φ} = AppA{φ},B{φ+}(κ{φ}, τ{φ}) ∈
Tm(∆, B{τ◦φ}), where note that κ{φ} ∈ Tm(∆,
∏
(A{φ}, B{φ+})), τ{φ} ∈ Tm(∆, A{φ}),
and φ+◦τ{φ} = 〈φ◦p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A◦〈id∆, τ{φ}〉A{φ} = 〈φ, τ{φ}〉A = 〈idΓ, τ〉A◦φ = τ ◦φ.
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Furthermore, C supports
∏
-types in the strict sense if it additionally satisfies the following:
◮ λ-Uniq. λA{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(AppA{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(µ, vA)) = µ for all µ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A),
∏
(A,B){p(A)}).
Note that it corresponds to the rule
∏
-Uniq or η-rule inMLTT.
We now propose our game-theoretic
∏
-types:
◮ Proposition 4.6.2 (WPG supports
∏
-types). The CwFWPG supports
∏
-types in the strict sense.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ WPG, A ∈ DG(Γ), B ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ, A)) and ϕ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B) inWPG.
◮
∏
-Form. We need to generalize the construction of dependent function space as A is a
dependent game. Then we define
∏
(A,B)
df.
= {
∏̂
(Aγ,Bγ) |γ : Γ} ∈ DG(Γ), where Bγ
df.
=
{B〈γ, σ〉|σ : Aγ} ∈ DG(Aγ) for all γ : Γ. Note that if Γ = I , then
∏
(A,B) = {
∏̂
(A ,B )};
therefore
∏
can be seen as a generalization of
∏̂
, and so we call
∏
(A,B) the dependent
function space of B over A as well.
◮
∏
-Intro. Because of the obvious correspondence
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B) ∼=
∏̂
(Γ,
∏
(A,B)) up to
the “tags” of moves for disjoint union, we may obtain λA,B(ϕ) :
∏̂
(Γ,
∏
(A,B)) from any
ϕ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B) by “adjusting the tags”. In order to distinguish it from the syntactic
currying, we usually write ΛA,B rather than λA,B . We often omit the subscripts A,B.
◮
∏
-Elim. For κ :
∏̂
(Γ,
∏
(A,B)) and τ :
∏̂
(Γ, A), we define:
AppA,B(κ, τ)
df.
= Λ−1A,B(κ) • τ
where τ = 〈derΓ, τ〉 : Γ →
∑̂
(Γ, A). As in the proof of Theorem 4.5.3, we then have
AppA,B(κ, τ) :
∏̂
(Γ, B{τ}). We often omit the subscripts A,B.
◮
∏
-Comp. By a simple calculation, we have:
AppA,B(ΛA,B(σ), τ) = Λ
−1
A,B(ΛA,B(σ)) • τ
= σ • τ
= σ{τ}.
◮
∏
-Subst. For any ∆ ∈ WPG, φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG, we have:∏
(A,B){φ} = {
∏̂
(Aγ,Bγ)|γ : Γ}{φ}
= {
∏̂
(A(φ • δ), Bφ•δ)|δ : ∆}
= {
∏̂
(A{φ}(δ), B{φ+}δ)|δ : ∆}
=
∏
(A{φ}, B{φ+})
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ•p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 :
∑̂
(∆, A{φ})→
∑̂
(Γ, A) andB{φ+} ∈ DG(
∑̂
(∆, A{φ})).
The third equation holds because
B{φ+}δ(ψ) = B{φ
+}〈δ, ψ〉
= B(〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • 〈δ, ψ〉)
= B(〈φ • p(A{φ}) • 〈δ, ψ〉, vA{φ} • 〈δ&ψ〉〉)
= B(〈φ • δ, ψ〉)
= Bφ•δ(ψ)
for all ψ : A(φ • γ).
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◮ λ-Subst. For any ϕ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B), it is not hard to see that:
ΛA,B(ϕ){φ} = ΛA,B(ϕ) • φ = ΛA{φ},B{φ+}(ϕ • 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉) = ΛA{φ},B{φ+}(ϕ{φ
+}).
◮ App-Subst. Moreover, it is easy to see that:
AppA,B(κ, τ){φ} = (Λ
−1
A,B(κ) • 〈derΓ, τ〉) • φ
= Λ−1A,B(κ) • (〈derΓ, τ〉 • φ)
= Λ−1A,B(κ) • 〈φ, τ{φ}〉
= Λ−1
A{φ},B{φ+}(κ • φ) • τ{φ}
= AppA{φ},B{φ+}(κ{φ}, τ{φ}).
where τ{φ}
df.
= 〈der∆, τ{φ}〉 :
∑̂
(∆, A{φ}).
◮ λ-Uniq. Finally, if µ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A),
∏
(A,B){p(A)}) inWPG, then we clearly have:
Λ(App(µ, vA)) = Λ(Λ
−1(µ) • 〈der∑̂
(Γ,A)
, vA〉) = Λ(Λ
−1(µ)) = µ.

4.6.2 Game-theoretic Dependent Pair Types
Next, we consider
∑
-types. Again, we begin with the general definition.
◮ Definition 4.6.3 (CwFs with
∑
-types [Hof97]). A CwF C supports
∑
-types if:
◮
∑
-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ), B ∈ Ty(Γ.A), there is a type∑
(A,B) ∈ Ty(Γ).
◮
∑
-Intro. There is a morphism in C
PairA,B : Γ.A.B → Γ.
∑
(A,B).
◮
∑
-Elim. For any P ∈ Ty(Γ.
∑
(A,B)), ψ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}), there is a term
R
∑
A,B,P (ψ) ∈ Tm(Γ.
∑
(A,B), P ).
◮
∑
-Comp. R
∑
A,B,P (ψ){PairA,B} = ψ for all ψ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}).
◮
∑
-Subst. For any ∆ ∈ C, φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have:∑
(A,B){φ} =
∑
(A{φ}, B{φ+})
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ ◦ p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A.
◮ Pair-Subst. Under the same assumption, we have:
p(
∑
(A,B)) ◦ PairA,B = p(A) ◦ p(B)
φ∗ ◦ PairA{φ},B{φ+} = PairA,B ◦ φ
++
where φ∗
df.
= 〈φ ◦ p(
∑
(A,B){φ}), v∑(A,B){φ}〉∑(A,B) : ∆.
∑
(A,B){φ} → Γ.
∑
(A,B) and
φ++
df.
= 〈φ+ ◦ p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉B : ∆.A{φ}.B{φ
+} → Γ.A.B.
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◮ R
∑
-Subst. Finally, under the same assumption, we have:
R
∑
A,B,P (ψ){φ
∗} = R
∑
A{φ},B{φ+},P{φ∗}(ψ{φ
++}).
Moreover, C supports
∑
-types in the strict sense if it additionally satisfies:
◮ R
∑
-Uniq. If any ψ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}), ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ.
∑
(A,B), P ) satisfy the equa-
tion ϕ{PairA,B} = ψ, then ϕ = R
∑
A,B,P (ψ).
Now, we describe our game-theoretic interpretation of
∑
-types:
◮ Proposition 4.6.4 (WPG supports
∑
-types). The CwFWPG supports
∑
-types in the strict sense.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ WPG, A ∈ DG(Γ) and B ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ, A)).
◮
∑
-Form. Similar to dependent function spaces, we generalize the construction of depen-
dent pair spaces
∑̂
by
∑
(A,B)
df.
= {
∑̂
(Aγ,Bγ) | γ : Γ } ∈ DG(Γ). Again,
∑
is in fact a
generalization of
∑̂
, and we call
∑
(A,B) dependent pair spaces as well.
◮
∑
-Intro. Note that we have the obvious correspondence
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B) ∼=
∑̂
(Γ,
∑
(A,B))
up to the “tags” for disjoint union of the sets of moves; the map 〈〈γ, σ〉, τ〉 7→ 〈γ, 〈σ, τ〉〉
on strategies illustrates this correspondence. We then define PairA,B :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B) →∑̂
(Γ,
∑
(A,B)) as the obvious dereliction up to the “tags”. Or more precisely, we define
PairA,B
df.
= 〈fst • fst , 〈snd • fst , snd〉〉. Note that Pair−1A,B = 〈〈fst , fst • snd〉, snd • snd〉.
◮
∑
-Elim. By the above correspondence, for any dependent game P ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ,
∑
(A,B)))
and strategy ψ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B), P{PairA,B}) inWPG, we may construct the strategy
R
∑
A,B,P (ψ) :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ,
∑
(A,B)), P ) from ψ byR
∑
A,B,P (ψ)
df.
= ψ • Pair−1A,B.
◮
∑
-Comp. R
∑
A,B,P (ψ){PairA,B} = R
∑
A,B,P (ψ) • PairA,B = ψ • Pair
−1
A,B • PairA,B = ψ.
◮
∑
-Subst. Moreover, for any game ∆ ∈ WPG and morphism φ : ∆ → Γ inWPG, by the
same reasoning as the case of dependent function space,
∑
(A,B){φ} =
∑
(A{φ}, B{φ+}),
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 :
∑̂
(∆, A{φ})→
∑̂
(Γ, A).
◮ Pair-Subst. Under the same assumption, we have p(
∑
(A,B)) • PairA,B = p(A) • p(B)
by the definition, and we also have:
φ∗ • PairA{φ},B{φ+} = 〈φ • p(
∑
(A,B){φ}), v∑(A,B){φ}〉 • PairA{φ},B{φ+}
= 〈φ • p(
∑
(A{φ}, B{φ+})) • PairA{φ},B{φ+}, v
∑
(A,B){φ} • PairA{φ},B{φ+}〉
= 〈φ • p(A{φ}) • p(B{φ+}), v∑(A{φ},B{φ+}) • PairA{φ},B{φ+}〉
= PairA,B • 〈〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • p(B{φ
+}), vB{φ+}〉
= PairA,B • 〈φ
+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉
= PairA,B • φ
++
where φ∗
df.
= 〈φ • p(
∑
(A,B){φ}), v∑(A,B){φ}〉, φ++
df.
= 〈φ+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉.
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◮ R
∑
-Subst. Clearly, we have:
R
∑
A,B,P (ψ){φ
∗} = ψ • Pair−1A,B • 〈φ • p(
∑
(A,B){φ}, v∑(A,B){φ}〉
= (ψ • 〈φ+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉) • Pair
−1
A{φ},B{φ+}
= R
∑
A{φ},B{φ+},P{φ∗}(ψ • 〈φ
+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉)
= R
∑
A{φ},B{φ+},P{φ∗}(ψ{φ
++}).
◮ R
∑
-Uniq. If ψ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}), ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ.
∑
(A,B), P ) satisfy ϕ{PairA,B} =
ψ, i.e., ϕ • PairA,B = ψ, then ϕ = ψ • Pair
−1
A,B = R
∑
A,B,P (ψ).

4.6.3 Game-theoretic Identity Types
Next, we consider identity types. Again, we first review the general, categorical interpretation.
◮ Definition 4.6.5 (CwFs with identity types [Hof97]). A CwF C supports identity types if:
◮ Id-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ), there is a type
IdA ∈ Ty(Γ.A.A
+)
where A+
df.
= A{p(A)} ∈ Ty(Γ.A).
◮ Id-Intro. There is a morphism in C
ReflA : Γ.A→ Γ.A.A
+.IdA.
◮ Id-Elim. For each B ∈ Ty(Γ.A.A+.IdA), τ ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B{ReflA}), there is a term
RIdA,B(τ) ∈ Tm(Γ.A.A
+.IdA, B).
◮ Id-Comp. RIdA,B(τ){ReflA} = τ for all τ ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B{ReflA}).
◮ Id-Subst. For any∆ ∈ C, φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have:
IdA{φ
++} = IdA{φ} ∈ Ty(∆.A{φ}.A{φ}
+)
whereA{φ}+
df.
= A{φ}{p(A{φ})} ∈ Ty(∆.A{φ}), φ+
df.
= 〈φ◦p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} →
Γ.A, and φ++
df.
= 〈φ+ ◦ p(A+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉A+ : ∆.A{φ}.A
+{φ+} → Γ.A.A+.
◮ Refl-Subst. Under the same assumption, the following equation holds
ReflA ◦ φ
+ = φ+++ ◦ ReflA{φ} : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A.A
+.IdA
where φ+++
df.
= 〈φ++◦p(IdA{φ++}), vIdA{φ++}〉IdA : ∆.A{φ}.A
+{φ+}.IdA{φ} → Γ.A.A
+.IdA.
Note that IdA{φ
++} = IdA{φ}, A
+{φ+} = A{φ}+.
◮ RId-Subst. RIdA,B(τ){φ
+++} = RId
A{φ},B{φ+++}(τ{φ
+}) under the same assumption
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We then equipWPG with game-theoretic Id-types:
◮ Proposition 4.6.6 (WPG supports identity types). The CwFWPG supports identity types.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ WPG and A ∈ DG(Γ).
◮ Id-Form. We define the dependent game IdA ∈ DG(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A+)) by:
IdA
df.
= {ÎdA(σ, σ′)|〈〈γ, σ〉, σ′〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A+)}.
I.e., we define IdA〈〈γ, σ〉, σ′〉
df.
= ÎdA(σ, σ
′). Again, Id is a generalization of Îd, and so IdA is
also called the identity game on A.
◮ Id-Intro. The morphism ReflA :
∑̂
(Γ, A1) →
∑̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A2), A
+
3 ), IdA) is defined to be
the strategy that plays as the dereliction between
∑̂
(Γ, A1) and
∑̂
(Γ, A2), ⊎A1 and ⊎A
+
3 ,
or ⊎A1 and the “right component” of ⊎ IdA, where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 are to distinguish
the different copies ofA. Clearly, there is the inverseRefl−1A :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A2), A
+
3 ), IdA)→∑̂
(Γ, A1) that is the dereliction between
∑̂
(Γ, A2) and
∑̂
(Γ, A1) up to the “tags”.
◮ Id-Elim. For each strategy τ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B{ReflA}) inWPG, we define:
RIdA,B(τ)
df.
= τ • Refl−1A :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A1), A
+
2 ), IdA), B).
◮ Id-Comp. We then clearly have:
RIdA,B(τ){ReflA} = R
Id
A,B(τ) • ReflA = τ • Refl
−1
A • ReflA = τ.
◮ Id-Subst. For any game ∆ ∈ WPG and strategy φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG, we have:
IdA{φ
++}
= {ÎdA(σ, σ′)|〈〈γ, σ〉, σ′〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A+)}{φ++}
= {IdA{φ}(φ
++ • 〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉)|〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(∆, A{φ}), A{φ}+)}
= {IdA{φ}(〈φ • δ, τ〉, τ
′〉)|〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(∆, A{φ}), A{φ}+)}
= {ÎdA{φ}(τ, τ
′)|〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(∆, A{φ}), A{φ}+)}
= IdA{φ}
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ•p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 :
∑̂
(∆, A{φ})→
∑̂
(Γ, A), φ++
df.
= 〈φ+•p(A+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉 :∑̂
(
∑̂
(∆, A{φ}), A+{φ+})→
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A+). Note that
φ++ • 〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉 = 〈φ+ • p(A+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉 • 〈〈δ, τ〉, τ
′〉
= 〈φ+ • p(A+{φ+}) • 〈〈δ, τ〉, τ ′〉, vA+{φ+} • 〈〈δ, τ〉, τ
′〉〉
= 〈〈φ • δ, τ〉, τ ′〉.
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◮ Refl-Subst. Also, the following equation holds:
ReflA • φ
+
= ReflA • 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉
= 〈〈〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • p(A
+{φ+}) • p(IdA{φ
++}), vA+{φ+} • p(IdA{φ
++})〉, vIdA{φ++}〉 • ReflA{φ}
= 〈〈φ+ • p(A+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉 • p(IdA{φ
++}), vIdA{φ++}〉 • ReflA{φ}
= 〈φ++ • p(IdA{φ
++}), vIdA{φ++}〉 • ReflA{φ}
= φ+++ • ReflA{φ}
where φ+++
df.
= 〈φ++ • p(IdA{φ
++}), vIdA{φ++}〉.
◮ RId-Subst. Finally, we have:
RIdA,B(τ){φ
+++}
= (τ • Refl−1A ) • 〈〈〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • p(A
+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉 • p(IdA{φ
++}), vIdA{φ++}〉
= τ • 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • Refl
−1
A{φ}
= RIdA{φ},B{φ+++}(τ • 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉)
= RIdA{φ},B{φ+++}(τ • φ
+)
= RIdA{φ},B{φ+++}(τ{φ
+}).

4.6.4 Game-theoretic Natural Number Type
We have not yet given any “atomic” games. The natural number game is perhaps the most im-
portant atomic game, which we propose now. Again, we first present a categorical definition:
◮ Definition 4.6.7 (CwFs with natural numbers [Hof97]27). A CwF C supports natural numbers
if:
◮ N-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, there is a type
NΓ ∈ Ty(Γ)
called the natural numbers type (in the context Γ), which we often abbreviate asN .
◮ N-Intro. There are a term and morphism in C
0Γ ∈ Tm(Γ, N)
succΓ : Γ.N → Γ.N
that satisfy
0Γ ◦ φ = 0∆ ∈ Tm(∆, N)
p(N) ◦ succΓ = p(N) : Γ.N → N
succΓ ◦ 〈ψ, vN 〉N = 〈ψ, vN{succ∆}〉N : ∆.N → Γ.N
27In the book, the definition is actually left to the reader; accordingly, this definition is the author’s solution, which
may be shown to be sound in the same manner as in the case of
∏
-,
∑
- and Id-types introduced above [Hof97]. This
applies for the remaining semantic type formers below as well.
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where φ : ∆ → Γ, ψ : ∆.N → Γ are any morphisms in C. Defining zeroΓ
df.
= 〈derΓ, 0Γ〉 :
Γ → Γ.N , we have zeroΓ ◦ φ = 〈φ, vN{zero∆}〉 : ∆ → Γ.N . We often omit the subscript Γ
in 0Γ, zeroΓ and succΓ.
◮ N-Elim. For any P ∈ Ty(Γ.N), cz ∈ Tm(Γ, P{zero}), cs ∈ Tm(Γ.N.P, P{succ ◦ p(P )}),
there is a term
RNP (cz , cs) ∈ Tm(Γ.N, P ).
◮ N-Comp. We have the following equations:
RNP (cz , cs){zero} = cz ∈ Tm(Γ, P{zero})
RNP (cz , cs){succ} = cs{〈idΓ.N ,R
N
P (cz , cs)〉P } ∈ Tm(Γ.N, P{succ}).
◮ N-Subst. For any morphism φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have:
NΓ{φ} = N∆ ∈ Ty(∆).
◮ RN -Subst. Finally, we have:
RNP (cz , cs){φ
+} = RNP{φ+}(cz{φ}, cs{φ
++}) ∈ Tm(∆.N, P{φ+})
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ ◦ p(N), vN 〉N : ∆.N → Γ.N and φ++
df.
= 〈φ+ ◦ p(P{φ+}), vP{φ+}〉P :
∆.N.P{φ+} → Γ.N.P .
With the second projection vN ∈ Tm(Γ.N,N{p(N)}), we have terms nΓ ∈ Tm(Γ, N) for all
n ∈ N defined by 0Γ ∈ Tm(Γ, N), 1Γ
df.
= vN{succ ◦ zero}, 2Γ
df.
= vN{succ ◦ succ ◦ zero} and so on.
We call the term nΓ ∈ Tm(Γ, N) the n
th-numeral, which is a categorical notion of the natural
number n ∈ N. We often omit the subscript Γ.
The ruleN -Elim represents primitive recursion (ormathematical induction): For example, define
double ∈ Tm(Γ.N,N) by double
df.
= RNN (0, vN{succ ◦ succ}). By the rule N -Comp, we have:
double{zero} = 0
double{succ ◦ zero} = double{succ}{zero}
= vN{succ ◦ succ}{〈idΓ.N , double〉N}{zero}
= vN{succ ◦ succ ◦ 〈zero, 0〉N}
= vN{〈zero, vN{succ ◦ succ ◦ zero}〉N}
= vN{〈zero, 2〉N}
= 2
...
In this manner, we have double{succ ◦ · · · ◦ succ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
◦zero} = n for all n ∈ N. It then follows that
AppN,N(λN,N(double), n) = double{〈derΓ, n〉} = double{succ ◦ · · · ◦ succ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
◦zero} = n
for all n ∈ N. Thus, as intended, λN,N (double) ∈ Tm(Γ,
∏
(N,N)) represents the “doubling
function” N→ N.
We now propose our game-theoretic natural numbers:
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◮ Proposition 4.6.8 (WPG supports natural numbers). The CwFWPG supports natural numbers.
Proof. Let Γ,∆ ∈ WPG and φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG.
◮ N-Form. For a context game Γ ∈ WPG, we defineNΓ to be the constant dependent game
{N}Γ at the game N of natural numbers in Example ??.
◮ N-Intro. We define 0Γ : Γ ⇒ N as the strategy &γ:!Γ0γ , where 0γ
df.
= pref({q.0}) : γ ⊸ 0.
Similarly, we define succΓ :
∑̂
(Γ, {N1}Γ) ⇒
∑̂
(Γ, {N2}Γ) as the pairing 〈p({N}Γ), s〉,
where s
df.
= &γ⊗σ:!Γ⊗!N1sγ⊗σ :
∑̂
(Γ, {N1}Γ) ⇒ N2, sγ⊗σ
df.
= pref({q2.q1.n1.(n+1)2 | n ∈
N}) : γ ⊗ σ ⊸ n+ 1, σ‡ = n and the subscripts 1, 2 are just to indicate the respective
underlying games. Moreover, since 0Γ • φ = 0∆ and s • 〈ψ, v{N}∆〉 = s = v{N}∆{succ∆},
where ψ :
∑̂
(∆, {N}∆)→ Γ is any morphism inWPG, the required equations hold.
◮ N-Elim. We apply the standard game-theoretic interpretation of fixed-point combinators
in the language PCF [AJM00, HO00, AM99, McC98]. Given P ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)), cz :∏̂
(Γ, P{zero}), cs :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ), P{succ◦p(P )}) inWPG, we have the strategies
cˆz :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P )&
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)
snd
→
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)
p({N}Γ)
→ Γ
cz→ ⊎P{zero}
cˆs :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P )&
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)
〈snd,ev〉•〈fst ,pred•snd〉
→
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)& ⊎ P
cs→ ⊎P{succ ◦ p(P )}
where ev :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P )&
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ) → ⊎P is the evaluation strategy (or modus
ponens) defined in [A+97], and pred :
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)→
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ) is the predecessor strategy
defined in the obvious way similar to the case of succ. (pred is a retraction of succ.) Also,
we have the strategy cond : N&(⊎P1)&(⊎P2) → ⊎P3 that is the standard interpretation
of the conditional in PCF [AJM00, HO00, AM99, McC98]: cond first asks an input natural
number in the first componentN , and plays as the dereliction between ⊎P1 and ⊎P3 if the
answer is 0; otherwise it plays as the dereliction between ⊎P2 and ⊎P3. We then define:
FNP (cz , cs)
df.
= Λ(cond • 〈〈v{N}Γ • snd, cˆz 〉, cˆs〉) :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P )→
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ).
Finally, we define RNP (cz , cs) :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ) to be the least upper bound of the fol-
lowing chain of strategies (RNP (cz , cs)n :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ))n∈N:
RNP (cz , cs)0
df.
= :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P )
RNP (cz , cs)n+1
df.
= FNP (cz , cs) • R
N
P (cz , cs)n :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ).
◮ N-Comp. By the definition, we clearly have:
RNP (cz , cs){zero} = cz :
∏̂
(Γ, P{zero})
RNP (cz , cs){succ} = cs{〈der∑̂(Γ,{N}Γ),R
N
P (cz , cs)〉} :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P{succ}).
◮ N-Subst. By the definition, it is clear that {N}Γ{φ} = {N}∆.
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◮ RN -Subst. Finally, we clearly have:
RNP (cz , cs){φ
+} = RNP (cz , cs) • 〈φ • p({N}∆), v{N}∆〉
= RNP{φ+}(cz • φ, cs • 〈φ
+ • p(P{φ+}), vP{φ+}〉)
= RNP{φ+}(cz{φ}, cs{φ
++})
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ • p({N}∆), v{N}∆〉 :
∑̂
(∆, {N}∆) →
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ) and φ++
df.
= 〈φ+ •
p(P{φ+}), vP{φ+}〉 :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(∆, {N}∆), P{φ
+}) →
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ). Intuitively, it holds
because our construction RN does not depend on contexts Γ ∈ WPG.

4.6.5 Game-theoretic Unit Type
We further proceed to consider the unit type though it is rather simple. First, the categorical
definition is as follows:
◮ Definition 4.6.9 (CwFs with unit type [Hof97]). A CwF C supports unit type if:
◮ Unit-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, there is a type
1Γ ∈ Ty(Γ).
called the unity type (in the context Γ). We usually omit the superscript Γ in 1Γ.
◮ Unit-Intro. For any Γ ∈ C, there is a term
⊤Γ ∈ Tm(Γ,1).
We usually omit the subscript Γ in ⊤Γ.
◮ Unit-Elim. For any Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ.1), τ ∈ Tm(Γ, A{⊤}), ι ∈ Tm(Γ,1), there is a term
R1A(τ, ι) ∈ Tm(Γ, A{ι}),
where ⊤
df.
= 〈idΓ,⊤〉1 : Γ→ Γ.1, ι
df.
= 〈idΓ, ι〉1 : Γ→ Γ.1.
◮ Unit-Comp. Under the same assumption, we have:
R1A(τ,⊤) = τ.
◮ Unit-Subst. For any morphism φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have:
1Γ{φ} = 1∆ ∈ Ty(∆).
◮ ⊤-Subst. Finally, we have:
⊤Γ{φ} = ⊤∆ ∈ Tm(∆,1).
Moreover, C supports unit type in the strict sense if it additionally satisfies:
◮ ⊤-Uniq. ϕ = ⊤ for all ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ,1).28
28Note that⊤-Uniq implies Unit-Elim and Unit-Comp by definingR1A(τ, ι)
df.
= τ .
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We now propose our game-theoretic unit type:
◮ Proposition 4.6.10 (WPG supports unit type). The CwF WPG supports unit type in the strict
sense.
Proof. Let Γ,∆ ∈ WPG and φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG.
◮ Unit-Form. We define the dependent game 1Γ as the constant dependent game {I}Γ at
the terminal game I in Example ??.
◮ Unit-Intro. ⊤Γ : Γ→ I is defined by Γ = &γ:!Γ γ , where γ
df.
= {ǫ} : γ ⊸ {ǫ}.
◮ Unit-Elim. Given A ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ, {I}Γ)), τ :
∏̂
(Γ, A • 〈derΓ, 〉), ι : Γ → I inWPG, it must
be the case that ι = , and so we just define R1A(τ, ι)
df.
= τ .
◮ Unit-Comp. Under the same assumption, we clearly have R1A(τ, ) = τ .
◮ Unit-Subst. By the definition, we clearly have {I}Γ{φ} = {I}∆.
◮ ⊤-Subst. In the same way, we have Γ • φ = ∆ : ∆→ I .
◮ ⊤-Uniq. Clearly, ϕ = ⊤ for all ϕ ∈ Tm(Γ,1).

4.6.6 Game-theoretic Empty Type
Finally, we interpret the empty type. Its categorical interpretation is as follows:
◮ Definition 4.6.11 (CwFs with empty type [Hof97]). A CwF C supports empty type if:
◮ Empty-Form. For any Γ ∈ C, there is a type
0Γ ∈ Ty(Γ).
called the empty type (in the context Γ). We usually omit the superscript Γ in 0Γ.
◮ Empty-Elim. For any Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ.0), τ ∈ Tm(Γ,0), there is a term
R0A(τ) ∈ Tm(Γ, A{τ})
where τ
df.
= 〈idΓ, τ〉0 : Γ→ Γ.0.
◮ Empty-Subst. For any morphism φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have:
0Γ{φ} = 0∆ ∈ Ty(∆).
◮ R0-Subst. Under the same assumption, we have
R0A{φ+}(τ{φ}) = R
0
A(τ){φ
+}
where φ+
df.
= 〈φ • p(0), v0〉0 : ∆.0→ Γ.0.
We now propose our game-theoretic interpretation of empty type:
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◮ Proposition 4.6.12 (WPG supports empty type). The CwFWPG supports empty type.
Proof. Let Γ ∈ WPG and φ : ∆→ Γ inWPG.
◮ Empty-Form. We define 0Γ to be the constant dependent game {0}Γ at the empty game 0
in Example ??.
◮ Empty-Elim. Let A ∈ DG(
∑̂
(Γ, {0}Γ)), τ :
∏̂
(Γ, {0}Γ) be any dependent game and strat-
egy inWPG, respectively. In particular τ :
∏̂
(Γ, {0}Γ) implies that τ responds to the first
move by the initial move in Γ and keeps playing in Γ, leading to a “win” for Player. We
then define the strategy R0A(τ) :
∏̂
(Γ, A{τ}), where τ
df.
= 〈derΓ, τ〉 : Γ →
∑̂
(Γ, {0}Γ),
as what plays as τ except the replacement of the first move if there is the first move and
“does nothing” otherwise, which is clearly a morphism inWPG.
◮ Empty-Subst. We clearly have {0}Γ{φ} = {0}∆.
◮ R0-Subst. Under the same assumption, we have
R0A{φ+}(τ{φ}) = R
0
A{φ+}(τ • φ) = R
0
A(τ) • 〈φ • p({0}∆), v{0}∆〉 = R
0
A(τ){φ
+}.

4.6.7 Game-theoretic Universes
We now interpret the cumulative hierarchy of universes. Recall that in Section 2.1 we have adopted
the Tarski-style universes with the dependent type El and the meta-theoretic operation En . It in
particular allows us to formulate universes in such a way that follows the usual pattern of
formation, introduction, elimination and computation rules:
◮ Definition 4.6.13 (CwFs with the cumulative hierarchy of universes). A CwF C supports (the
cumulative hierarchy of) universes if:
◮ U-Form. For any context Γ ∈ C, there is a type
UΓk ∈ Ty(Γ)
called the kth-universe (in the context Γ) for each natural number k ∈ N. We often omit
the superscript Γ in UΓk , and even write U for Uk with some k ∈ N unspecified.
◮ U-Intro. Given A ∈ Ty(Γ) that is not a universe and a number k ∈ N, we have terms
En(A) ∈ Tm(Γ,U)
En(Uk) ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk+1).
◮ U-ElimComp. Any term C ∈ Tm(Γ,U) induces a type El(C) ∈ Ty(Γ) that satisfies
El(En(A)) = A for all A ∈ Ty(Γ).
◮ U-Cumul. For any natural number k ∈ N, if C ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk), then C ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk+1).
◮ U-Subst. For any morphism φ : ∆→ Γ in C, we have
UΓk {φ} = U
∆
k ∈ Ty(∆)
for all k ∈ N.
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However, we cannot interpret U-Intro inWPG because some dependent games may not be
“encoded”. For instance, consider a dependent game H ∈ DG(N → N) such that Hf 6= Hg
whenever f 6= g for all f, g : N → N . To interpret U-Intro, we need a strategy En(H) : (N →
N) → U such that En(H) • f = Hf for all f : N → N , so that we may obtain El(En(H)) =
{Hf |f : N → N } = H . Then, however, En(H) would be able to identify each f : N → N ,
which is impossible because En(H) must be noetherian. To remedy this problem, we need to
restrict dependent games to the ones that correspond to the constructions inMLTT.
To such dependent games we may inductively assign the corresponding terms of universes,
which realizes our game-theoretic interpretation of the “encoding operation” En :
◮ Definition 4.6.14 (Constructions on codes of types). Given games Γ, G ∈ WPG andmorphisms
φ : Γ → U , ψ :
∑̂
(Γ,El(φ)) → U , σ, σ′ :
∏̂
(Γ,El(φ)) in WPG, we define the morphisms
GΓ,
∏
(φ, ψ),
∑
(φ, ψ), Idφ(σ, σ
′) : Γ→ U inWPG as follows:
◮ We define the morphism GΓ : Γ → U in WPG as the obvious non-strict one at the value
G . We often omit the subscript Γ.
◮ Note that ψ induces its “substrategy” ψγ0 : El(φ • γ0) → U for each γ0 : Γ defined by
ψγ0
df.
= &σ:!El(φ•γ0)ψγ†0⊗σ
(i.e., only σ varies). Then we define
∏
(φ, ψ) : Γ → U to be the
strategy that plays as φ except that for each γ : Γ the final move El(φ • γ) is replaced by
∏̂
(El (φ • γ),El(ψγ)) . The strategy
∑
(φ, ψ) : Γ→ U is defined in the same manner.
◮ We define the strategy Idφ(σ, σ
′) : Γ → U as what plays as φ except that for each γ : Γ the
final move El(φ • γ) is replaced by ÎdEl(φ•γ)(σ • γ, σ
′ • γ) .
It is clear that these strategies are innocent, well-bracketed, total and noetherian. With these
constructions on strategies into universe games, we shall interpret universes in the next section.
◮ Remark. Although we have formulated U-Intro indirectly in a CwF for a concise formulation,
our game semantics interprets it by constructions on “codes” of types, as indicated above.
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5 Effectivity and Bijectivity
We have interpreted MLTT in the CwF WPG in the previous section. However, the model in
WPG is not effective or fully complete, where a game (in particular a strategy) G is effective if its
components are representable by partial recursive functions, or more precisely if:
◮ MG is an r.e. set of natural numbers.
◮ λG is a recursive function, whose labels are some fixed natural numbers.
◮ ⊢G is a semi-decidable relation.
◮ PG is an r.e. set of finite sequences of natural numbers.
Note that fixing a computable bijection 〈 〉 : N∗ → Nwhose inverse is also computable, we may
talk about r.e. sets of finite sequences of natural numbers (see, e.g., [Cut80, RR67]).
Since our aim is to give an accurate explanation of MLTT, effectivity (of morphisms), full
completeness and faithfulness (note that our interpretation in WPG is already faithful when
Id-types are excluded, which can be established by the same proof in this section) are desirable
properties of an interpretation ofMLTT. Therefore the rest of the paper is dedicated to carve out
a subCwF ofWPG that forms an effective, fully complete and faithful (when Id-types are excluded)
model ofMLTT; in fact, we shall establish a bijective interpretation ofMLTT. Moreover, it enables
us to interpret the cumulative hierarchy of universes as announced before.
◮ Remark. Below, we shall achieve the surjectivity result by an inductive construction. One may
argue that it is just too trivial and it says virtually nothing as it just carves out fromWPG what
corresponds to the syntax or a CwF. However, we claim that it is not the case. First, although
our inductive construction on (resp. dependent) games and strategies in WPG as a whole cor-
responds to the syntactic construction in MLTT, it is not a “rule-wise” or strict correspondence
between the semantic and syntactic constructions. Also, our game-theoretic construction does
not strictly correspond to the construction in a CwF in this sense either; some game-theoretic
phenomena do not make sense in a CwF in general. Thus, the surjectivity result in this section
is not entirely trivial. Moreover, it clarifies our game-theoretic characterization of MLTT better
thanWPG, which also provides some insights both on the syntax and CwFs that are not directly
visible in the CwF WPG. However, it is of course better to establish such a characterization
without recourse to an inductive definition; we leave this point as future work.
5.1 Elementary Games and Strategies
We now present the CwF EPG of elementary games and strategies:
◮ Definition 5.1.1 (The CwF EPG). The CwF EPG is constructed fromWPG as follows:
1. (Resp. dependent) games and strategies inWPG are restricted to elementary ones defined
below. Elementary games and certain elementary strategies, called contextual strategies,
form a subcategory EPG of the categoryWPG, while elementary strategies aremorphisms
inWPG29 that interpret terms. For any Γ ∈ EPG, we write EDG(Γ) for the set of elemen-
tary dependent games over Γ, and for any A ∈ EDG(Γ), we write EST (Γ, A) for the set of
elementary strategies on
∏̂
(Γ, A). These four concepts are inductively defined as follows:
29Note that an elementary strategy is not necessarily a morphism in the category EPG.
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◮ Base case. I ∈ EPG, {I}I , {0}I , {N}I, {Uk}I ∈ EDG(I), 0I ∈ EST (I, {N}I), s ∈
EST (
∑̂
(I,N), {N}∑̂
(I,N)
) (n.b.
∑̂
(I,N) ∈ EPG, {N}∑̂
(I,N)
∈ EDG(
∑̂
(I,N)) by
∑̂
and { } below), II ,0I , N I ∈ EST (I, {Uk}I), UkI ∈ EST (I, {Ul}I), where k, l ∈ N
with l > k.
◮ Inductive step. Elementary (resp. dependent) games and strategies are inductively
constructed via {ǫ} : Γ 7→ Γ ∈ EST (Γ, {I}Γ),
∑̂
, 〈 , 〉 , { } : (A, φ) 7→ A{φ}, • :
(a, φ) 7→ a•φ, p( ), v ,
∏
,
∏
,Λ,Λ−1,
∑
,
∑
, Id { , } : (A, a, a′) 7→ IdA{〈〈derΓ, a〉, a′〉}30,
Id, Refl , Refl−1, RN , R0, El , where Γ,∆ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ), φ ∈ EST (∆, {Γ}∆),
a, a′ ∈ EST (Γ, A).
◮ Contextual strategies. A contextual strategy is an elementary strategy that is con-
structed from {ǫ} via 〈 , 〉 . Accordingly, a contextual strategy φ is of the form
φ ∈ EST (Γ, {∆}Γ) for some Γ,∆ ∈ EPG, and so we rather write φ ∈ EPG(Γ,∆).
2. Fixing the order of generating elementary elements by these rules, which we call the
canonical order, we define the construction number ♯(G) ∈ N of an elementary game
(resp. strategy) G by ♯(G)
df.
= 〈CG,R(G)〉 ∈ N, where G is the CthG element among elemen-
tary games (resp. strategies) of rankR(G) in the canonical order.
3. The name G of a game (resp. strategy)G that occurs as a move in a play of another game
is replaced by the construction number ♯(G).
◮ Remark. As in the case of theWPG, the strategies σ for any elementary strategy φ = &σ:!Γφσ :∏̂
(Γ, A) range over any strategies on !Γ, not only elementary ones. Note that the “tags” σ for
φ are unchanged as they do not appear as moves in a play.
◮ Remark. Note that two elementary games (resp. strategies) may get different construction
numbers even if they are the same game (resp. strategy); e.g., consider the games N and
FSN(1). However, it just means that Player may have several different “programs” for the
same algorithm, and a choice between such programs does not affect plays in a game.
5.2 Effective and Bijective Game Semantics for MLTT
As stated previously, the finitary nature of the inductive construction of EPG establishes:
◮ Corollary 5.2.1 (Effectivity and bijectivity). The structure EPG forms an effective CwF that supports
all the semantic type formers of WPG as well as the cumulative hierarchy of universes. Moreover, the
induced interpretation in EPG is surjective and injective (when Id-types are excluded).
Proof. First, it is straightforward to see that EPG has enough (resp. dependent) games and
strategies fromWPG to form a subCwF ofWPG with unit-, empty-, N-,
∏
-,
∑
- and Id-types. For
instance, it has the dereliction derΓ : Γ → Γ on every Γ ∈ EPG: der I = I : I → I if Γ = I and
der∑̂
(∆,A)
= 〈p(A), vA〉 if Γ =
∑̂
(∆, A).
Moreover, unlike WPG, the model in EPG supports the cumulative hierarchy of universes
because dependent games are restricted to elementary ones, so that we may interpret U-Intro:
◮ U-Form. For any Γ ∈ EPG, we have {Uk}Γ = {Uk}I{ Γ} ∈ EDG(Γ) for all k ∈ N.
30This particularly means that we do not regard the construction A 7→ IdA as “atomic”. This point is crucial to
establish a correspondence between dependent games and strategies on universe games.
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◮ U-IntroElimComp. By induction on A ∈ EDG(Γ), it is easy to see that there is a strategy
En(A) :
∏̂
(Γ, {Uk}Γ) in EPG such that R(A) = k + 2 and En(A) • γ = Aγ for all γ : Γ.
More explicitly, we define the operation En as follows:
⊲ If A = {G}I , where G is either I , 0, N or U , then we define:
En({G}I)
df.
= GI .
⊲ If A = A′{φ}, where A′ ∈ EDG(∆) and φ : Γ→ ∆, then we define:
En(A′{φ})
df.
= En(A′) • φ.
⊲ If A =
∏
(B,C) (resp. A =
∑
(B,C)) for some B ∈ EDG(Γ) and C ∈ EDG(
∑̂
(Γ, B)),
then we define:
En(
∏
(B,C))
df.
=
∏
(En(B),En(C))
En(
∑
(B,C))
df.
=
∑
(En(B),En(C)).
⊲ If A = IdB{〈〈derΓ, τ〉, τ ′〉} for some B ∈ EDG(Γ) and τ, τ ′ :
∏̂
(Γ, B) in EPG, then we
define:
En(IdB{〈〈derΓ, τ〉, τ
′〉})
df.
= IdEn(B)(τ, τ
′).
⊲ If A = El(µ) for some µ :
∏̂
(Γ, {U}Γ) in EPG, then we define:
En(El(µ))
df.
= µ.
Then clearly, we have El (En(A)) = A for all A ∈ EDG(Γ).
◮ U-Cumul. For each k ∈ N, µ :
∏̂
(Γ, {Uk}Γ) in EPG clearly implies µ :
∏̂
(Γ, {Uk+1}Γ) in
EPG by the definition of universe games.
◮ U-Subst. For any morphism φ : ∆ → Γ in EPG and k ∈ N, we clearly have {Uk}Γ{φ} =
{Uk}∆ ∈ EDG(∆).
We have shown that EPG is a CwF with semantic type formers supported in WPG as well as
the cumulative hierarchy of universes. Thus, the six kinds of judgements ofMLTT as presented
in Section 2.1 are interpreted in EPG as follows:
⊢ Γ ctx 7→ Γ ∈ EPG (1)
Γ ⊢ A typei 7→ A ∈ EDG(Γ) such thatR(A) = i (2)
Γ ⊢ a : A 7→ a ∈ EST (Γ, A) (3)
⊢ Γ ≡ ∆ ctx⇒ Γ = ∆ ∈ EPG (4)
Γ ⊢ A ≡ B typei ⇒ A = B ∈ EDG(Γ) (5)
Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A⇒ a = a′ ∈ EST (Γ, A). (6)
Such a soundness property automatically holds thanks to that of CwFs; see [Hof97] for the details.
Note that the correspondence between the rank of a type and the rank of its interpretation in (2)
is easily established by induction on Γ ⊢ A typei. Also, it is easy to see that the interpretation of
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universes given above respects the constraint on the ranks of types in universes (see Section 2.1)
in terms of the corresponding ranks of games.
Now, recall the syntactic notion of context morphisms [Hof97], which is derived rather than
primitive. Formally, a context morphism from a context ⊢ Γ ctx to another ⊢ ∆ ctx, where we as-
sume without loss of generality that ⊢ ∆ ≡ ♦, x1 : D1, x2 : D2, . . . , xn : Dn ctx, is a finite sequence
d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) : Γ⇒ ∆ of terms
Γ ⊢ d1 : D1
Γ ⊢ d2 : D2[d1/x1]
...
Γ ⊢ dn : Dn[d1/x1, d2/x2, . . . , dn−1/xn−1].
Its interpretation in a CwF as amorphism d : Γ→ ∆ is defined by induction on the length of∆ as
follows: J( )K
df.
= !Γ : Γ → T and J(d1, d2, . . . , dn, dn+1)K
df.
= 〈J(d1, d2, . . . , dn)K, Jdn+1K〉JDn+1K : Γ →
T.D1.D2 . . . Dn.Dn+1. Moreover, given any syntactic expression E, we define the generalized
substitution E[d/x] of d for x in E, where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), to be the expression
E[d1/x1, d2/x2, . . . , dn/xn]
i.e., what is obtained from E by simultaneously substituting di for xi in E for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then
it is shown in [Hof97] that if ∆,Θ ⊢ J is a judgement, then so is Γ,Θ[d/x] ⊢ J[d/x]. Note that
generalized substitution subsumes Subst and Weak. It is an important theorem in [Hof97] that
generalized substitution corresponds to the semantic substitution { } in a CwF. Although context
morphisms and generalized substitution are implicit and rather derived in the syntax, it is one
of the points that the categorical interpretation of type theories make elegant and useful to take
them as primitive and interpret substitution in this manner. Note, however, that morphisms in
the category EPG are a special kind of elementary strategies, namely contextual ones. Thus, to
establish the surjectivity of our interpretation, we need to define context morphisms as terms,
which we call contextual terms. It is in fact possible, and so context morphisms are no longer
an unofficial or auxiliary concept: We define the contextual term that corresponds to the context
morphism d given above to be the term
Γ ⊢ (. . . ((⋆, d1), d2), . . . , dn) :
∑
(∆)
where the type Γ ⊢
∑
(∆) type is defined by induction on the length of ∆:
∑
(∆)
df.
≡
{
D0
df.
≡ 1 if ⊢ ∆ ≡ ♦ ctx∑
s:
∑
(∆′) Dn+1[π1[s]/x1, π2[s]/x2, . . . , πn[s]/xn] if ⊢ ∆ ≡ ∆
′, xn+1 : Dn+1 ctx
where ⊢ ∆′ ≡ ♦, x1 : D1, x2 : D2, . . . , xn : Dn ctx, and the terms
s :
∑
(∆′) ⊢ πi[s] : Di[p1[s]/x1, p2[s]/x2, . . . , pi−1[s]/xi−1]
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n are projections defined by
∑
-Elim (see [Hof97] for the details). Then, it is
straightforward to see that the interpretation of a context morphism coincides with that of the
corresponding contextual term (see [Hof97]), i.e.,
J(d1, d2, . . . , dn) : Γ⇒ ∆K = JΓ ⊢ (. . . ((⋆, d1), d2), . . . , dn) :
∑
(∆)K
where note that JΓ→ ∆K =
∏̂
(Γ, {
∑
(∆)}Γ). Notice that this equation does not necessarily
hold (or it does not even make sense) in a CwF in general because terms may not be interpreted
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as morphisms in the underlying category. By this equation, it is legitimate to replace context
morphisms with contextual terms and generalized substitution of context morphisms with that
of context terms, respectively, and indeed we shall do so in the rest of the paper.
Next, it is not hard to see that elementary strategies are all effective when we ignore the tags
for strategies on linear implication. Importantly, a strategy φ : A⊸ B on a linear implication is
representable as
⋃
φ
df.
=
⋃
σ:A φσ by its uniformity; we may recover φ from
⋃
φ because we have
φ = ̂&σ:A{s ∈ P even⋃φ |s ↾ A ∈ Pσ }. Thus, we may safely ignore the tags.
Below, we show that the interpretation J K is fully complete and faithful; in fact, it is surjec-
tive and injective, i.e., the three maps (1), (2), (3) above are bijections, when Id-types are excluded
(otherwise it is not faithful let alone injective as it interprets terms of an Id-type as the same dere-
liction). By induction on the construction of elementary elements31, applying the substitution
lemma [Hof97] for the substitutions { }, •, it is straightforward to prove that the interpretation
in EPG is surjective, i.e., for any Γ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ) and a :
∏̂
(Γ, A) in EPG, there are judge-
ments ⊢ Γ ctx, Γ ⊢ A typei, Γ ⊢ a : A such that J⊢ Γ ctxK = Γ, JΓ ⊢ A typeiK = A, JΓ ⊢ a : AK = a
andR(A) = i. Just for clarity, we describe in detail the inductive argument below:
◮ Case I ∈ EPG. We have ⊢ ♦ ctx (by ctx-Emp) such that J⊢ ♦ ctxK = I .
◮ Case {0}I , {N}I , {U}I ∈ EDG(I). LetA denote either {0}I , {N}I or {U}I . We clearly have
♦ ⊢ A type1 (by ctx-Emp and A-Form) such that J♦ ⊢ A type1K = A. Note thatR(A) = 1.
◮ Case 0I ∈ EST (I, {N}I). There is the judgement ♦ ⊢ 0 : N (by ctx-Emp and N-IntroZero)
such that J♦ ⊢ 0 : NK = 0I .
◮ Case sI ∈ EST (
∑̂
(I,N), {N}∑̂
(I,N)
). There is the judgement ♦, x : N ⊢ succ(x) : N (by
ctx-Emp, N-Form, ctx-Ext, Var and N-IntroSucc) such that J♦, x : N ⊢ succ(x) : NK = sI .
◮ Case II ,0I , NI ,UI ∈ EST (I, {U}I). Let µ denote either II , 0I , N I or UI . There is the
judgement ♦ ⊢ u : U (by ctx-Emp and U-Intro) such that J♦ ⊢ u : UK = µ.
◮ Case Γ ∈ EPG(Γ, I). Since Γ ∈ EPG, we have ⊢ Γ ctx such that J⊢ Γ ctxK = Γ (by the
induction hypothesis). Then, by 1-Intro, we have Γ ⊢ ⋆ : 1 such that JΓ ⊢ ⋆ : 1K = Γ.
◮ Case
∑̂
(∆, A) ∈ EPG. Since ∆ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(∆), we have ⊢ ∆ ctx, ∆ ⊢ A type such
that J⊢ ∆ ctxK = ∆ and J∆ ⊢ A typeK = A (by the induction hypothesis). By ctx-Ext, we
obtain ⊢ ∆, x : A ctx such that J⊢ ∆, x : A ctxK =
∑̂
(J⊢ ∆ ctxK, J∆ ⊢ A typeK) =
∑̂
(∆, A).
◮ Case 〈φ, τ〉 ∈ EPG(∆,
∑̂
(Γ, A)). Since Γ,∆ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ), φ : ∆ → Γ, τ :∏̂
(∆, A{φ}) in EPG, we have a contextual term ∆ ⊢ d :
∑
(Γ) and a term ∆ ⊢ t : A[d/x]
such that J∆ ⊢ d :
∑
(Γ)K = φ, J∆ ⊢ t : A[d/x]K = τ (by the induction hypothesis). We then
form another contextual term ∆ ⊢ (d, t) :
∑
(Γ, y : A) such that J∆ ⊢ (d, t) :
∑
(Γ, y : A)K =
〈JdK, JtK〉 = 〈φ, τ〉.
◮ Case A′{φ} ∈ EDG(Γ), a′ • φ ∈ EST (Γ, A′{φ}), φ ∈ EPG(Γ,∆). Since A′ ∈ EDG(∆) and
φ : Γ → ∆ in EPG, we have a type ∆ ⊢ A′ type and a contextual term Γ ⊢ d :
∑
(∆) such
that J∆ ⊢ A′ typeK = A′ and JΓ ⊢ d :
∑
(∆)K = φ (by the induction hypothesis). Then, by
the generalized (syntactic) substitution, we have the judgement Γ ⊢ A′[d/x] type such that
JΓ ⊢ A′[d/x] typeK = J∆ ⊢ A′ typeK{JΓ ⊢ d :
∑
(∆)K} = A′{φ}
31Our surjectivity result is “cheap” because it is established by the inductive nature of EPG. It is of course desirable
to improve it by some intrinsic constraint on strategies such as history-freeness, innocence, well-bracketing as in [AJM00,
HO00]. We note that such a stronger kind of full completeness result for MLTT is partially achieved in [AJV15].
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by the substitution lemma [Hof97]. The case a′ • φ ∈ EST (Γ, A′{φ}) is analogous.
◮ Case p(A) ∈ EPG(
∑̂
(Γ, A),Γ), vA ∈ EST (
∑̂
(Γ, A), A). Since Γ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ), we
have ⊢ Γ ctx, Γ ⊢ A type such that J⊢ Γ ctxK = Γ and JΓ ⊢ A typeK = A (by the induction hy-
pothesis). Without loss of generality, wemay assume ⊢ Γ ≡ ♦, x1 : A1, x2 : A2, . . . , xn : An ctx.
Then, we clearly have the judgements
Γ, x : A ⊢ x1 : A1
Γ, x : A ⊢ x2 : A2[x1/x1]
...
Γ, x : A ⊢ xn : An[x1/x1, x2/x2, . . . , xn−1/xn−1]
so that we may form the contextual term
Γ, x : A ⊢ (. . . ((⋆, x1), x2), . . . , xn) :
∑
(Γ)
that satisfies JΓ, x : A ⊢ (. . . ((⋆, x1), x2), . . . , xn) :
∑
(Γ)K = p(A). If a = vA :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), A),
then, by ctx-Ext and Var, we obtain Γ, x : A ⊢ x : A such that JΓ, x : A ⊢ x : AK = vA.
◮ Case
∏
(A,B),
∑
(A,B) ∈ EDG(Γ). Since A ∈ EDG(Γ), B ∈ EDG(
∑̂
(Γ, A)), by the in-
duction hypothesis, we have Γ ⊢ A typei and Γ, x : A ⊢ B typej such that JΓ ⊢ A typeiK = A,
JΓ, x : A ⊢ B typejK = B, R(A) = i and R(B) = j. By
∏
-Form, we obtain the judgement
Γ ⊢
∏
x:A B typemax(i,j) such that J
∏
x:A BK =
∏
(JAK, JBK) =
∏
(A,B). Also, R(
∏
(A,B)) =
max(R(A),R(B)) = max(i, j). It is completely analogous for the case
∑
(A,B) ∈ EPG.
◮ Case
∏
(φ, ψ),
∑
(φ, ψ) ∈ EST (Γ, {U}Γ). In this case, we have φ ∈ EST (Γ, {U}Γ), ψ ∈
EST (
∑̂
(Γ,El(φ)), {U}∑̂
(Γ,El(φ))
) in EPG; thus, by the induction hypothesis, there are
judgements Γ ⊢ b : U and Γ, y : El(b) ⊢ c : U such that JbK = φ and JcK = ψ. By U-Elim,
we have Γ ⊢ El(b) type and Γ, y : El(b) ⊢ El(c) type such that JEl(b)K = El(JbK) = El(φ) and
JEl(c)K = El(JcK) = El(ψ). Thus, by
∏
-Form and U-Intro, we have Γ ⊢ En(
∏
y:El(b) El(c)) : U
such that
JEn(
∏
y:El(b) El(c))K = En(
∏
(JEl(b)K, JEl(c)K))
= En(
∏
(El(φ),El (ψ)))
=
∏
(En(El(φ)),En(El(ψ)))
=
∏
(φ, ψ).
The case
∑
(φ, ψ) ∈ EST (Γ, {U}Γ) is completely analogous.
◮ Case ΛA,B(σ) ∈ EST (Γ,
∏
(A,B)). Note that we have A ∈ EDG(Γ), B ∈ EDG(
∑̂
(Γ, A)),
σ :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A), B); thus, by the induction hypothesis, we have Γ ⊢ A type, Γ, x : A ⊢ B type
and Γ, x : A ⊢ b : B such that JAK = A, JBK = B and JbK = σ. By
∏
-Intro, we obtain
Γ ⊢ λxA.b :
∏
x:A B such that Jλx
A.bK = ΛA,B(JbK) = ΛA,B(σ).
◮ Case Λ−1A,B(τ) ∈ EST (
∑̂
(Γ, A), B). Since τ :
∏̂
(Γ,
∏
(A,B)), by the induction hypothesis,
we have Γ ⊢ f :
∏
x:A B such that JfK = τ . Note that we may obtain Γ, x : A ⊢ f :
∏
x:A B by
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Weak and Γ, x : A ⊢ x : A by Var. By
∏
-Elim, we obtain Γ, x : A ⊢ f(x) : B[x/x] such that
JΓ, x : A ⊢ f(x) : B[x/x]K = Λ−1
A{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(JΓ, x : A ⊢ f :
∏
x:A BK) • JΓ, x : A ⊢ x : AK
= Λ−1
A{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(τ • p(A)) • 〈derΓ, vA〉
= Λ−1
A{p(A)•vA},B{p(A)+•vA+}
(τ • p(A) • 〈derΓ, vA〉)
= Λ−1A,B(τ • derΓ)
= Λ−1A,B(τ).
◮ Case IdA{〈〈derΓ, a〉, a′〉} ∈ EDG(Γ). Since Γ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ) and a, a′ :
∏̂
(Γ, A) in
EPG, by the induction hypothesis, we have Γ ⊢ A typei, Γ ⊢ a : A and Γ ⊢ a′ : A such that
JAK = A,R(A) = i, JaK = a and Ja′K = a′. Thus, by =-Form, we have Γ ⊢ a =A a′ typei such
that Ja =A a
′K = IdJAK{〈〈der JΓK, JaK〉, Ja
′K〉} = IdA{〈〈derΓ, a〉, a′〉}.
◮ Case Idφ(τ, τ
′) ∈ EPG(Γ,U). Since φ : Γ→ U and τ, τ ′ :
∏̂
(Γ,El (φ)), we have judgements
Γ ⊢ b : U, Γ ⊢ t : El(b) and Γ ⊢ t′ : El(b) (by the induction hypothesis) such that JbK = φ,
JtK = τ and Jt′K = τ ′. We then have the judgement Γ ⊢ En(t =El(b) t
′) : U (by =-Form and
U-Intro) such that JEn(t =El(b) t
′)K = En(Jt =El(b) t
′K) = En(IdJEl(b)K{〈derΓ, JtK〉, Jt
′K〉}) =
En(IdEl(φ){〈derΓ, τ〉, τ
′〉}) = IdEn(El(φ))(τ, τ
′) = Idφ(τ, τ
′).
◮ CaseReflA :
∑̂
(Γ, A1)→
∑̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A2), A
+
3 ), IdA), Refl
−1
A :
∑̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, A2), A
+
3 ), IdA)→∑̂
(Γ, A1). Since Γ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ), by the induction hypothesis, we have ⊢ Γ ctx
and Γ ⊢ A type such that JΓK = Γ and JAK = A. Then by =-Intro we may construct terms
Γ, x : A ⊢ (g, x, x, reflx) :
∑
(Γ, y : A, z : A, y =A z) and Γ, x : A, y : A, reflx ⊢ (g, x) :
∑
(Γ, z : A)
such that J(g, x, x, reflx)K = ReflA and J(g, x)K = Refl
−1
A .
◮ Case RNP (cz , cs) ∈ EST (
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ),R0(τ) ∈ EST (Γ, A{τ}). In this case, we have
P ∈ EDG(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ)), cz :
∏̂
(Γ, P{zero}) and cs :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, {N}Γ), P ), P{succ •
p(P )}); thus, by the induction hypothesis, we have Γ, x : N ⊢ P(x) type, Γ ⊢ cz : P[0/x],
Γ, x : N, y : P(x) ⊢ cs(x, y) : P[succ(x)/x] such that JP(x)K = P , JczK = cz and Jcs(x, y)K = cs .
ByWeak, Var and N -Elim, we obtain the judgement Γ, x : N ⊢ RN(P, cz, cs, x) : P(x) with
JRN(P, cz, cs, x)K = R
N
JPK(JczK, JcsK){〈p(N), JΓ, x : N ⊢ x : NK〉}
= RNP (cz , cs) • der∑̂(Γ,N)
= RNP (cz , cs).
It is even simpler for the caseR0(τ) :
∏̂
(Γ, A{τ}).
◮ Case El(φ) ∈ EDG(Γ). Since Γ ∈ EPG and φ ∈ EST (Γ, {U}Γ), by the induction hypothesis,
we have a judgement Γ ⊢ u : U such that JΓ ⊢ u : UK = φ. By U-Elim, we have Γ ⊢ El(u) type
such that JΓ ⊢ El(u) typeK = El(JΓ ⊢ u : UK) = El(φ).
We now show that the interpretation is injective (when Id-types are excluded). Let Γ ∈ EPG
A ∈ EDG(Γ), a ∈ EST (Γ, A). Below, we prove that a context ⊢ Γ ctx, a type Γ ⊢ A type and a
term Γ ⊢ a : A that denote Γ, A and a, respectively, are unique by induction on Γ, A and a:
◮ If ⊢ Γ ≡ ♦ ctx, then Γ = I . Clearly, only the empty context ⊢ ♦ ctx denotes I .
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◮ If ⊢ Γ ≡ Γ′, x : A ctx, then Γ =
∑̂
(Γ′, A). Any context that denotes Γ must be of the
form ⊢ ∆′, y : B ctx. However, since
∑̂
(∆′, B) = J⊢ ∆′, y : B ctxK = Γ =
∑̂
(Γ′, A), it
follows that ∆′ = Γ′ and B = A. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, ⊢ ∆′ ≡ Γ′ ctx and
Γ′ ⊢ B ≡ A type, whence ⊢ ∆′, y : B ≡ Γ′, x : A ctx by ctx-ExtEq.
◮ If either Γ ⊢ A ≡ 1 type, Γ ⊢ A ≡ 0 type, Γ ⊢ A ≡ N type or Γ ⊢ A ≡ U type, then A = {G}Γ,
where G is either 1, 0, N or U . Note that Γ ⊢ A type cannot be a dependent function,
dependent sum or identity types (e.g., I → G 6= G and I&G 6= G by the tags for disjoint
union). Thus, Γ ⊢ A type is the unique type that denotes A.
◮ By
∏
-Uniq,
∏
-Comp,
∑
-Uniq,
∑
-Comp, N-Comp, 1-Uniq and 1-Comp, we may exclude the
cases where a is constructed by
∏
-Elim,
∑
-Elim, N-Elim or 1-Elim.
◮ If Γ ⊢ a ≡ xi : Ai, where Γ ≡ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An ctx, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then a = vAi . It is then
clear that Γ ⊢ xi : Ai is only the term that denotes a (n.b. the rule 1-Uniq takes care of the
case where Γ ⊢ Ai ≡ 1 type). It is analogous for the case where a is ⋆, 0, succ(n) or R0(C, a).
In the following, it is an important point that we may exclude this case for a.
◮ If Γ ⊢ A ≡ El(a) type, where Γ ⊢ a : U, then A = El(a). Assume that there is another type
Γ ⊢ A′ type such that A′ = El(a). Then, since En(A′) = En(El (a)) = a, by the induction
hypothesis, we have Γ ⊢ En(A′) ≡ a : U, whence Γ ⊢ A′ ≡ El(En(A′)) ≡ El(a) ≡ A type.
◮ If Γ ⊢ A ≡
∏
x:CD(x) type, then A =
∏
(C,D). Let Γ ⊢ B type be another type that denotes
A. Then, we must have Γ ⊢ B ≡
∏
x:C′ D
′(x) type for some Γ ⊢ C′ type, Γ, x : C′ ⊢ D′(x) type.
But since
∏
(C,D) =
∏
(C′, D′) implies C = C′ and D = D′32, by the induction hypoth-
esis, Γ ⊢ C ≡ C′ type and Γ, x : C ⊢ D(x) ≡ D′(x) type. Therefore, by the congruence with
respect to
∏
-Form, we have Γ ⊢ A ≡
∏
x:C D(x) ≡
∏
x:C′ D
′(x) ≡ B type. It is analogous for
the case Γ ⊢ A ≡
∑
x:C D(x) type.
◮ If Γ ⊢ a ≡ λxC.d(x) :
∏
x:C D(x), then a = ΛC,D(d) :
∏̂
(Γ,
∏
(C,D)), where d :
∏̂
(
∑̂
(Γ, C), D).
Let Γ ⊢ a′ :
∏
x:CD(x) be another term that denotes a. Then, note that a
′must be of the form
Γ ⊢ a′ ≡ λxC.d′(x) :
∏
x:C D(x) for some Γ, x : C ⊢ d
′(x) : D(x). By the induction hypothesis,
Γ, x : C ⊢ d(x) ≡ d′(x) : D(x), whence Γ ⊢ a ≡ λxC.d(x) ≡ λxC.d′(x) ≡ a′ :
∏
x:C D(x) by the
congruence with respect to
∏
-Intro.
◮ If Γ ⊢ a ≡ (c, d) :
∑
x:C D(x), then a = 〈c, d〉 :
∑
(C,D). Let Γ ⊢ a′ :
∑
x:C D(x) be another
term that denotes a. Then a′ must be of the form Γ ⊢ a′ ≡ (c′, d′) :
∑
x:C D(x). However,
〈c, d〉 = 〈c′, d′〉 implies c = c′ and d = d′; thus, by the induction hypothesis, Γ ⊢ c ≡ c′ : C
and Γ ⊢ d ≡ d′ : D[c/x], whence Γ ⊢ a ≡ (c, d) ≡ (c′, d′) ≡ a′ :
∑
x:C D(x) by the congruence
with respect to
∑
-Intro.
◮ If Γ ⊢ a ≡ En(T) : U, then a = En(T ). Let Γ ⊢ a′ : U be another term that denotes a. Then
a′ must be of the form Γ ⊢ a′ ≡ En(T′) : U for some Γ ⊢ T′ type. Then T = El(En(T )) =
El(a) = El(a′) = El (En(T ′)) = T ′. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, Γ ⊢ T ≡ T′ type,
whence Γ ⊢ a ≡ En(T) ≡ En(T′) ≡ a′ : U by the congruence with respect to U-Intro.

32Notice that
∏
(C, {1}∑̂
(Γ,C)
) 6=
∏
(C′, {1}∑̂
(Γ,C)
) if C 6= C′ thanks to the tags for linear implication.
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6 Intensionality
We now investigate how intensional the model of MLTT in EPG is through some of the syntactic
rules. For a type Γ ⊢ A type and terms Γ ⊢ a, a′ : A, we write Γ ⊢ a =A a′ type or just a = a′ for the
Id-type between a and a′, and Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A of just a ≡ a′ for the judgmental equality between a
and a′ inMLTT.
6.1 Equality Reflection
The principle of equality reflection (EqRefl), which states that if two terms are propositionally
equal, then they are judgmentally equal too, i.e., Γ ⊢ p : a =A a′ ⇒ Γ ⊢ a ≡ a′ : A for any type
Γ ⊢ A type and terms Γ ⊢ a, a′ : A, Γ ⊢ p : a =A a′, is the difference between the intensional and
extensional variants ofMLTT: The extensional one is the intensional one plus EqRefl.
EqRefl is not valid in EPG when we consider an equality between open terms. For example,
consider terms x : N, y : 0 ⊢ x : N and x : N, y : 0 ⊢ succ(x) : N; they are interpreted as different
strategies I&N&0
fst
→ I&N
snd
→ N and I&N&0
fst
→ I&N
sI→ N in EPG, respectively. However,
we may interpret a term x : N, y : 0 ⊢ p : succ(x) =N x as the strategy
p :
∏̂
(I&N&0, Id{N}{〈〈der I&N&0, snd • fst〉, sI • fst〉})
in EPG that just plays in the component game 0 in the domain at the second move, so that
it is trivially a proof. Note that such a strategy p is elementary because we may apply the
constructionR0 for the dependent game Id{N}{〈〈der I&N&0, snd •fst〉, sI •fst〉} ∈ EDG(I&N&0)
and the second projection snd : I&N&0→ 0.
6.2 Function Extensionality
Next, we consider the axiom of function extensionality (FunExt), which states that for any types
Γ ⊢ A type, Γ, x : A ⊢ B type and terms Γ ⊢ f, g :
∏
x:A B(x), we can inhabit the type
Γ ⊢
∏
x:A f(x) = g(x)→ f = g type.
Let us focus on the case where ⊢ Γ ≡ ♦ ctx, and ignore I = J⊢ ♦ ctxK for simplicity. It is not
hard to see that the model in EPG refutes this axiom because a strategy φ = &Pinvσ:!Aφσ :
∏̂
(A,B)
is not completely specified by the function πφ : st(!A) → st(⊎B) and its behavior in ⊎B. For
instance, let us consider strategies 0N , 0ˆN : N → N defined by 0N
df.
= pref({q.0}) and 0ˆN
df.
=
pref({q.q.n.0|n ∈ N}). Note that the former is clearly elementary, and so is the latter by the con-
struction RN . Then, we do not have a strategy on the game
∏̂
(N, Id{N}{〈〈derN , 0N 〉, 0ˆN 〉}) →
ÎdN→N (0N , 0ˆN ) in EPG because the domain is true but the codomain is false.
6.3 Uniqueness of Identity Proofs
Next, we investigate the principle of uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP), which states that for any
type Γ ⊢ A type, the following type can be inhabited:
Γ ⊢
∏
a1,a2:A
∏
p,q:a1=a2
p = q type.
If the empty type occurs in Γ, then the interpretation of this type has a proof in the same was as
the case of EqRefl; so assume otherwise. Then, for any Γ ∈ EPG, A ∈ EDG(Γ), a1, a2 :
∏̂
(Γ, A),
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any two strategies p, q :
∏̂
(Γ, IdA{〈〈derΓ, a1〉, a2〉}) must be the same dereliction, and so there
must be the obvious dereliction between them. It is now clear that there is a strategy on the
game
∏̂
(JΓK, J
∏
a1,a2:A
∏
p,q:a1=a2
p = qK) in EPG (but it is a bit too tedious to write down what
exactly the strategy is).
6.4 Criteria of Intensionality
There are Streicher’s three Criteria of Intensionality [Str93]:
◮ I. A : U, x, y : A, z : x =A y 6⊢ x ≡ y : A.
◮ II. A : U,B : A→ U, x, y : A, z : x =A y 6⊢ B(x) ≡ B(y) : U.
◮ III. If ♦ ⊢ p : t =A t′, then ♦ ⊢ t ≡ t′ : A.
The point here is that Opponent’s behavior or anti-strategy does not have to be innocent, well-
bracketed, total or noetherian; in particular, he does not need to provide a proof for an iden-
tity game. For the criterion I, we have the two obvious derelictions on A (up to the tags for
disjoint union of sets of moves) for the interpretation of A : U, x, y : A, z : x =A y ⊢ x : A and
A : U, x, y : A, z : x =A y ⊢ y : A. These strategies are clearly different as Opponent may behave
differently for x and y, so the model in EPG satisfies the criterion I. In a similar manner, it
is straightforward to see that our model in EPG satisfies the criterion II as well. Finally, the
criterion III is also satisfied in our model because the terms t, t′ are closed.
6.5 Univalence Axiom
We finally analyze the univalence axiom (UA), the heart of HoTT, which states that the type
Γ ⊢ (En(A) =UEn(B)) ≃ (A ≃ B) type
is inhabitable for all types Γ ⊢ A,B type. A term of an equivalence Γ ⊢ A ≃ B type consists of
functions Γ ⊢ f : A→ B, Γ ⊢ g : B→ A and equalities Γ ⊢ p : f ◦ g = idB, Γ ⊢ q : g ◦ f = idA; for
the precise definition, see [Uni13]. The essence of UA is the component
Γ ⊢ (A ≃ B)→ En(A) =UEn(B) type.
For simplicity, let us focus on the case where ⊢ Γ ≡ ♦ ctx. Its interpretation, if exists, must be
a strategy φ : A ≃ B → ÎdU(En(A),En(B)). The point is when A = B but ♯(A) 6= ♯(B);
for instance consider the games N and FSN (1). They are clearly the same game, but ♯(N) 6=
♯(FSN (1)), and so there is no proof for the proposition
(N ≃ FSN (1))→ ÎdU (En(N),En(FS
N (1))).
Hence the model in EPG does not validate UA.
This suggests that to interpret UA we need to allow non-trivial proofs for identity games,
so that we have proofs for ÎdU (En(A),En(B)) when ♯(A) 6= ♯(B) but A and B are “equiva-
lent” games. For this aim, it seems promising to incorporate the groupoid structure to form an
instance of the well-known groupoid interpretation ofMLTT [HS98]; we leave it as future work.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a new variant of games and strategies that gives rise to an
effective and surjective game semantics for MLTT with unit-, empty-, N-,
∏
-,
∑
-, and Id-types
as well as the cumulative hierarchy of universes. When Id-types are excluded, the interpretation is
additionally injective. Also, as shown in the previous section, our model is in fact intensional, and
it is more abstract or “high-level” than, e.g., TMs. Moreover, through several examples, we have
seen that our semantics provides intuitive yet mathematically precise explanation of MLTT. In
particular, it provides some conceptual clarifications: the difference between (dependent) types
and terms of universes, terms and context morphisms, etc. Thus, we have achieved to some
degree our research aim to give a mathematical and intensional explanation ofMLTT.
However, its interpretation of Id-types does not capture phenomena inHoTT verywell as we
have seen in the previous section (it validates UIP and refutes UA). In particular, it implies that
our model is not faithful. Meanwhile, we have recognized that the CwFWPG looks quite similar
to the CwF of groupoids in the classic paper [HS98]. Thus, it is future work to refine the model by
equipping it with a groupoid structure to interpret Id-types better. Also, it would bemeaningful
to strengthen our full completeness result in terms of some intrinsic constraint on games and
strategies. Moreover, our game semantics provides some insights to reformulate CwFs more
“categorically” in the sense that types and terms are interpreted in the underlying category.
Finally, it would be fruitful to incorporate the “dynamic structure” in games and strategies
introduced in [YA16] because the distinction between canonical and non-canonical terms [ML82,
ML84] inMLTTmay be captured by explicit and non-explicit strategies, and evaluation of terms
by the hiding operation on strategies. We leave these points as future work.
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